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re you losing 
good dollars and cents 7 
How do your tuna, sardines or salmon reach 
market? Perfectly kept, in well designed, modernly 
constructed packages? Packages that win sales-that 
build an ever increasing demand for your fish product 
from dealers? 
If you haven't a package like this, you're losing good 
dollars and cents. A good fish product deserves a good 
container-without one it is handicapped from the start. 
Canco metal fish packages for tuna, sardines and salmon 
are profitable containers to investigate and buy. They're 
sturdy and long lasting, built from the finest materials-
one sure way to ship fish products and keep them in 
the finest condition. 
AMERICAN CAI\J 
COMJ>AI\JY 
-
CAN CO 
-
cA View 
of the A-B Spiral 
Clwiu Exhaust Boxes 
in the Plant 
of K. Hm•den Co. 
Monterey, Calif 
osts can be 
REDUCED! 
The drying-and-frying method of processing fish is costly. It holds down capacity. It consumes 
labor. It wastes fuel. It eats up profits. 
The straight·line raw-pack method made possible 
by the A-B Spiral Chain Exhauster cuts costs all along 
the line, and produces a pack of uniformly fine quality. 
Installations have been made in outstanding plants 
up and down the coast, and there is a distinct turn to-
ward the replacement of the drying-and-frying method 
with this modern, high-speed, money-saving process. 
Write for complete information or talk with your 
nearest A-B representative. 
1Ve 'Will be glad to submit dollars-and-cents figures slzowiug the 
cost of replacing your equipnwJt n•ith the A-B Spiral Chain Ex-
haiiStcr aud the sa'Viugs you call expect on your preseut output. 
ANDERSON -BARNGROVER MFG. CO. 
Di'Visiall of FOOD MACHINERY CORPORATION 
70 PINE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 
Factories: San Jose and Hayward, California 
A~ B SPIRAL CHAIN 
EXHAUSTER 
Tlw \Vest Const Fisheries is published monthly, January to November, nnd semi-monthly in December, nt Municipal Fish 'Vhnrf, Sun Pedro, Cn\ifornin, 
by M. \V. Eley. Subscription $3.50 Per yenr in the United Stutes nnd Insular Possessions, Foreign, $4,50. Entered nt Snn Pedro Poatoffic:e ns sec:ond elnsS 
matter ~lwemher 24, 1928, under Act oi :March 3, 1Si9, Vol. 2, No. i. · 
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oil-burning ranges 
use the same fuel as your Diesel Engine 
lngleize Your Galley Now 
and Save 75% on Fuel 
Costs Alone 
, ... , 
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Underwriters Approved 
The vVHITE STAR, K. Ceasaro, owner, 
the newest addition to the San Pedro 
fleet, is fitted with a 
Lux Remote Control Fire System 
for the same reasons that Lux has been 
installed in eleven other new boats of the 
local fleet. Lux is 
Dependable - Efficient 
and is always ready for instant use. 
LUX DISTRIBUTORS 
Southern Cnlifornin Northern C11lifornin Northwest 
pAUL W, HILLER IIOUGll & EGBERT ALEX GOW, INC. 
Wilmington Snn Francisco Seattle 
LUX AGENTS 
R. V. Morris., •.................... San Diego 
Yacht & Motor Sales Corp •.......... Wilmington 
Craig Ship Building Co ............. Long Bench 
William Sylva Co ................ San Francisco 
Beebe Co. . ........................ Portland 
Seattle 1\lnrine Equipment Co ......... , .. Scatt1c 
Hoff nrs Ltd. . ..................... Vancouver 
Pacific Salvage Co. , ...... , ......... Vancouver 
WaRtell' Kidde & Compan;v,llnc. 
ll. 40 Cedar Street 
New York 
Tear out nnd mail Coupon to nearest Denter. 
···········-·············--···-····------
Please send me copy of "No More Fire Disasters" and 
details of system for my boat. ........•......................... _ .......... . 
she is ................ ft. long .............. wide and has .!!. •••••••••••• HP 
................................................ (Gasoline) (Diesel) Engine. 
N arne ............................................................................... -·-·--·· 
Address ......................... _ ...................... _ ....... -------··---·-····--··· 
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COASTWISE 
NAVIGATION 
by 
Lt. Com. P. V. H. WEEMS 
and his ilssoddtc:s 
COMMANDER WEEMS, for seven years instructor of navigation at the U. S. 
Naval Academy, has supervised 
the preparation of a manual com-
pletely filling the needs of the 
coastwise navigator. 
For those who count the sea their 
vocation or avocation, this hand 
book brings the opportunity to 
easily master the art of marine 
navigation. 
Priced at only $3.50, this non-
technical easily understood man- · 
ual will be a valuable addition 
to your crew. A master naviga-
tor at your service. 
Use the coupon to order your 
copy. 
WEEMS SYSTEM OF NAVIGATION 
2955 San Fernando Road Los Angeles, California 
Please mail by Parcel Post1 C. 0. D., my copy of COASTWISE 
NAVIGAT10N 1 for which I will pay $3.50 upon delivery1 or 
Please send me information about COASTWISE NAVIGATION. 
Name ... 
Address .. 
CitY·······-···· 
(Strike: out one) 
......... .State .... ___ .. 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
FAMOUS 
for 
Dependable 
Service 
~ 
"WESTERN ENTERPRISE" 
Diesel Marine Engines 
Among owners and operators of fishing schooners, 
trawlers, cannery tenders and all types of commercial 
and pleasure craft, "\Vcste-rn Enterprise!! Diesel En-
gines have earned a world-wide reputation for effi-
cient, economical, dependable service. VVritc for Cat-
alog 505-it contains complete information. 
WESTERN ENTERPRISE ENGINE CO. 
General Offices and Factory 
1005 Alhambra Ave., Los Angeles, California 
914 Western Ave., Seattle, Washington 
Distributnrs: 
Enterprise Engine Co., San Frnncioco, Calif. 
Kruse & Banks Shipbuilding Co., North Bend, Ore. 
The von I-lrrmm Young Co., Ltd., Honolulu, T. H. 
Edwrrrd Lipoett, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C. 
Peden Jron & S1cel Co., Houston, Tc:cas 
A. R. Robbins Marine Engine Wark;, San Die~;o, Calif. 
If Your Customer Demands Quality 
-There i~ Only One Solution 
CAL- REY Brand 
California Sardines 
Also Packers of 
Custom and Feature brands 
Custom House 
Packing Corporation 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
"The Sardine Port of the West Coast" 
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PUBLISHED FOR THE ELEMENTS THAT MAKE UP THE. FISHERIES Of 
~ - ~ THE 
Plenary Power Initiative Filed 
With Calif. Atty.-General 
SPORTSMEN SEEK REORGANIZATION OF 
STATE FISH AND GAME COMMISSION 
T E-IE INITIATIVE measure seeking complete reor-ganization of the California Fish and Game Com-
mission, with plenary powers for that body, has been 
filed in the ofiice of Attorney General U. S. IV ebb, and 
will soon be circulated among the voters for subn1ission 
at the November general election, it was made kno\vn 
late last month. 
The Fish and Game Commission would consist of 
·five members, instead of three, as at present, according 
to the terms of the initiative. The state legislature 
would retain the right to make maximum open seasons, 
-but the Commission could close seasons altogether or 
reduce them, but could not make them longer than 
fixed by the Legislature. Any orders passed by the 
Commission would be approved by the Governor, and 
would become effective fifteen clays from such ap-
proval. Any ruling by the Commission would be sub-
ject to review by the Appellate Court of California. 
Could Stop Fishing 
The Fish and Game Commission would have the 
'power, under the measure proposed, to stop the taking, 
possession or sale of any fish or game at any time. In 
addition to having such great powers, the Commission-
ers 'vould serve for six years on appointment by the 
Governor. At the outset, however, should the initiative 
measure succeed, two members only v·.rould be appOint-
ed for six years, two for four-year terms and one for 
two years, in order that retirement from office would 
not take place at the same time for all members. All 
succeeding Commissioners would be appointed for the 
full term. The Governor could remove any of the 
Commissioners for incompetency. The Commission 
would have all the power it is possible to give it and 
this power \vould be absolute to the extent of stopping 
the sale of any fish in the state, if it so pleased that 
body. 
To put this proposition on the ballot will require 
91,529 signatures, which is 8 per cent of the votes cast 
at the last general election. The petition was filed with 
the attorney general because the law requires perSons 
endeavoring to put an initiative on the ballot to submit 
it to this official for him to prepare the title. 
This initiative measure, ·which is morleled after the 
law creating the State Railroad Commission, -has been 
the subject of considerable speculation for six months, 
since the time the "California Conservationists" came 
into being with the avow-ed objective of giving the Fish 
and Game Commission plenary powers. 
According to reports, the Izaak \'Talton _League and 
the Associated Sportsmen have joined in the campaign 
to place the measure before the voters. Senator San-
born Young of Los Gatos, chairman of the upper house 
Fish and Game Committee, is to be one of the Northern 
California campaign managers for the initiative, ac-
cording to newspaper reports. 
No Business Connections 
One of the provisions of the initiative, as brought to 
the attention of the fishing industry, is· that no person 
who is connected in any way with any business subject 
to regulation by the Commission will be eligible to ap-
pointment to that body. \Vhether or not such a Com-
mission, consisting of members with no connection 
with the fishing industry-and it might be reasonable 
to suppose, no knowledge of that industry, yet with 
absolute po·wers over the industry-could function sat-
isfactorily, is a question upon which fishery leaders of 
the state already have expressed doubt. 
VVhen this question came up in December, 1929, the 
situation should plenary powers be granted the Com-
mission was pointed out in the pages of \VCF, under 
the signature of Bryce B. Florence, prominent San 
Francisco fish broker, who for years has been closely 
in touch with legislative matters as they refer to the 
fish industry. Hif plenary power be given to the men 
(Conti11ued 011 Page 43) 
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Reviewing Business for 
THE MONTH 
Canning 
Conditions 
T HE MONTH of April, 1930, may be set down 
in VVest Coast canning his-
tory as unfruitful to the 
point of almost zero in as 
far as fish products packed 
are concerned. In the north, the boats were just start-
ing for Alaska; in the south an off-season on sardines 
existed, mackerel were not yet fit to pack, and the tuna 
became so evasive that less than 1000 tons were 
brought to California ports, according to the estimates 
of leading packers. 
That is the story of canning for the past month. The 
tuna, which should have provided plenty of activity 
during April, did not show themselves. The Cape San 
Lucas purse-seining season, which was technically in 
full swing, netted but very meagre catches and many 
of the boats were returning to their home ports empty 
before the month had closed. 
The Far Sonth 
This condition prevailed not only along the Lower 
California coast (the fishermen even exploring up into 
the Gulf of California for fish), but the high-sea boats 
which have blazed a trail to the South Sea Islands sud-
Of APRIL 
WITH WEATHER as a disquieting factor, pro-
duction of fresh'market fish 
along the West Coast was 
not heavy for the month of 
April, judging from reports 
fresh fish 
Survey 
from all along the coast, although the salmon season 
was opening under fairly propitious circumstances and 
halibut was reported as abundant in Seattle. Southern 
California was hit particularly by the bad weather. 
San Diego 
Stormy \Veather at the close of the month brought 
to a sudden and complete end local operations for mar-
ket fish, the climatic disturbances having effect south-
ward as far as San :i\1artin Island, Baja California. 
Boats cruising the southern grounds, and having par-
tial loads already aboard, hung on a little longer so as 
not to have to bring in broken trips. As a result, even 
after the winds became bad, straggling loads continued 
to come to port. 
Previous to the commencement of the storm consid-
erable lots of big barracuda were being caught by live-
bait method off the Coronados, but the first chilling of 
the air, which presaged the advent of the gale, caused 
denly found that the fish were not to 
be had, at least where the boats 'vere 
at the time. The swarming schools of 
the Galapagos and the Cocos Islands 
had, temporarily at least, taken them-
selves elselvhere. 
Some fishermen blamed the diffi-
culty in loading their vessels on the 
surge and rough sea which hit the 
coast late in April, claiming that it 
might keep the tuna from the surface, 
but at any event the paclcing houses 
have been rather quiet for the month, 
due to the lack of fish and any other 
17th 
NATIONAL 
FOREIGN TRADE 
CONVENTION 
the fish to disappear. The batTacuda 
that were brought in all were full of 
roe, and were fine fish. Food must be 
abundant, judging from the condition 
of the catch. 
Yellowtail has been very scarce. 
The only considerable quantity of 
these that came to dock during several 
lean days was a one-ton fare that was 
landed on the morning of April 30 by 
the new boat, "Genoa." 
Hotel Bilttnore, Los Angeles 
May 21 to 23, 1930 
JAMES A. FARRELL, 
Chairman 
Rock cod has been the support of 
the market, good catches of these hav-
ing been made by Julius Zolezzi, V. 
variety to take its place. Some reports said the tuna 
were schooling around Clarion Island and Clipperton 
Island on the Revilla Gigedo. 
Early for 1llaclwrel 
\i\Then the sardine season is closed, packers turn to 
n1ackerel to keep their plants busy in the absence of 
tuna, but canners report that the fish are not yet in the 
best of condition for packing and that they will not 
arrive at this state until about July. Some mackerel 
has been packed thus far, but no amount worthy of 
mention. 
At Turtle Bay 
At Turtle Bay, Lower California, M. Kondo of the 
Ocean Products Company is no\v packing abalone in 
his cannery. 1\'Ir. l(ondo, it is also reported, is direct-
ing his efforts toward the securing of more ample water 
supply for his plant. He is running a four-mile pipe 
line to a drilled well and in addition is experimenting 
with the condensation of sea water. 
Tasso, Sven Larson and others who specialize in that 
field. Taken as a \vhole the market was exceedingly 
quiet at" the beginning of ]\.1ay. 
San Pedro 
Operators at San Pedro, Calif., reported that receipts 
were light all month, with yellowtail, rock cod and 
barracuda, in addition to mackerel, being the mainstays 
of the market. IVIexican sea bass was still coming 
north from the Gulf of California, but was expected to 
stop at any time, due to the summer weather. 
The purse seine season on barracuda closed on Iviay 
1, and catching of this fish can continue only with gill 
nets and hooks, until August, when the pursing season 
reopens. The oyster season, also, is coming to a close 
after a good year. 
All producers are looking fonvard to the swordfish 
run, which should begin between lVIay 15 and June 
1. During the months of June, July and August the 
swordfishery \Vi11 be at its height, and all anticipate that 
this excellent fish will receive still greater acclaim fr01:n 
the public this year than ever before, although 1t 
strongly entrenched itself upon the market last summer. 
(Coutiuued o1t Page 54) 
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Do YOU KNOW-
that California Sardines tvere al· 
most excluded from tire Cuban 
market on the clairn that they 
The Sardine Is Acquitted! 
(CONTINUING "TRAVELS IN TINS TO FOREIGN LANDS") 
tVere not true Sardines and that 
tire Cuban Treasury Department 
has just ruled tlwt they will con· 
tinue to be -classed as fonnerly? 
T HE Califor-nia sardines 
have fought a 
battle and won! 
Their heritage 
was at stake; 
their entire future as world travelers 1night have been 
in danger. The arena was the Cuban Customs. The 
story was forwarded to WCF, which is in constant 
touch with United States commercial attaches through-
ant the world where IN est Coast canned fish products 
go, by Frederick Todd, American commercial attache 
at Havana, Cuba. 
Mr. Todd, writing nnder date of April 8, states that 
for some time the Cuban Customs have been endeavor-
ing to classify California sardines under Paragraph 
270-I-f of the Customs Tariff, i. e., "other fish and sea 
food, n.s.p.f.," paying duty at a rate of 9 cents per kilo-
gram plus an ad valorem duty of 15 per cent, instead 
of under Paragraph 270-E, "Sardines, not boneless, in 
tomato sauce or olive oil, standard and ordinary grade" 
paying duty at the rate of 3 cents 
sardines, as they arose only a few months ago, and the 
OI].ly explanation that can be advanced is the decreased 
purchasing power of the population as a result of low 
sugar prices. As already mentioned, the chief demand 
for the cheaply priced California sardine, \vhich retails 
in Cuba around 15 cents per tin, containing almost one 
pound of fish, emanates from the lower, middle and 
laboring classes and the rural population, who cannot 
afford the higher priced Spanish sardines packed in 
olive oil. These poorer classes predominate in Cuba, 
which has a population of roughly 3,500,000 and they 
have, of course, been the first to feel the effect of the 
unfavorable economic condition through which the 
Island has been passing for some years. 
"As to distribution, we have already mentioned that 
California sardines are for sale in every grocery store 
on the Island. The Cuban grocer purchases his Cali-
fornia sardine requirements from the, importing \Vhole-
sale grocers situated at l-Iabana and the more important 
outports, such as Cienfuegos, Santiago de Cuba, etc. 
The wholesalers in turn purchase from commission or 
indent merchants, who sell for 
per kilogram, as has been cus-
tomary, on the grounds that they 
claimed these sardines were not 
true sardines. 
World Markets ... 
the account of the packer or ex-
porter in California, who ships 
and bills direct to the importing 
wholesaler, the agent usually get-
ting a commission of 10 cents 
per case. 
"It was our desire," writes lvir. 
Todd, uto await the outcome of 
this nuitter before \vriting you, 
as it \Vas a question of supreme 
importance to the California sar-
dine trade, as if the above attempt 
had been successful it would have 
practically excluded California 
sardines irom this market. It 
gives me pleasure to be able to 
inform jon that as a result of inw 
are passing in review. Last month "Trav-
els in Tins to Foreign Lamls" discussed ex-
ports of canned foml.<; /rom the United 
States in general, with reports /rom the 
United Kingtlom ami Porto Rico. This 
month rve are in receipt of reports front 
the American commercial attaches in Bel-
gium ami Cuba, two witlely .~epurated ami 
greatly different countries, ,·et both rvith 
e.'l:cellent fields for distribution of the Cali-
fornia sardines. Watch for further reports 
from fortdgn canned fish markets in later 
issues of JPCF.-The Etlitor. 
"It is the opinion of this of-fice 
that na wthat the danger of an 
increased tariff classification has 
been removed, a more determined 
attempt could be made to recover 
the ground that has been lost. 
Undoubtedly sales will recover 
when conditions in Cuba improve, 
form-al representations made by this office, it has been 
decided by the Cuban Treasury Department that Cali-
fornia sardine in tomato sauce in the oval IS-ounce net 
under Paragraph 270-E, and will be considered as true 
sardines. 
"\iVith reference to the market possibilities, the Cali-
fornia sardine in tomato sauce in the oval 15-ound net 
tin, and usually sporting a red label, is well and favor-
ably known all over the Island. It is sold in all grocery 
establish_ments throughout the country and finds its 
heaviest sale in the rural districts, especially on the 
sugar plantations. Unfortunately we find that exports 
of sardines from the United States (of which the bulk 
are California sardines) have declined considerably dur-
ing t~ecent years, and while we exported -i1,775_,230 
pounds of canned sardines valued at $154,142 during 
1927, our 1928 exports of canned sardines to Cuba only 
totalled 768,523 pounds valued at $62,086. On the other 
hand, according to Cuban statistics, Cuba's total import~ 
of canned sardines increased from $254,836 during 1927 
to $309,052 during 1928, imports from Spain increasing 
from $104,971 during 1927 to $233,872 during 1928. 
"The now satisfactorily settled customs difficulties 
have had no influence on 1928 imports of California 
but·it \VOttld appear that an edu-
cational campaign, and possibly some judicious adver-
. tising, 1vould not be out of place in order to bring home 
to the consuming public the fact that they can pur-
chase a tin containing almost a pound of savory food 
with a high protein content, such as the California 
sardine, at a price within the means of most of them. 
"This office will be glad to assist packers of Cali-
fornia. sardines at their request in making suitable 
agency arrangements in the Cuban market." 
The Belgian Marlwt 
"CALIFORNIA PILCHARDS are much liked in 
Belgium," writes R. C. lVIillcr, American com-
mercial attache at Brussels, "and clue to the low price 
(Frs: 3.75 to 4.50 per tin) have found a very good 
market among the working classes. The fact that 
during 1928, 4,419,700 kilograms of tinned fish, valued 
at Frs: 27,872,000-of which practically 90 per cent 
were California pilchards, were imported Jrom the 
United States only, will give you an idea of the im-
portance of this trade in Belgium. 
"The importance of this trade is quite normal. How-
e~, the increase over 1928 was very important. as 
(Continued on Page 17) 
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Electrocuting. Swordfish 
CAPT. 0. lU. SEELEY ADDS ANOTHER TO HIS 
LONG SERIES OF FISIIERIES INVENTIONS 
By GEO. ROGER CHUTE* 
BLASTING A 'WHALE with a cannon is a familiar business to all of us, but to kill a big fish with a bolt of electricity, to. render him 
helpless so that his g-i·eat, inert bulk can be hauled unceremoniously 
Left, the "Nuchum" 
cruising on the 
swordfish grounds. 
Captain Seeley is 
seen at the wheel 
on top of the pilot~ 
house; in the rig-
ging are his two 
Portuguese, the one 
on the left being the 
skiff-man, the other 
the harpooner .. 
aboard the fishing vessel, is something ne\v. It sounds 
facetious, but it isn't. 
Every man of us has at some time during his boy-
hood speculated on how electric current might be uti-
lized in cluck hunting, or in capturing trout, bass, or 
salmon. Always otir dreams came to nothing because 
of the unsolved problem of insulating the charge until 
it could be delivered in actual contact \vith the game. 
Ready to strike. The old Portuguese points 
with the harpoon, indicating to the captain in 
what direction to steer. Two lines are at-
tached to the harpoon, one of these being fast 
to the head, the other bent to the pole for re-
trieving it. Before the old nshennan objected, 
the electric cable also ran out to the head 
Striking the broadhill. The fish was hit when 
a fathom deep in the water and swimming 
rapidly to the right. At this same instant the 
skiff~man gets his boat into the water and puts 
off to play the wounded animal. By using the 
electrical equipment it was never necessary to 
The vanquished gladiator, This is the same 
broadbill that was struck in the preceding 
picture. Note the harpoon line issuing from 
the very center of the back of the fish. Being 
seriously wounded, this swordfish was played 
and killed in less than an hour. Ten minutes 
-would have sufficed had electricity been em-
along with the harpoon line, launch the sldff at all. ployed, 
C ALIFORNIA fishermen have at last figured this out; beyond question the most spectacular appli-
cation to the principle is found in the swordfish opera-
tions that are carried on every summer off San Diego 
and San Pedro. 
Swordfishing is a new business in the Pacific. Until 
about four years ago no important commercial usc 1vas 
made of the "broadbills" that could be seen finning 
everywhere south of Point Conception. Only the sports-
men of Santa Catalina Island sallied out to take them 
with hook, line and fancv pole, but the quantities that 
they landed and sold to ;narket were not consequential 
as compared with the present catches. 
VVhen the Van Camp Organizations developed con-
tacts on the Atlantic seaboard whereby they were able 
to contract for the sale of large lots of the broadbills, 
it stirred up the small-boat men and got a number of 
*THE WEST COAST FISHERIES admowledges its indebtedness fo-r 
the datn fonning the ba~is for this account, to The State Fisheries Laboratory 
at Terminal Island, California. 
these to outfit with pulpit-planks for the new activity. 
Since along the southern coast there are many Portu-
guese who have had swordfishing experience~ both in 
European waters and out of 1\.iassachusetts ports, 
plenty of iron-hurlers were immediately at hand to man 
the harpoon boats. Thus the age-old style of slamming 
a lily-iron into the fish and then playing him on a line 
until exh:::.usted-a method that has known no improve-
ment in a hundred years or more-was implanted in 
California. It was something new to local men. They 
saw it not with accustomed eyes, dulled with familiarw 
ity, but instead scrutinized it 1vith the sharp inspection 
of critics having neither prejudice nor bias. T'o theri1 
its unchanged character throughout the generations of 
time \Vas not proof of matured perfection, but rather 
a mighty good reason to suspect that the scheme 
needed bringing up to date. They commenced experi-
menting. 
(Coutimud ou Page 57) 
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Sardine Canners Association to 
.Expand Operations 
B. D. MARX GREENE RETIRES AS 
VICE PRESIDENT AND GEN. MGR. 
RESIGNATION of B. D. l\Jarx Greene, vice-presi-dent and getieral manager of the Sardine Canners 
Association of California, who will return to private 
practice as an attorney, and the putting in motion of 
machinery which will entirely 1·evamp the association, 
enlarging its scope and trebling it~. horizon to take in 
the tuna and mackerel packing- interests of California, 
under the auspices of the Natio-nal Canners Association, 
were the outstanding deYelopments of meetings of can-
ners at the offices of the Sardine Canners Association 
in San Francisco on April 24. 
1vir. Greene, submitting his resignation, which be-
came. e~ective. Iviay 1, reviewed the progress of the 
assocmtlon clunng the past two vears and stated that it 
was 110\V in such smooth-running shape that he felt 
safe in relinquishing his \vork :Declaring- that he has 
not had a vacation for four years, I\Tr. Greene .says that 
he is going to take time off and o-o on a trip to 
Tahiti. ~ 
An Antbitious Prograrn 
A plan to form a new association to include all fish 
canners in the state of California has been discussed 
for some time and was the 
re:tson for the meetings in 
San Francisco. At these 
sessions the aclvisabilitv 
of an entirely new assO-
ciation was d~iscussed and 
rej ectecl for the reason 
that it would necessitate 
all of the formality of or-
ganization which preced-
ed the organization of the 
Sardine Canners A.ssocia-
"tion. 
J t became evident, then, 
that most of those present 
preferred to go on with 
an organizati-on already 
functioning and enlarge 
its scope to take care of 
th_e \vork now planned, 
and, possibly, to change 
1ts name to suit the new 
requirements. 
Gross of the E. B. Gross Canning Company, 1\.fonterey; 
H. A. In'ing of the Sea Pride Packing Corporation, 
San Francisco, and S. R. Hornstein of the Coast Fish-
ing Company, \Vilmington, to draft a budget and pre-
pare a tentative program covering the new project. 
This committee, according to members, \Vill do its 
work soon and submit it to ·the board of directors for 
approval, after which the entire membership will be 
C'allecl together to confer on the proposition. 
To Aitl Entire Industry 
The objective is to aiel not only the sardine canners, 
hut the entire fish-canning industry of California. The 
idea was promulgated shortly after organization a few 
months ago of the Tuna Packers Association of Cali-
fornia, o[ which S. R. Hornstein is president. The 
thought was expressed at that time that one association 
coordinating all of the clements could operate more 
ef-fectively and efficiently than a separate organization 
for sardines, tuna or mackerel. 
According to plans discussed at present, Dr. Norman 
Hendrickson, who was placed in charge of scientific 
research for the Tuna association, will carry on this 
work for the re-vamped 
Sardine association, which 
may he named the Cali-
fornia Fisheries Associa-
tion. 
'rhe aiel of Dr. E. N. 
Clark. who is in charg-e of 
the nOrthwestern cliv,I"sion 
of the National Canners 
Association, also was so-
licited and Dr. Clark has 
aided in p (e 1 i min ary 
work. Both Dr. Clark 
and Dr. Hendrickson ad-
dressed the canners at a 
meeting in Long Beach 
on :March 28, when the 
proposed association was 
discussed. 
'When this important 
point was decided-it be-
ing agreed that the Sar-
dine Association was the 
unit upon which to build 
the superstructure of an 
association embracing all 
canners of the state-
President Frank Van 
Camp of the Sardine Can-
ners Association there-
upon appointed a com-
mittee consisting of E. B. 
B. D. MARX GREENE 
In connection with the 
work of the committee 
of which he is a mem-
ber, E. B. Gross, fvfonte-
rey, says as follows: "I 
think it is becoming more 
evident to the various 
members that they can-
not hope to resist the 
forces adversely to their 
interests without a 
strong association and 
real cooperation." Whose Resignation as Vice-President and General Manager of the Sardine Association Became Effective May 1 
12 
launched 
A NOTHER JAPANESE ship-owning partnership has gotten a fine Diesel-driYen tuna cruiser into 
the water and Southern California's champion fish-
ing fleet h'as been enlarged by one more $100,000 unit .. 
Tl~e vessel is the "VVhite Rose/' the new 89-footer that 
is now being engincd in Fisherman's I-Iarbor, Sa_n Pedro. 
The hour for the launching had been tentatively set 
for 7:00 p. m., April 14, but for some reason the tide 
seems to have come up late that night-anyway, the 
jack under the bow of the ship wasn't gotten into opera-
tion until some time after 9:00 p. m., and the husky 
fishing ship slid backwards into Fisherman's Barbo:. 
Previous to the launching a banquet of Japanese deh-
cacies had been spread on the covered hatch, and all 
comers were made welcome. Captain S. Ishikawa offi-
ciated, and all of his partners and crew were present to 
\velcome and offer cheer to visitors. 
To attempt to describe the dinner would be impos-
sible, for English has no equivalents for most of the 
dishes that were served there; however, all the world 
knows what real barbecued spring chicken means-
picture heaping platters of it, all perfectly bro:wr~ed 
before a bed of coals, this as well as the other clamttes 
having been prepared by the very hands of the cap-
tain1S' wife, Mrs. Ishikawa. I(. Ishikawa, a brother of 
the captain, was present with his wife: a sister of the 
two men also was there in company with her hnsband, 
S. Iv.Iochijuki, part owner. The balance of the official 
group was made up of the following joint owners in 
the enterprise: N. Nakamuri, G. Iamawaki, J. Isobe, 
S. Kawaguchi, IVI. Suzuki, and 1\'I. lVTuramutu. \i\Till-
iam Napier will be the Diesel engineer. 
Atlas-Imperial supplied the 4-cylincler, 230 h.p. Die-
sel with which the new bottom will be enginecl. As 
to scconclarv machinery, this is to be a line-shaft job 
with chain ~lrive to a 4-cylinder, 270 h.p. Continental 
"Reel Seal" motor. Being built for hot-\vater latitudes, 
there will be a 3-ton Lipman ice plant. 
Tvirs. S. Ishikawa acted as svonsor, christening the 
big boat the "\i\Thite Rose." In~ Japanese _the word ~s 
"Barab6tan," we were told, but the Engltsh name 1s 
the one that is to be painted around the bows of the 
new vessel. Just prior to the actual christening a large 
floral piece was delivered to lVIrs. Ishikawa as a gift 
and token from Sam Hornstein, president of the Coast 
Fishing Company. It was a tall basket tilled witl~ a 
massed center of white rose buds banked about wtth 
colored gladiolas. Charles Houghton, who speaks the 
Japanese language fluently, was present to extend the 
congratulations of Sam Horn:tein, there~ft~r manifest-
ing an unfeigned and genmne apprectatton for the 
viands that had been spread in invitation to the gather-
ing. 0. \lll. Beckman, representative of the Atlas-
Imperial Eng-inc Company, was one of the crowd. 
The Ishikinvas are veteran fishing skippers of San 
Pedro, having owned the wrokai," later the "O-wl No. 
1" and the "dwl No.2." They still have the "Owl No. 
1." The "VVhite Rose" will deliver its catch to the 
Coast Fishing Company. 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
APRIL 
Another 
T HERE are at least four "Asamas" in Japan-one of them is a volcano and the other three are 
ships. JVIount Asama is beloved by the Japanese as .~s 
their other natural national monument, :i\.iount FuJI-
yuma. They are fond of naming vessels after it. 
Accordinrr to ,vhat we are told by fanner dwellers 
in Nippon, bthc royal yacht of the oriental Emperor is 
named "Asama." So, likewise, is one of their men-o'-
war, a training ship that aunua1ly makes San Pedro a 
port of call. Finally, the "N.Y.K.'' _company of st~am­
ship owners recently christened thetr finest new Dtesel 
linCr the "Asama l\Iaru." 
Comes now Captain J. Shioji. together ,vith eight 
associates, and causes to be built in the yards of the 
San Pedro Boat Building Company the first and only 
"Asama" to fly the flag of America. It is anoth~r of 
California's s1viftly growing fleet of huge tuna crmsers 
-a raised-deck vessel 105 feet long. 
~<1 like big ones," quoth the skipper on the occasion 
of the launching. "Next time I'll build a larger one!" 
This fishing ship \Vas financed as have been so many 
others: A group. of thrifty tunamen pooled the~r sav-
ings and formed a fund with which .to constr.uct the 
hull, incidentally and at the same tune for~n1ng the 
crew which will man the craft when it goes Into com-
mission. 'I'he following is the list of the partners in 
the enterprise: J. Shioji, Y. Hori, N. Nakamura, A. 
Hingashi, 0. Shioji, N. Shioji, Y. Tani, and two o_thcrs 
whose surnames are Asano and Okumura, respectively. 
J. Shioji is the moving spirit in the group and it is he 
who will command the cruiser. Y. Hori, a cousin of 
the skipper, will quit his position with the Atla~-Im­
perial Diesel factory in Oakland to become the eng-meer 
of the big bait boat. The other Shiojis in the comple-
ment are said not to be related to the captain, it seem-
ing that the name Shioji is, in Japanese, a sort of equiv-
alent to Smith, Brown or Jones and takes in a large 
section of the population of the Celestial Islands. All 
of the nine co-partners are resident~ on Terminal 
Island with the sole exception of Y. H ori, who pres-
ently will establish a domocile there. 
The big cruiser will be driven by a 6-cylinder, 350 
h.p. Atlas-Imperial Diesel which is expected to impart 
to it a velocity of 11 knots. Fuel capacity of 15,000 
gallons will guarantee a cruising range of at least 7,500 
The "B rem· 
en," and the 
"As;una" re-
cently launch· 
ed ut Term· 
inal Island, 
Calif. 
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JJAsama" 
miles .. For. main ~uxiliary a 3-cylinder, 45 h.p. Atlas-
Impenal D1esel w1ll be directly-connected with a 25 
kw. ·westinghouse generator set. In addition to this 
major ecjuipment a 12 h.p. Novo gasoline engine will 
be installed. 
HWe are insulati11g the hull all over," said the captain 
" d . ' 
. an ·we .are gomg_ to put in one of the 6-ton Lipman 
ICC maclunes.. I thtnk we will have ammonia pipes all 
around the stdes, as well as overhead. \A,T e will have 
C. ]. Hendry Company bottled gas and a Shipmate 
stove." 
Other equipment will be a Johnson propeller, Byron 
Jackson pumps, Cunmngham and Thomas winches and 
a 32-volt bank of Ironclad Exide cells 
The ~<As_ama" was decked with flags and made ready 
for launchmg on the afternoon of April 15, last. Mrs. 
0. W. Beckman, wife of the San Pedro representative 
of. the A~las~Imperial Engine Company, was honored 
wtth the tnvttatwn to serve as sponsor. Shortly after 
9 o'clock that night the shorings-up were removed, 
the wedge~ knocke~ out, an~ a pair of screw-jacks soon 
put the btg bulk mto motwn towards the waters of 
Fisherman's Harbor. 
Everyone witnessing the spectacle ejaculated and 
commented on the perfection of the launching. There 
was not a creak or squeal from the cradle no smoke 
from the skids, the boat moved along at uniform speed 
the full length of the runway and went afloat "\vithout 
splash or perceptible movement. T'he '~San Pedro" 
y_ard d?es not use a marine railway as does their oppo-
s!te netghbor, Larson, but construct a regular greased 
ttmber track upon which to slide their vessels into the 
sea. 
<;apt~in Shioji will be on his way to Japan when this 
article 1s read; he is making a flying visit to the mother-
~and 1vhi~e the ship is being finished, for once it goes 
1nto servtce he knows that he is to be too busy a man 
~or vacations or visits. Until his return, some time early 
111 Jnly, Y. Hori is to be in charge. · 
This is a fine big ship, up-to-date in all respects and 
exemplary of the California type of tuna cruiser in-so-
far as development of the specialized fishery has as yet 
gon:. The ':esse! and all of its handsome layout of 
equtpment "\vtll be described in the next issue of The 
IV est Coast Fisheries.-G. R. C. 
Right, the "White Rose" 
and the ~'Bremen" left 
to right, in the shed ot 
the Larson yard, before 
launching; below, owners 
of the "White Rose" on 
the. deck of their v'essel, 
Wtih Capt. S. Isltilmwa 
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JJBremen" off the Ways 
ASERIES of high tides that occurred between the . tenth and fifteenth of April were availed of by ship 
bmlders as an opportunity to get a number of hulls into 
the water. The first such launching was that of the 
"Bremen," the 89-footer of Captain Tuma Musich and 
George Musich, of 473 Sixteenth Street, San Pedro . 
The. event took place at 8 :25 on Saturday morning, 
Apnl 12. 
Few fishing craft:._not excepting even these modern 
$100,000 tuna cruisers-have the good fortune to be 
christened by so handsome a laclv as she who wei1ded 
the be-ribboned bottle at the fun~tion being described. 
Miss Rose Satlich, of 337 Fifteenth Street, San Pedro, 
was chosen by the owners to sponsor their vessel and 
start it upon its lucky career in the tepid waters off 
Central America. 
At 8:00 a. m. sharp AI Larson, the builder, sanrr out 
the signal to his crew of shipwrights-''\i\1 edges ~ut !" 
-and sledges began beating a bass tatoo upon the 
supporting timbers with which the graceful vessel was 
shored up. 
The excitement of the occasion and the racket set 
up by the ship-carpenters weilding top-mauls and 
sledges distracted lVIiss Satlich's attention for a mo-
ment, and in that very instant the big hull commenced 
to move. Before she discovered this fact the bow had 
slid down the ways far enough to be out of the reach 
of the handsome sponsor. 
Seeing his ship about to get into the water without 
being christened, Captain lVIusich snatched away the 
bottle, leaped clown the marine railway and with a re-
sounding thwack broke the glass and splashed its foam-
ing contents all over the stem and himself. The 
"Bremen" \vas christened, and with emphasis. 
It was regretted that Mrs. Musich could not be pres-
ent at this event. She is now enroute to America, hav-
ing been visiting relatives in Jugoslavia. The captain 
states that she will be ag-ain in San Pedro in time to 
join in the celebration which is planned for the trial trip. 
Fairbanks-lVIorse is supplying the pmver plants in the 
"Bremen.u The main engine is to be one of the new 
"Model 37" jobs having 6 cylinders in addition to a 
scavenging cylinder; its rating is 270 horsepower. A 
4-cylinder, 45 h.p. Fairbanks-IVIorse auxiliary will actu-
ate the line-shaft from which all of the lesser machin-
ery will derive energy. The only gasoline aboard will 
be the two or three gallons that will be carried in the 
tank of the little 1 or 10 h.p. Bessemer engine that 
operates the emergency air compressor. Thomas will 
supply the anchor windlass ~md a Cunningham winch 
having two sets of wildcats 1vi1l be -::un off the jack-
shaft. Fairbanks pumps are to be usE:d throughout-
a 3-inch general service pump that can be used to 
empty the bilge or cut into the circulatory system of 
th_e mai~1 engi_ne, and a ~air of 6-inch bait pumps. Re-
fngcratwn Will be furmshed by a York ice machine 
and assemblage. 
'f'he :Musich family own the ".Eight Brothers," wi1ich 
is still in service. 
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Navigation Becomes Prime Requisite 
for Tuna Ship Captains 
BOAT CAPTAINS FIND NEW NAVIGATING SYSTEM 
EASY TO LEARN AND RELIABLE AT SEA 
T HE SUDDEN development of California's great tuna fleet has led to a number of innovations and 
unforeseen happenings. Five years ago a boatman 
thought himself far from home if he ran to f.{agclalena 
Bav for sea bass, and five years before that only such 
verituresome young men as Guy Silva and Seeley and 
Berntsen went south of Cape Colnett for fish. Today 
Cape Colnett is merely the first headland to clear after 
rounding Punta Banda, and on sighting it on the north-
ward trip the fishermen consider themselves in home 
waters. 
Of the conditions that prevailed ten years ago noth-
ing is left but history. The old gas craft have been 
supplanted by giant Diesel cruisers, and dozens more 
of these are to be built. The old-time bait-tanks that 
were hardly larger than Ben Franklin's bath tub have 
been expanded in size until now there are many that 
actually have a greater cubical displacement than the 
old boats themselves. Finally, instead of "coasting" 
along the beaches, steering from one headland to the 
next, the tuna men have had to voyage out into deep 
water, aiming the-ir iron-bark stems af so· tiny a target 
as Cocos Island. The modern fishermen have had to 
nwke of themselves "captains.., in fact as well as in 
name-actual ocean navigators. 
The Four Modes 
There are four dif-ferent schemes for navigating: 
Piloting, dead reckoning, radio position finding, and 
Celestial navigation. No one of these alone is entirely 
satisfactorv under all conditions. The ideal method is 
to combin~ them a1l, checking each against the others 
for the sake of certainty. 
By "piloting" '\Ve mean sailing by landmarks, either 
known or recognized from a chart. Lights, buoys and 
soundings are an assistance to this mode of getting 
about. 
"Dead reckoning" is the term used to describe the 
manner of approximating a ship's position by figuing 
the readings of the taff-rail log from the last known 
position. The headway made on the true course is 
estimated by calculating lateral drift, tidal currents 
and other disturbing elements that tend to warp the 
reliability of the figures shown by the progression-
instrument. Charts and the compass are the chief 
adjuncts to this mode of calculating position. The 
log-books of the old sailing ships had one column 
headed "ded. reckoning," which was an abbreviation 
for "deduced reckoning." Seeing in this an oppor-
tunity to pun, the windjammer men evolved our pres-
ent term of "dead reckoning." 
"Radio position finding" is the mode of discovering 
location by means of radio bearings. 
11 Celestial navigation" utilizes the sun, moon and 
stars and is a plan of fixing position through the em~ 
ployment of practical astronomy. Until recently it 
\vas a technical, difficult and tedious subject. For that 
reason the number of seafaring men competent to guide 
a ship by this device has been relatively few, and not 
many of these have been found in the fisheries. 
The "Jf7 eerns" Systmn 
No'v something new has happened which will result 
in mostl of our tuna skippers becoming actual celestial 
or astronomical navigators. Certain men in Los Angeles 
have perfected a number of precision instruments 
which go a long way towards simplifying the ancient 
mathematical processes incident to stellar computa-
tions. They have worked out a simple short-cut 
method that is clever and quick,. and to use it a man 
needs no schooling in calculus or Naperian logarithmic 
formulas, but only the ability to add and subtract situ-
pie figures. ' 1The \ll.,i eems System," it is called. 
Already a number of tuna skippers have adopted the 
VVeems System, and even the officers of the Vl eems 
company itself declare themselves surprised at the 
quickness and ease with which the boatmen have 
mastered the subject. That they have developed great 
navigating ability is proven by ,\the quickness with 
which they make passages to and from the equatorial 
grounds and by their ability to aim straight at a little 
island 2,500 miles away, and actually come up to it 
without hesitation or indecision. 
Loohing Aheatl 
Three years ago no one took stock in this writer's 
predictions that the then Cabo San Lucas tuna fishery 
was destined to be extended to the coast of Guate-
mala, and that thereafter the development would pro~ 
ceed to the palm-lined strands of Panama. Now the 
exploring tuna ships have gone even farther than that, 
Cocos and the Galapagos being the present rendez-
vous. But this is but the beginning. California keels 
will soon be splitting the Hulnboldt Current off Peru, 
and before many years have run, our great refrigerated 
vessels '\vill be circling about Easter Island, cruising 
in and out among the Societies, the Tougas and Raro-
tongas .. and the homeward-bounders will then drop in 
at Christmas Island and at the Palmyras to pick up a 
little assorted fresh stock for the municipal markets of 
the Southwest. 
All fishing skippers of the future must be trained 
navigators. Those who are not will not be "captains" 
long. Masters will have to be able to take a vessel 
straight from the cannery port to any other place, half 
way or all of the way across the Pacific Ocean. It vtill 
be required of them that they be competent to conduct 
a tuna-laden ship directly to port, for time will be a 
large element in bringing the refrigerated fish up from 
the tropics. In cruising over mid-Pacific reefs, where 
the schools gather to feed, it will be imperative that 
the officers aboard know for a certainty exactly where 
they are at all times. This means navigation-exact 
and refined stellar navigation. It is more than for-
tunate that the VVeems System comes to the assistance 
of the deep-sea fishermen at just the time when the 
vast tuna development is gaining its greater momen-
tum.-G. R. C. 
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W E HAVE tried to show, in previous articles, that 
the preservation in fish is 
ceaseless warfare against heat 
-to allow heat to get at the 
fish and to fail to remove heat 
as fast as generated in the 
entrals of the· fish is to lose 
the battle: and that means 
Refrigeration 
small boat. It is designed to 
chill air and to pass this air 
through the holds from va-
rious inlets, taking it out of 
the holds at outlets where it 
is returned to the cooling ap-
paratus to be purified by 
washing, rechilled and recir-
By PAUL W. HILLER 
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loss of fish and profits. 
· Insulation has been shown to be the main bulwark of 
the defense of the catch-the more money spent in 
insulating the boat the less will be paid out each trip in 
ice bills and the more refrigeration will be available to 
chill and preserve the catch, for the fighting of that 
internal heat that accompanies the storing of fresh 
caught fish. In this article we will analyze the meth?ds 
of transferring the refrigerating effect from the machtne 
to the cargo. 
There are three ways of doing this: by means of the 
brine system of cooling-; by means of air circulation, 
and by means of the direct expansion system .. Con-
sidering them in order: The brine system permitS the 
most even distribution of refrigeration, 1t removes from 
the holds ammonia gas under high pressure, allows of 
less expensive coil and piping connections; has a re-
serve for loads and allo\vs of glazing or quick freezing 
of fish in a manner that insures them reaching the 
market in a "fresh" state. 
The brine system consists of the usual refrigerating 
machine, condenser, source of power and connections. 
In addition to this there is a brine cooler, usually a 
brine storage tank and a circulating pmnp. Brine is 
cooled in the cooler, which may be of several different 
forms, is held in storage in a cold state in a tank and 
then pumped as needed through the hold coils, very eco-
nomically, as it is possible by means of valves to allow 
only enough brine to pass to properly cool each hold. 
As cargo enters, or the weather moderates, more brine 
is directed through the coils and the even temperature 
is maintained. If "glazing" fish is desired the cold 
brine-which may be cooled to any desired tempera-
ture by the refrigerating machine-is sent into tanks 
into which the fish are placed to be frozen, and when 
this work is completed the tanks may be shut off until 
again required. 
This system seems so simple and to produce desired 
results so easily that it appears unusual that all sys-
tems are not of this type. There are drawbacks, how-
everJ and the most important of these, for the small 
boat, is the consideration of space. To add to the 
already crowded machinery spaces on a fish boat addi-
tional pumps, a brine tank and cooler means that just 
that much space must be taken from the holds, and that 
the boat will carry just that much less paying cargo. 
(It follows that there would be a slight additional 
maintenance with more machinery to supervise.) 
In addition there is the higher first cost, which is not 
always justified because of the other drawbacks. It 
must be noted that the reasons against the brine sys-
tem on the small boat are all economic and not me-
chanical. 
\iVhen boats are built larger, so that a few tons of 
additional weight do not prove as a serious handicap 
to cargo carried, and when the crew is large enough so 
that regular watch and maintenance engineers are car-
ried, then the brine system can be used, as it is in 
merchant vessels, with considerable success. 
The second system is air circulating system by means 
of the cold air blast-is entirely too complicated for the 
culated. It is important that 
sufficient moisture be put in 
the air, otherwise the air picks up moisture from the 
cargo and dries it so that it looses its "fresh" appear-
ance and fails to receive the higher prices at market. 
This requires elaborate apparatus, and for this reason 
cannot be used on small boatsJ and any attempt to use 
less elaborate equipment is doomed to failure. 
The natural circulation of air in cargo holds should 
not be confused with the cold air blast. For the natural 
circulation of air, attained by leaving space for proper 
air circulation between cargo, cooling pipes and hull 
sides, assists materially in the maintaining of an even 
temperature throughout the hold. 
The third and most practical system for present-day 
conditions is the direct expansion system. In this 
system the refrigerant, ammonia, is taken directly from 
the machine through pipes arranged in the holds, where 
it acts directly upon the cargo. Hence the term direct, 
the term expansion refers to the change of state ( evap-
oration) of the ammonia occurring in the pipes in the 
cargo hold. 
The success of this system depends upon the care and 
thought used in its design. A refrigerating machine 
develops more work and operates more economically 
,vhen it operates at higher back (suction) pressure. An 
excellent example of the loss of capacity of an ice 
machine at lowered temperatures is shown in a machine 
that has five tons capacity at twenty pounds suction 
pressure, has only 3.25 tons at ten pounds and then 
only 1.54 tons at zero pressure. The man who runs his 
machine at twenty pounds is getting the best -results 
and more \Vorlc This is a strong argument in favor 
of the direct expansion system as it can work at the 
higher suction pressures and every piece of machinery 
on a boat should develop maximum efficiency. 
To secure such results from the machine it is neces-
sary to have plenty of pipe in the holds. It is false 
economy to save a few dollars by eliminating a few 
feet of pipe coils, as this only serves to penalize the 
ice machine. 
Next the pipe coils should be so arranged that there 
is plenty of room for natural air circulation. If the 
cargo is packed against the pipe tightly, heat may be 
transferred by contact, and that chills only the cargo 
in direct contact with the pipes. Space left around the 
pipes allows of chilling the air so that it may remove 
heat froril portions of the cargo not near the pipes. 
In planning an installation it must be remembered 
that a boat is always in motion when at sea and many 
ideas suitable to land installations, where everything 
remains stationary, must be discarded. 
An ice machine is a pump-pumping heat, liquid am-
m.onia evaporates in the coils in the holds and goes 
back to the compressor as a gas carrying no liquid, as 
liquid indicates unused refrigeration. An excess of 
liquid also causes knocking in the compressor and de-
spite certain safety devices it may result in an injury 
to the machine, putting it out of service and causing the 
boat to return home in an attempt to save some of 
the car:go. 
(Contiuued ou Page .J6) 
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Plenary Powers 
ENLARGEMENT OF THE California Fish _and Game Commission to five members, to be gtvcn 
plenary pmvers in the administration of the state's w·ild 
life resources, is the objective of the "California Con-
servationists," "\Vho have just filed their initiative peti-
tion in the office of Attorney General U. S. ·webb, as 
you will read on other pages of this issue. . . 
· It must be conceded, before we state our posttwn on 
this question, that if the five men in California who 
know the most about fish and game (whoever they may 
be), the five men who ?-r.e the faires.t _a~1d squa~est and 
the best fitted to admtmster the chvtston of hsh and 
game, could be induced to sit upon. this commission, 
\vithout politics entering into the picture, the:1 we 
might admit that this proposed new arr~ngement 1~ _the 
ideal one-but the ideal cannot be constdered; pohhcal 
Utopia is afar off. 
As a matter of fact, commissionerships are political 
plums. There is no assurance that a man appointed to 
the position of Fish and Game Commissioner (in all 
respect to present Commissioners) re<l:ching office as he 
does through political favor, is the nght man for the 
position. 
It is a hazard that must be run as long as successful 
political candidates appoint men to office. The com-
monwealth has long recognized that fact and for that 
reason has held appointed officials ir: checl~. T_he. s~<;te 
legislature has, and still does-but wtllnot tf tlns nutta-
tive measure passes-control the Fish and Game Com-
mission to the extent that the legislature, elected by the 
people, passes all of the laws governing the fishery. 
And here we see the big evil of the proposed plenary 
powers! They would do no less than rob the people of 
the state of their birthright, at least in as far as control 
of fish and game is concerned. By giving legislative, 
judicial and administrative rights into the hands of one 
body-the members of which are n_ot e~ec~ed by popu-
lar vote-the people would be rehnqmslung all the1r 
right to make their fish and g~me l_aws, which they do 
now through their representatives tn the legtslature. 
Winning the Big Game 
(\Ve ,realize th,at this is not ~ typic...1.\ erli.torinl, but it will giye you some· 
thing v1tal to tlunk nbout.-Edttor.) 
N EW YEAR'S DAY is a long way behind us now, and none except confirmed "fans" can at present 
recall the detailed happenings of the big football classic 
that took place that afternoon between Pittsburgh and 
Southern California, in the Rose Bowl of Pasadena. 
Not much of detail is remembered after all this lapse 
of time, for the event that four months ago was a thing 
considered as momentous is now largely forgotten ex-
cept for certain general impressions. 
General impressions go on indefinitely. They fade 
from the mind very, very slowly. Like the image of 
a man whose name and address are forgotten, but 
whose face and general character linger still, certain 
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impressions of the New Y car's game have out-lived 
such specific facts as names of star players, yardage 
run, and even the exact scores themselves. Impres-
sions are lasting. They count. 
Certain shrewd business heads know this. Tiffany 
& Company advertises its name alone. "Dalt~n" 
means adding machines and "57" means both Hemz 
and pickles. I-Iowever, in additio~ to. mere identific~­
tion each of these trade-words stgntfies one certam 
other thing which all three have in common, and that 
thing is perfection in product. "Tiffany," "Dalton" 
and u57" mean not only diamonds, adding macl;ines 
and pickles, respectively, but also, and most espectal_ly, 
the best and finest and most up-to-date merchancltse 
in their individual fields. The general tone of quality 
is present; it is the impression that invades and occu·-
pies the subconscious mind and remains latent there, 
but accessable to recollection, through years of time. 
Were you to ask any one of the several \Nest Coast 
fisheries men who attended the Pasadena game \vhat 
sensations he brought away with him, no doubt he 
would report upon the pigskin battle somewhat like 
this: 
"Well, we beat 'em. It was a pretty good game, and 
there were some clever stunts, and Richfield pulled 
some interesting advertising tricks, like they always 
do." 
Like they always do! That remark is eloquent, be-
cause it denotes the speakees recognition of the firm 
as of an established and definite order. It is equal to 
a synonytn for reputation. 
Everybody sitting near this writer in the great sta-
dium remarked upon the Richfield "stunts." Somehow 
or other the publicity men of that company contrived 
to have its name in front of the whole group of 100,000 
spectators all during the game. They erected enor-
mous banners emblazoned in their characteristic purple 
and gold colors; they had captive balloons supporting 
long stencil signs high in the air, to leaward, where all 
could read them easily and repeatedly withont craning 
of necks. Between halves they liberated masses of 
small balloonettes that likewise carried the trade name 
over the arena, these repeated efforts to attract atten-
tion from the on-lookers being rewarded by a univer-
sal response. Here are some of the comments that 
were heard: 
"Say! There go some more Richfield balloons. That 
outfit certainly is wide av~rake for an opportunity to 
advertise." 
Rejoinder: ul hear that the concern is made up of 
a bunch of young fellows, all full of pep. They say 
that the Richfield refineries made the first really good 
gas in this country. A fellow could. believe it-if there 
is anything good they are the oneS that would be sure 
to have it.'' 
"Yes, I agree with you. Look, there isn't any other 
company making a display. It certainly gives a m.an 
cOnfidence in using an article put out by a live-wtre 
firm like that. Here come the teams back" 
Did Richfield impress the spectators of that vast 
(Continued o11 Page 59) 
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WILBUR F. ·woOD, president of the Southern California Fish Corporation, originated in Nova 
Scotia, his father being an American citizen and his 
mother .Scotch. At the age of two he was taken with 
the family to Boston, and there "grc-..v up." \Vhen 
about fourteen years old 
he obtained a position 
for himself with a com-
mercial house of the 
town, "starting at the 
bottom," as the saying 
is. It was a job 1vith 
opportunity ahead of it, 
for in those times com-
pany officerships were 
filled only by promotion 
from the ranks. But 
the routine of a mature 
and established business 
had little attraction for 
the ambitious youth, so 
when he heard about 
important happenings in 
the ·herring fisheries of 
:rviaine, he went there to 
have a part in it. 
nr \vas fifteen when I 
went to Lu bee, n Wood 
has said. <~Those were 
days of hand-made fish 
cans, and I went to work WILBUR woon 
And Two- Big Tuna 
with a soldering iron in ~ J 
the tin-room. r 
Just at this time certain progressive persons vvere 
commencing operations on pilchards in California. 
These required the services of experienced can-makers, 
so within a year after arriving at Lubec, Wilbur \i\Tood 
was given the opportunity to come to the IN est Coast 
"Twelve of us came VVest all at the same time," he 
says. "VVe went to work for the I-Ianniman Fish Com-
pany, which had its cannery at the place where the 
1Vfunicipal Fish :Market is now. It burned down in 
1895, and then we went into the Southern California 
Fish Company." 
Wood is now the president of the Southern Cali-
fornia Fish Company. I-Ie has been identified with it 
-
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almost continuously since first entering its employ-
almost, but not quite. In 1901 he 1..vent to Port Town-
send to work in a herring and anchovy cannery. That 
fall he returned to San Pedro again to join the staff of 
the Southern California concern. There he was an 
associate with the late A. P. Halfhill, another pioneer 
in the business. In 1909 \i\Tood became plant superin-
tendent, and in 1924 took over the manufactory after it 
had lain practically idle for two years. He recondi-
tioned it throughout, initiated a number of real im-
provements, broadened the scope of the plant to include 
sardines as well as tuna, and formed an organization 
that has continued in successful production ever since. 
Among the specific contributions which \¥ood has 
made to the packing industry are that he and l\1c-
Ivfann invented the first low-pressure tuna-cooker; he 
discovered double-venting of tuna cans and so put up 
the first really successful albacore pack; he backed 
the construction of the "\\T. F. \i\Tood," the first San 
Pedro purse-seiner that could cargo more than 100 tons 
of sardines at a load. 
TilE SARDINE IS ACQIDTTED 
(Continued from Page 9) 
import figures for that year amounted to 2,660,300 kgs. 
valued at Frs: 17,976,000. 
"Belgium welcomes a cheaply priced food of high 
protein content such as pilchards. Ho\vever, consider-
ing the enormous increase of imports between 1928 
and 1929, it is rather difficult to state whether a further 
increase can be expected for 1930. There is no local can-
ning industry for pilchards, but there are important 
canneries for small sardines and sprats, prepared in 
olive oil. The most important imports of sprats to 
Belgium originate from Portugal. 
"The duty on tinned fish to Belgium is as follows: 
Frs: 30 per 100 kgs. net weight on sardines and. 
tunny. 
Frs: 40 per 100 kgs. net weight on all other<. 
"Tinned fish is sold in Belgium mostly by the gro-· 
eery shops and department stores. There are also chain· 
store organizations, two of which, Etablissements~ 
Delhaize Freres, "Le Lion," Brussels, and Adolphe· 
Delhaize et Cie, Brussels, have respectively 1,500 and! 
1,600 stores. The larger department stores have 
branches in all the important centers o'f the country. 
Some of the largest buyers have bought directly for 
shipment in San Francisco, but most wholesalers anrl 
even retailers buy from import agents representing 
American firms in Antwerp:" 
IS 
CANNED FOODS BROKERS 
Specializing • Canned Fish t.n 
112 Market Street San Francisco, Calif. 
TELEPHONE DAVENPORT 5626 
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fishy and Otherwise 
Off to Fish Trout 
lVIay lmeans trout and lots of them to Al La1·son, the 
boat builder; \Vii bur ·wood, Larry and Lester Holland, 
also Ed Steincamp, of the Southern California Fish 
Corporation; Don Carr, proprietor of San P~dro Sheet 
Metal ·works; Edgar Holland, of the J\Ianne Hard-
'vare Company; Louie Sepulveda, San I?edro capi-
talist; and Ed. Ulmann, of the Standard Emler & Steel 
\i\Torks, Los Angeles. These salt water fishermen are 
reversing- things and left their usual haunts April 29 
for the l1igh Sierras. 'l'hey will cam~ ~t~)l:c. foot of 
Sonora Pass, on the south fork of \Vnlket h.net. These 
birds always get results. 
. * * * 
Williams Attends Convention 
A. T. \i\Tilliams, of the Coast Fishing Company, 
\iVilmin(Tton California, attended the state convention 
of the Opti1;1ist Club at Oakland on April 25 and 26, 
as an alternate delegate The \'Tihnington club will 
sponsor the state-wide gathering next year, staging the 
convention at Catalina Island, J\Ir. \\Tilliams states. 
I-Ie reports an excellent time_ and that the Oakland ancl 
San Francisco clubs royally entertained visitors. 
* * * Reuter Convalescing 
'William A. (Bill) Reuter, salesman for C. J. Hendry 
Company, San Pedro, Ca1ifornla1 • who has .been c'?n-
·fined to his home since the Chnstmas holidays w1th 
rheumatism, is now doing his "tuff at lVIurrietta Hot 
Springs and hopes to be back on the job in a few 
\Veeks. \VCF hopes so, too, as Btll 1s one of the boys 
and he is sincerelv missed on the waterfront. 
"' * * * 
It's a Boy 
E. N. Harsh, of the Van Camp Organizations, San 
Pedro, California, wore a million dollar smile and 
passed around cigars and candy_ on April 17. The 
event: Tames Edward Harsh, weight eight pounds. The 
17th w~ts also Ei. N.'s birthday and we'll say he is not 
.only some mathematician, but a regular felluw. 
* * * 
Keith Attends Hearing 
L. R. Keith represented the California Packing Cor-
poration of headquarters of-fice, San Francisco, at the 
"Tin Can" 1·ate hearing held before Commissioner VV. 
P. Geary at the Los Angeles offices of the Railroad 
Commission April 22. 
* * * Elliott Joins Halferty 
Frank C. Elliott, formerly sales manager for the 
Oregon Canning Company, has been elected vice-presi-
dent o{ G. P. Halferty & Company, i!1 charge of the 
-fish sales department. 
* * * 
Perez Recrtperales 
John Perez, Santa. Cruz fish dealer, having recuper-
ated from his recent illness, is now driving a new I\1ar-
111011 Eight. 
* * * Mel Visits Canners 
Charles Mel of the R. E. Cotter Company, San Fran-
cisco, canned fish brokers, was a visitor along cannery 
row in the San Pedro district on April 24. 
A High Flyer . . 
Lawrence Calvert, president of the San J nan F1shmg 
and Packing Company, Inc., Seattle, \f\Tashington, 
made a flying trip to southern California, no _foo,li~1', 
landing at Grand Central Airport, Glendale, Cah!orma, 
April 22. He visited his brokers.' Fle~cher.: Vhest ~ 
Company, and flew out that evenmg Yta \~1. estern Atr 
Express to Salt Lake City. 
* * * 
On Way to Italy 
Captain Carlo Sima, owner of the purse seiner "Datitc 
Alio-hieri" and f'I'Irs. Sima arc on their wav back to the 
b ' ' ~ s ' Isle of Ischia, Italyc They stepped aboard the .S. 
"Augustus" of the Navigazione General Atalia Line at 
New York City, homeward bound, Ivlay 3. Take your 
time going, but hurry back, Carlo. 
* * * Overhaul Boats 
Captain George Larson and Captain Sebastian Cas-
tignola, of the "El Capitan" and "California" respec-
tively, owned by the S. Larco Fish Company, Santa 
Barbara, California, had their ships on the ways at the 
Garbutt and \~Talsh vards East San Pedro, California, 
for inspection, cleanfng and painting jobs as we went 
to press. 
* * * Build New Plant 
S. L. Boutin, president of S. L. Boutin & Son Fish 
Company, writes us he is building a new fisheries plant 
at Chassell, IVIichigan. He says business looks good, 
but that the weather is terrible; also that he wants his 
copy of \VCF sent to his ne\v address. 
* * * 
"Terrible Bill" in. Sorttlr. 
"T1errible Bill" l(unkle, of the California State Fish 
and Game Commission, has returned to San Pedro, 
California, after an absence of one and one-half years 
spent as Pismo Beach. It's "heads up" in the San 
Pedro waterfront offices now . 
* * * A Ball Fan 
Louis Beverino, manager of the Santa Cruz branch 
of the San Francisco International Fish Co., Inc., is an 
regularly attends Sunday afternoon games at Bay 
Street park On Saturdays, if time permits, he takes 
in San Francisco games. 
* * * Drrunmond Visits L. A. Harbor 
Finlay 1\il. Drummond and J. \,T. Kincade, president 
and superintendent, respectively, of the Ingle Ivfanu~ 
facturing Company, San Diego, California, coverecl the 
Los Angeles Harbor territory Saturday, April 19. 
* * * ln New Offices 
G. P. 1;-Ialferty & Co., Seattle brokers, announce re-
moval to their new and more spacious offices, located 
on the fourteenth floor of the Exchange Building, effec-
tive April 12. 
* * * A1nbrose Visits Terntinal lslarul 
'Wiley B. Ambrose, popular president of the \Ve:t-
gate Sea Products Company, San Diego, "set in" \Vlth 
the boys on Terminal Island the latter part of April. 
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Pioneer Ship Chandlery Company 
Business Over Half a Century 
1n 
FIRST STORE OPENED li'l S/iN 
FRANCISCO IN YEAI~ 1872 
I. I-IIS'J'OIUCAL RESUME 
GENERAL ULYSSES S. GRANT had not yet finished his first administrati"on as president of 
the United States -,:vhcn an enterprising business man 
of San Francisco decided to enter the trade of provi-
?ionin?" and outfitting .the 1-Iccts of square-rigged sail-
mg sh1ps, barks and bngs that in that old day swept in 
from the sea and, under full press of sail, stemmed the 
tides of the Golden Gate. 
I-Inndreds of these wind-' 
clriveit craft made the cove 
of Yerba Bue11a a port of 
call, and after long· -,ioyages 
up- from Valpar~iiso, Syd-
ney, Ilong l(Ong, Cakittia 
or Table Ba:y it can ·well be 
imagined what quantltics of 
supplies and ship's furniture 
they required before pro-
. ceeding aronnd Cape }lorn 
to the tea, ·wool, hide and 
silk markets of Boston and 
tiverpool. 
C. ]. Herulry, 
PiOneer Chandler 
It was in 1872 that C. J 
Iienclry oi)enecl up his pro-
_YisiOns store and jnvited 
sea· captains to come to 
his first modest es-
his son, George ·vl. ]~lendry, continued in his stead. 
Gradually the volume of sailing-vessel trade 1vas re-
placed by tile even. larger demands of steam-power 
craft, and as time 1rent on, the fisheries also com-
menced to dC:ycJop into considerable commercial cnter-
JWiscs requiring large amounts of supplies such as 
cordage, cotton hvine, ready-knit webbing and boat 
equipment. As the marine 
iudustries g-rew so did their 
needs expand; the C. J. 
1-J en d r }' Company k e p t 
abreast of the market, and 
continued functioning as the 
provider for a 1 I of the 
aquatic fraternity through-
out additional decades of 
years. 
\Yas located on 
Clay Street-for the water-
front in the old days ·was 
many blocks inland · from 
Where· the ferries now land. 
Wl·LLIAM J. MAGGIO 
The holocaust o[ April, 
1906, found the Hendry 
store busieLl with an actirc 
trade at California and I\Iar-
ket Streets--and destroyed 
1t there. Nnthing 1vas saved 
irom the ruin, fur thC bnild-
m-g was burned to the 
ground. Re:ourrection >.vas 
immediate, however, for the 
firm proved i tse1f a :Phoenix 
by nsmg from its own 
ashes to walk back to Clav · 
Street, there to ncs_t ari-
othcr time and ha~ch out an 
Manager C. J. H.endry Co., San Pedro, Calif. 
Ships ·were many, business ;,vas good, competitors \Yere 
few; the enterprise enjoyed a constant growth. 1\ler-
chant vessels \Vcre the support of the chandler, for in 
that time fish were so abundant, and so easily taken 
With the rudest of paraphernalia, that no extensive in-
Vestment in either .fishing boats 9r gear ·was necessary 
to nieet the existing market needs. 
VVhen the originator of the firm became deceased, 
egg of golden profit. 
lUaggio Joins i1w llouse 
Pour years after the Pire an epoch-making event-
destined to alter the whole future of the concern-
took place when young \\TiJliam 1\J,aggio joined its 
staff. He ;,vas a man intimately informed in all mat-
ters pertaining to the fishing industries Of the coast, 
having been born and raised on the waterfront of San 
Francisco. Fortunado lvlaggio, his father, had been 
2() 
one of those Genoesc who had been first to immigrate 
to California, and \:Vas among the earliest men to cdh1-
mission and operate paranzella trmvling, sets 'With 
lateen sailing boats. Afterwards the senior l\laggio 
opened a general merchandise store at the original 
location of the Fishermen's \VharfJ -at the fooV of 
Vallejo Street \Vi11iam1\1aggio, one-of eight' sons, had 
his initiation _into the fish business at an early age, 
besides having acquired valuable knmvledge of busi-
ness principles as a by-product to_ his experiences .·with 
fish houses and merchants with whom he. had to· deal. 
\Vhcn" l-Iendry added the young Tvlaggio to its per-
sonnel :it became fortified \Vith a man \Vho not onh 
kne .. w the fishing business from the bottom to top, bt;t-
whose commercial ac~m1en and --foresight were to pro-
mote it to great size, and- extend its ramifications' into 
all of the prwts of central and southern California. 
'l'hc tlC:\V rc-
cruit: was not 
lnug in demon-
strating his 
capacitlc:-;. Hi:-:. 
evident capahi-
lities and cc'm-
spicunns cffcc-
ti YCll ef:!'i--CS 1 lt;-
C]alh- when 
t.l e ~;ling -with 
the cosmopoly 
of the North 
Bea:ch fishing 
colonY ~ ;.;non 
won -for him 
the managcreal 
JOHN 
LOGAN 
San Pedro 
Store 
post of head of the ncl. 
twine and lishermen~;-; sup-
v1ies department nf the or-
ganization. His familiar-
i-tv with all nationalities 
of boatmen in the Bay, 
and the fact that he '\Va.:i 
master of ::;eyeral of the 
diafect:1 himself, rendCrcd 
him serviceable to his em-
ployers in ;d1 extraordi-
nary degree. 
1'he li'irsl- Branch 
S. HIROSE 
l1H.erpretcr nnd Cieri•, 'rermilial 
hland Ston.' 
]OE BRANNON 
Manager, Tcrmin<~\ I1;\and Store 
ln 1915 the }-lendry house delegated l\laggio to go 
to San- Pedro -and open a branch store then. Tt h~.tp­
pencd that just at that time then~ was d,n unprcce-
detitecl boom in the fisheries o[ the southern end of 
the state, barracuda g-ill-ing, bluefin sein-inK, sardine 
pursing and halibut trawling all suddenly- requiring 
thousands of pounds of cotton hvine, -woven webbing 
and all of that list of sundry supplies that goes tO out-
fit and pro\,ision a fishery. Advantage was taken of 
the opportunity as soon as it presented itse1f, and a 
thriving branch of the ,San Francisco parent concern 
cstnblished itself quickly and firmly. 
'l'he Btin Diego Branch, 
No sooner had the San Pedro store been gotten into 
smooth operation than 1\laggio -went to San Diego to 
install a second branch there. That port, too, was ex-
periencing a great albacore, :ye1lowfin, _)rello\vtail, sea 
bassJ sardine and rock cod boom. 1\'Iexican barracuda 
were 'exploited from it as a base. 1Ja1cs of -webbing 
and hundreds of pounds of cotton and manila -were re-
C.]. HENDRY CO., ADV. SEC. 
quired in prosecuting these operations, and the C. J. 
I-:Iendry Company stepped in to fill that need. 
Tltc· Fish Harbor Branch 
The Stin Pedro sto're came to be a sort of general 
·warel10use for all of the other segments of the firm-; 
it '\vas in the very heart of the fishing area. But with 
the shifting of emphasis from market fishing .to can-
nery sorts, the old store at Fifth and Front Streets, 
San Pedro~ came to be -inconveniently situated to the 
cannery docks-particularly in th~ light of strong local 
competition directly along the quay. 1Vlaggio there-
fore. in 1925. founded the last branch of the C .. J. 
Hendry chain-the Terminal Island or ]~ish I-larbor 
unit at East San Pedro. 'I'his- dispensary is within a 
few feet o[ the discharging point of the tuna cruisers 
and sardine craft, and right beside the long reaches 'Of 
wharf -..vhere the seiners stretch their gear for hanging, 
repairing or re-cutting. 
lL PHOGI<.ESS 
No better indication of- health can he cited than thai 
in ·which a firni outgrows the qttartcrs where it has 
been hou.secl. 1'hi::; experience has been a constantly 
recurring one to thC Hendry house, which in San Fran-
cisco alone has remo\·ed to better and 1norc ainple si-
tuations a half dozen t-imes. At present the place of 
AL JOHNSO·N 
San Pedro Store 
W. A. OLSEN 
Manager, San Diego 
Store 
business is at number 27 
1\J ai·n "Street; .. ·wherc at the 
time of occupying the pre-
mises accommodation for 
anticipated expans1011 was 
provided. 
At San Pedro the on-
gina} leased location was 
r e t a i ·n e t1 for something 
MATT 
DRAGICH 
Asst. Mgr·., 
Terminal 
Island Store 
ERNEST 1-HLLER 
Asst. Mgr.,_ San Diego 
Store 
more than ten ' 
years. Thep a 
gre-at bOat-
building cam -
pa-ign com-
m en c e d, the 
activity having 
its inception jn 
a movement for 
bigger purse-
boats and then 
exten-ding t o 
t h e construct-
ing of great 
t u n a cruisers 
such as no 
o t h e r fishery 
eve1· has 
kno,:;,rn. Hund-
reds of thous-
ands o[ dollars -..:vorth of equipment and machinery 
were required to cOmmission these fleets of dies.eled 
vessels~ and ±vLaggio ·was quick to see the opportunity 
before lt actually arrived. In 1928 he obtained a large 
block of real estate conveniently dose to the wharves 
and freight warehouses. On this property a large fire-
proof brick structure was erected-the largest of all 
the Hendry buildings. From the cramped, rented 
quarters that had been endured so long, the business 
moved into 30,000 _square feet of floor space under roof, 
the_ entire building- having been designed and planne? 
for the handling of heavy hardware and- for the expedi-
tious 1nanagement of the -wide variety of merchantable 
articles handled. In connection with the main struc-
~~ A Y, W. C. F. .1 9 !J 0 
ture there ls a large material yard, lined all about with 
Sheds which protect the goods beneath from sun and 
weather, the back of the sheds presenting a high -wall 
to the exterior of the hollow confine. Trucks and mo-
bile equipmei1t can be stored at night in the '-'patio" or 
inner court, which is of a size sufficient to permit the 
maneuvering of a number of \·chicles, -while loading or 
unloading. JJ]atforms, built to conform with the level 
of truck floors, make easy the handling of heavy hard-
ware; Stocks carried -in this yard include pipe, round 
iron, ang·le iron_ ga}yanizecl gTapnels, metallic-sphere 
. mooring hnoys, Japanese baml)()o for tuna poles, pat-
ent anchot.s, -long-stock anchors, bottled cooking gas, 
chain of all sizes, distilled water in large glass contain-
ers, tar and pitch in drums and sacked anthracite coal. 
1.\he 'l'erminal Island branch commenced its career 
in a plain board building, but prosperity enabled it to 
abandon that place and acquire the finest brick build-
ing on Tuna Street. It is a large estabalishment, but 
need not be of unusual size for the reason that the ex-
tenshre warehoused stocks .of the San Pedro house are 
conveniently at hand) easily and quickly available. 
San Diego likewise depends upon the stored goods 
in the San :Pedro ·warehouse. Furthermore, its situa-
tion is unique, for although many tuniL cruisers ply :in 
and qut of that port,· most of them are built and out-
fitted in San Pedro. I=tor this reason the San Diego 
branch presents _a vari~mcc to the general rule of I-! en-
dry stores, for in its up-to-date and tastily,.arranged 
home one sees ship chandlery, commercial- fishermen's 
supply and catering to sportsmen pleasingly harmon-
ized and combined. In addition to. stocking 1vebbing, 
cordage, foot-rope leads, Spanish cork, oilskins, fish 
hooks, jigs and twine-which are typical of the com-
mercial fishermen-there are on display anglers: out-
0 LSE 'S 
OOLSEY has kept faith with the fisher-
men since ll85;!} and has never produced 
Paint than NOW. 
OOLSEY'S COPPER "BEST" Paint, the 
World's Standard for Wooden Bottoms. 
copper than any other paint on 
OOLSEY'S COPPER OLEATE Fish Net 
market. 
OOLSEY'S TUNGSPAR VARNISH will 
Crack or Blister. 
Distributecl by all the 
leacling Ship. Chandlers. 
C. A. Woolsey Paint 6: Color Co. 
JERSEY CITY, N. J. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
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fits for use in trout, bass and perch fishing; gear for 
yachtsmen bound on South Sea angling; a de luxe dis-
play of tennis rackets and sundries; a full set of golf-
esr' accoutrements. Outboard motors, boats, camp-
ing goods, navigation instruments and firearms go 
towards filling out the seemingly endless list of as-
sorted articles that are ·offered for sale in the San 
Diego branch. 
lll. FEB.SONNEC 
13 y far th~.: greater proportion of the stan~ of the C. J. 
]~[endry Company is found in the southern part of the 
state, it being there that the development Of fishing and 
the unprecedented boom in vessel construction have 
centered. rl'he San Pedro branch ls without question 
the hub of the organaization, but the otllclal head of 
the systern is the San Francisco office. 
Sun Francisco 
Geo. \V. 1-Iendry, son of the founder, C. J. Hendry, 
1.':1 the president of the company and practically its sole 
owner. 
\T. J. Oli\'a, .who has 1Jeen .identified with the firm for 
over 25 years_. likewise maintaills his of!lce in the San 
Francisco store. 1\lr. OliYa is at pre~ent somewhere in 
foreign lands, being on a year's tour of the world 
abo;1rd the Dollar ]_,iners. He is expected to return 
to the United States sometime late this winter. During· 
his absence. the business L; under the management of 
Charles Hendry, son of George \V. J~[cndry, the third 
generation since the inceptiol1 of. the chandlery house. 
Sari. Petlro 
\i\'illiam 1\'l.agg·io is general mr.tnager of the C. J. lien-
dry organization. B:is period of service dates back 20 
years, to the time wberi he ·went to vvork fOr the San 
RANG. 
you con Bank On/ 
"";F~""'~""'~'='=7! The job of the galley range 
is to deliYet \Vell cooked 
meals on tim c. SHIP-
1-IATES ha\'e been doing 
this since 1881, and have es-
tablished for themselves -a 
solid reputation for depend~ 
ability. You can hank on ;t 
SHIPMATE. 
THE STAMFORD FOUNDRY CO. 
ES 
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Francisco store on Clay Street. Ivlaggio is the dynamic 
force in the corporation, the practical man, consultmit, 
counsellor and smeller-out of business. Great credit 
for the noteYvor.thy expansion of the affairs of the ·con-
cern is due him personally. 
Al Johnson, purchasing .agent and assistant to the 
manager, has 11 years' seniority. l-Ie counts himself a 
San Pedro man-at least he has lived there· since he 
was three months old! During the \Vor]d \Var he 
ser-;;ed an enlistment in the U. S. Navv, so knmvs all 
about life afloat, ships, ship supplies ;ncl ship equip-
ment. l--Ie i:;~a seaport man, familiar ·with fishing. 
John 1.'-\. Logan, assistant to Johnson, is an 1'o1d head" 
of 10 years rating-, 8 of those ha\·ing been on a full-time 
basis. He likewise is a San Pedro man and therefore 
bv inference infrxmcd ii1 matters· that have to rJo 1.vith 
u;e sea and its ,trades. 
Joe llrannon, still another San Pedran, is manager 
of the Fishermen's Harbor branch of the C. J. IIendry 
chain. Brannon is a \Vidc1y-known figure in his sea-
port town, having only recently completed a term as 
president of the Native Sons of the (~·olden \Nest, 
Scoulvcda Parlor 263, San 1-:lcdro. I-Iis fine aclministra-
tio~1 of that office has won enthusiastic recognition 
from a large group of friends and acquaintances. 
J\ifatt Dragich, assistant to Brannon, has been a l-Ien-
dry employee-for three years. Be is a native to one 
of the Adriatic countries of Europe, but came to Cali-
fornia from Seattle, wherC he had gained valuable first-
hand information concerni-ng the requisites of the boat-
mvning fraternity by that most effective process of 
having been a fisherman himself. Dragich is a popular 
man among the Slavic peoples uf his pcirt, there being 
thousands of these among the fishing population there. 
S. IIirose, native o-f Japan, has worked for the C. J. 
Let the Sun Shine F 
and the Wind Howl • 
and the Rain come.down in sheets 
they wm have no ill effect on decks fitted Vv-ith 
KUHLS' 
Other 
Kuhls' Products 
Elastic Seam Composition 
No. 2 provides perfect, , 
positive protection to the 
hull. Elastic flat yacht 
white; elastic gloss yacht 
white· and" trowel cement 
- complete season-Ion g 
protectio11 1s assured. 
Elastic Composition No. 3 
fo1· laying canvas on deck:<~ 
housing, and hatches. Also 
for canvasing and repair~ 
ing cnnoes. 
It is pliable and elastic 
ullder the most severe 
conditions. Even after 
your boat has been laid 
up all Winter, you will 
find her decks as good 
as new if Kuhls' bas 
been used. In five col-
ors, white, gray, black, 
yellow and mahogany. 
H. B. FRED KUHLS 
Sole Manufacturer 
65th Street and 3rd Avenue, Brooldyn, N. Y. 
Established 1889 
All Mnr!nc Supply Deniers carry Kubis' Products 
C. J. UENDUY CO., A.DV. SEC: 
licndry Company branch at Fishcrincn's :Harbor since 
the time of its inception 5 years past. I~Ie is salesm.an 
and clerk, having as his especial province-the. minister-
lng to the needs of the great number of Japincse bOat-
uwners who inhabit Terminal Island. 
\V. A. Olsen, manager of the San Diego hranch, has 
a record of 14 years of constant employment with the 
Hendry house. He is therefore o·ne of the two or tluec 
"oldest" men in the corporation. For 10 years he has 
headed the southernmost store, haYing taken it over 
about two years after l\Taggio opened it. Olsen is a 
sportsman himself and kncnvs a11 about the recreation 
goods that he sells, as well as the chandlery and fish-
ermen~s supplies. 
Ernest J\tiller is another San Pedro man. lie \Vas 
broken in b)i Olsen two years ago and is now assistant 
to his chief.-G. R. C. 
A .. J .. Morse & Son, Inc .. 
221 HIGH STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 
Manufacturers of 
DIVING APPARATUS 
Pacific Coast Representatives 
The C. J. Hendry Company 
San Francisco 
San Pedro San Diego 
h 
JEFFERY'S 
Waterproo£ 
MARINE 
GLUES 
Tenacious-Resilient 
-Durable- Water# 
proof-Non.:. 
hardening 
1\lod~rn boat constructiun 1lemands n watcrstoJJ embodying 
the qualities of ,Tclf~ry's 1\-I:1rhw Glues 
'Three quarters of n -century of satisfied usem 
is its own ·cnUorscmenL 
17.rg Jeffery's Glue t~i(~~y 
Senrl fo'r free booklet "Marine Glue Uses" 
.!If A Y, IF. C. F. 1 9 .~ 0 
Ederer Netting 
·for All Kinds of Fishing 
Om: California Distributor 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
. carries in stock purse seine, round haul 
and gill nets, for Tuna, Barracuda, 
Mackerel and Sardine seining. 
Ederer Neuing ls Cheapest 
Because It ls Best 
R. J. EDERER CO. 
Main Oflice and Factory 
540.548 ORLEANS STREET 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
THE TEST OF TIME 
For .seventy-four yCars TUllES I"RODUCTS 
have been the stnndnrd of comparison on the 
Pacific Coast. From the trint clipper to flu~ 
majcs1it~: 1Ionting pnlnces~ front old-time whaier5 
to modern tr:nvlers, frmn northern hunher 1nills 
to southCrn ()il fields-wherever Rope or Twine 
is, used, -TUBBS is the JH:tssword for uuexccHed 
Quality nnd Service. To better serve the ·west 
is om• aim. When better cortlnge is to· be had 
we will :manufacture it. Look for .our name 
on the -burlap und marker in the nxi.s of 
the rope~ 
San Francisco, California. 
The 
Patterson Sargent Co .. 
MANUFACTURERS 
1 MARINE PAINTS, VARNISHES, 
1
1 
SPECIAL TIES, COPPER PAINT, 
1 RED, BROWN, GREEN, 
Produds tlze Trmle Ilave Learnetl to Respect 
Distributed by 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
San Francisco-San Pedro-San Diego 
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NOW YOU CAN FORECAST 
YOUR OWN WEATHER 
With this Accurate 
Barom.eler 
Wl1y risk your profits-
your hunts-and your men-
when for a few dollars more 
you can have the mnst nc-
curnl.e ·weather forecasting 
instruments made-the "Pau-
lin" \Vcathcr Bureau Barom-
eter. You cnn't afford to 
F.UCSS WI'"OII!r about- ll'Cnthcr. 
Inspect Pnulin Barometers 
at our store. 
C. J. HENDRY CO., 
Ill S. Front St. 
San Pctlro, Calif. 
Tough .. ** and 
you want 'emTough 
The sturdy dependability of 
TOJVER'S FISH BRAND 
FlSHERl't1EN' S S U l T S 
makes them fav'orites with fishermen 
everywhere. Built large and roomy; ex-
tra heavy; reinforced where strain and 
wear come. Special oiling makes them 
rugged and insures long life. Insist 
on TOWER'S FISH BRAND 
trade marked Suits and 
get" the genuine. Ask 
to see the special pants 
for Tuna fisher~ 
men. Aprons 
and Hats too. 
For further in· 
formation write 
C. J. Hendry 
Company 
SAN PEDIW, CAL. 
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PAINT MAN AT L. A. R4.RBOU 
Frederick Beutel, president of the 
Standard Products Company of Los An-
geles, •vas a visitor at San Pedro on 
April 18. His call was of a business na-
ture, much of his time while in the port 
being· spent -..vith VVilliam 1\-faggio of the 
C. ]. Hendry Company. 
Beutel says that the men in the lishi11g 
industries are due to hear a lot about him 
in the near future, he being the head of 
a manufacturing- house that is breaking 
into the 111arinc field with a 1ine of new 
paint and -varnish that is declared to be 
the -most duritble and best hot-weather 
stl~ff yet in yen ted by anybody. The new 
pamts are greatly needed by the tropical 
tuna cruisers, says Beutel, he"having one 
sort especially suited to decks because 
it will not crack no matter how hot the 
sun, will never blister, wears- like rubber 
under foot but yet lt not brittle. nnd 
lastly, is not slippery. In addition tt; 
this deck paint the Standard is said to 
have perfected a varnish of similar quali-
ties, and it further contends that it has 
the finest pure metallic copper paint in 
the .world- this article being of great 
value to the .-tropical fishermen and SOuth 
Pacific navigator because of its remark-
able anti-fouling propensities and its 
complete discouragement to torredoe" 
and marine borers. , ~ 
MENDING THE NETS 
Veteran fishermen complain that it 
seems as if all of their time is spe-nl wi.th 
their nets. \Vhen they arc not handling 
the big seines at sea making a haul o-f 
sardines or tuna, theY are stretching them 
ashore and mending them. 
1-fendcd \Vith Bibbs twines, thev !'itay 
mended, at least under normal ¥cond(-
. 
c. J. H E N D R Y C 0 ., A D V • S E C • 
tions. Few persons 1·calize the great 
quantity of twine required by the fishing 
industry of California, according to the 
C. ]. Hendry Company, distributors ·for 
seine t-wines and sail twine, in all sizes, 
produced by the Bibbs 1\'fanufacturing 
Company. 
COliU'OUT AFLOAT 
If you're oUt to the fishing grountls a 
month or mOre, what you ·want is cou!~ 
fort, say the Californl;:_t tuna fishermen, 
·who now arc getting accustom(.;d to Cntis-
lng several thousand .miles down to the 
South Sc:1 Islands for their catches. ·Aml 
comfort afloat means ·all of the comforts 
of home, too, they state. 
A. B. Sands has contributed 1argely to 
this home-like: atmosphere ahoanl, 
through supplying the boats ·\vith phunb-
ing fixtures 1.vhich are just as convenient 
as any ashore and yet adapted to- ma-
rine needs, according to the C. J. He-ndry 
Company, distributors. 
Early fishing boats had little iu- the 
woy _of plumbing, but \Yhere they :used 
to get. along ·\vith galvanized tnbs, !->kip~ 
pers now- dctimnd ·the best Sa11ds porce-
hiin tubs, basins and lavoratories. Some 
of the galleys are even fitted with tile 
sinks. 
WHEN HEAT HITS THE. DECK 
\Vit-h fishing opcrrttions out Of Cnlifor:-
llia ports extending rapidly to the heart 
of the tropics, it i::: necessary 'to take 
every precaution in order that the boat 
may come through unharmed, according 
to H. E. Fred K_tihls, -..vhose· clt!.stic seam·-
composition is admirably adapte(l to decks 
which may be hit by thC heat, or: rain 
o1· storm, either, for that matter. 
Kuh1s' clastic scam-composition is pli-
able and elastic under -the most severe 
conditions and shrinking and swelling 
on the part of the wood -..vill make no 
difference wilh the composition. 
According to the _C. ]. Hendry Com-
pany, distributors,- the' use of proper scam 
composition 1s extremely im'portant for 
the boats making long cruises, .clue to 
the radical changes in temperature and 
\Vea ther. 
. l'IND!NG YOUR WAY AT SEA 
Everyone ever havjng- tried to sell any-
thing to the military during peace time 
knows hmv rigid ,js the inspection and 
ho'.v high the standards for_ all supplies 
or equipment that is 'purchased for the 
usc of the army or· navy. Pnrticu1ar1y 
in the case of the fighting ships, ·where 
precision instruments in n wide variety 
obtain, quality must· exist in a superla-
tive:_ degree. 
Perhaps in no department is this mort: 
true than on the navigator's bridge, for 
there the equipment must he such that_ 
the craft can be driven fu11 speed at night 
or through fog, across oceans or among 
rocky :islands, the ofiicers meanwhile 
knowing exactly where they ·are. The 
accurateness and sensitiveness Df the di· 
rection-finders must he extreme, and in 
this regard it is considered as a l'nost 
flattering recommendation that the Am-
erican Naval Authorities .should have 
settled upon Ritchie compasses as meet-
ing all their tests. 
It should he a matter of satisfaction 
an(l a ·worry-killer for the fishing skipper 
·who finds himself 2,500 miles from home, 
to kno1v that in his binnacle swings th('; 
sainc lnfrtllable IUtchie compass-card as 
1ruides the Heels of Uncle Sam's navy 011 
their voyagings about the world. 
I .. :~~~~~.;~~~:~ ... i 
pre;;erves thC :mrface. Does not sun-check, cracli, blister, or ' 
easily lnar. Produces ·a tough, long-lived yet pleasing, velvety 1· 
flllish. Most effective for finishing and re-finishing of all ltind:. 
, of hardwood ami , inlaid flooring and all fine wood finishes. 
1 
OILASTIC is a finn and lasting finish for all woodwork and 
metal on SHIPBOARD. OILASTIC is proven the most nffective 
coating against the action of SALT AIR, SEA FOG AND SALT 
WATER. OILASTIC effectively retain<; a11d protects color for a I 
long period of time. i 
STANDARD P~C?DUCTS CO., Inc. II 
LOS ANGELES, CAL., U. S. A. 
C. J, HENDRY. CO., Dis!ribu~rs I 
I Thomas Walker & Son, Ltd./. 
I Patent Ship-Log Mauufaehuers 
Trade 
T.·w: 
Finest Logs and Parts Obtainable 
C. J. HENDRY CO., Dis!rllm!ors 
The Good Meehanie 's 
hoiee-
For grclltest power under lond, long-
est life, cnsiest handling ;md lema .scrvic~ 
ing, U. S. Portable Elect;ic Drills have 
been ''thC good Jncchnnic's choice" for 
over 30 years. There are definite rcn-
son_s "'Yhy: Powerful universal motor. 
Chrome nickel steel gears, lmrdcned~ 
running in grease. Heavy duty _bull benrR 
ings throughout. Quick lnnke, .quick 
break trigger switch. Bohnnlite lwus-
ing, etc. Whatever your needs, there nrc 
sizes to fill them !n the U. S. Htu.•-ilw 
broadest in the world. Ask your jobber. Since 1897 
C. J. HENDRY CO., Dis!ribu!ors 
Jil A Y, W. C. F. 1 9 8 0 
Fishermen Everywhere I 
" I 
USE i 
RITCHIE 
COMPASSES 
Supplied hy C. J. Hendry Co. 
1 E.S .. RITCHIE&SONS 
Nautical Instruments 
BROOKLINE AI ASS. 
ACCO STUD 
1i LINK CHAIN 
~t~:::: 
.. ·.:::-::.. 
. C. J. HENDRY CO., Distributors 
All of our stud link chain is made from 
high grade irq_p. produced in ·our rolling 
mills. It i.s made· to the standards of the 
American Bureau of shipping, approved, 
June, 1918. All chains so'ordered are fur~ 
nished with test and inspection certificate 
by the American Bureau of Shipping. 
Acco, A B S or Lloyds Stud Link Chain~Common Links 
Lennth WdgllL Lem:lh \Ye:~ht L~n1;th \\'eight R!1~ cr per HIZ!l 
"' 
jiU Hh.l' or lief Ohain n LlnhH li'lllhmn Chain n J,Jnl;;; li':ttllEHll Chnln r; Lin!;;; Ji'nthnm 
)lldiCf; 
.l!lelws J'I)U[Hl.l lnl'lwH lndws l'mllHl!J Jneh~H Inches l'mUHW 
% (17-i 
' 
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The Durability a:nd Low Maintenance 
Cost of 
PLUMBING 
FIXTURES 
mlapts them for the strenuous service 
demanded on 
FISHING 
BOATS 
For more ihun seve'nty~fivc 
years Suuds· Plumbint~ Fix:~ 
turcs lm\·c been preferred 
for crnfl uf all ldnds from 
the- little work bmtt tu the 
mn~t palatial yachta and 
uceun liners. 'fhe-rc is a 
Sands Fixtl.sr1~ to meet evc.r:r 
marine plumbing :reltuire~ 
ment no matter l10w exact-
ing it may- be, 
Illustrated is lite Sands 
''l•'riscu- Ptimp \Vnter Closet 
for use above or below the 
water }inL....:....a _ mo5t nttrnc~ 
!he .:mil serviceable fi:dure. 
Pricc"ii of th~! -various finislws 
[n which this closet is ~;up~ 
plied will be sent on rL'"Quest 
together with catalog of 
otlu~r Sunds Cluscts, Lnvn~ 
tories, Showers nnd ncces~ 
snrics. 
C. J, HENDRY CO. 
SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 
Or t-Vrite tlirecl to A. B. Sands &- Son Co. 
_}!_:J-24 Vesey S!ree!, New Yorl< City 
F
. h ''' Is ermen ...... 
We Recommend and Guarantee 
I 'S 
Seine Twine" Sail Twine 
and 
Cotton Rope 
Bibb's Twine and Cotton 
Ropes Are The Best-
Only Finest Quality Long 
Staple Cotton Used and 
Will Outlast Any Other 
Make. 
HENDRY CO. 
!: 
\-I il 
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ishermen! 
We Like Rush Orders 
EstabliShed 
TUBBS COIWAGE I 
COLUMBIA CORDAGE PATTERSON SARGENT 
COPPER PAINT 
SANDS PLUJ\iBING 
SIDPMATE GAS 
RANGES 
CUNO OIL FILTERS i 
COLUMBIAN I 
PROPELLERS I 
LAUGHLIN HARDWARE 
WOOI"SEY'S COPPER 
PAINT 
OILASTIC COPI'ER 
PAINT 
TOWleR'S OIL 
CLOTUING 
MUSTAD HOOKS 
. OBERDORFER PUMPS R. J~ EDERER WEB 
BIG CHIEF GLOVES BIBB'S TWINE 
- ANDROPE 
lUJ'IIGFISHER BOOTS \ . -
- WICKWIRE SPENCER 
DURATITE PUTTY WIRlc l'<""ETTING 
C. J. HENDRY CO., .4DV. SEC. 
ur Stock 
Is Complete ·1 
lit 1872. 
TAR AND NET 
l'RESERVATIVES 
C & G CHARTS & 
BOOKS 
SCHEELER 
CARBURETORS 
PAULIN BAROMETERS 
WALKER LOGS & 
PARTS 
LUNKENHEIMER 
LUBUICATORS 
PERKO LAJ\IPS 
MORSE DIVING 
EQUIPMENT 
SETH THOMAS 
CLOCKS 
U. S. ELECTRICAL 
TOOLS 
NATIONAL MARINE 
LAMPS 
WILCOX CRITIEJ\'DEN 
HARDWARE 
WESTERN BLOCK 
FERDLNAND GLUES 
Al\IERICAN Cli.I>JNS 
KUULS' SEAM 
COMPOSITION 
RITCHIE NAUTICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
Cook ithHE D Y Bottled Gas 
C. J. HENDRY CO., 
27 1\-Inin St., San Francisco 
C. J. HENDRY CO., 
111-121 South 1;-oronl St .. 
San I)cdro , 
Con·venient- Safe- Clean 
THE NEW AND PERFECT FUEL 
FOR BOATS 
C. J. HENDRY CO., 
764· Tuna St., East San Pedro 
(Fish Harbm·) 
C. J. HENDRY CO •• 
930 State St., San Dicg~ 
111 A Y, W. C. F. 1 9 3 0 
Surge Damages 
Coastal Boats 
A heavy surge which hit the South-
1vestcrn coast late in April, lasting for 
about a ·week, damaged fishing boats and 
inconvenienced the fishery from San 
Pedro, Calif., south along the Lower 
California coast. The surge hit fish har~ 
hor at Terminal Island, damaging craft 
u·nder. completion at boat-building yards 
sb that' it' \vas necesSarv to move several 
iflto the main channeC of. Los Angeles 
h'arbor. 
:As a result, Frank Johnson, chairman 
of the fisheries division ·Of the San Pedro 
Chamber·· of commerce, reporting to the 
thambC:r, stated that steps should be taken 
tb protect boats in li'ish harbor. He Said 
that the water was sO shallow outside the 
rock jetty which protects the harbor that 
breakers' 'go over the jetty, agitating the 
Inside \Vater. It was necessary to remove 
the "Asama," _moOred at the San Pedro 
boat-building ·company, and three boats 
at the.Al.- Larson boat yard. The ""Pan-
a'ma/' "!vfusketecr," and several other 
boats were reported to be damaged to 
the extent of several' hundred dollars. 
The chamber of commerce called the 
-htatter to the attention of Burt Edwards, 
!ieneral manager of the Los Angeles har-
bor commission, who· stated that the area 
outside the jetty would be dredged in 
connection with another nearby harbor 
project this summer, but that no plans for 
the deepening of fish harbor proper arc 
under consideration, although Harbor En-
gineer George Nicholson has been re-
quested to investigate the matter. 
* * * Japanese Observe 
Boys' Jf?eelt. 
Not to be outdone by the American 
celebration of bovs' week during the 
week of April 27, ·Japanese fishermen oi 
Terminal Island, Calif., had their cele-
bration, too. 
Above each fisherman's home on the 
island is a long flag pole. During boys' 
week almost every pole proudly sup-
ported several fish flags flying in the 
breeze. Each flag, it is explained, rep-
resented a boy in the family, and, accord-
ing to the size of the· flag, indicated the 
age of the boy. 
• * • 
"Aicelwno Ill" Gels 
Bigger Engine 
"Akebono III," owned by K. Seko, 
who fishes for the Van Camp Sea Food 
Co., Inc., is receiving installation of a 
110 h.p. \\!estern Enterprise Diesel en-
gine. The craft formerly was powered 
by a 60-h.p. Diesel. 
Lampara Boat 
Goes Ashore 
27 
"Panama," a lampara boat owned by 
Steve Canepa of Monterey, Calif., went 
ashore April 9 ncar Pfieffer's point and 
is believed to be a total loss. Word of 
the wreck \vas brought to Canepa by 
Eracio Oail, captain of the craft, who re-
turned \vith his crew of two men on the 
tug "Seacock." 
The "Panama" had been engaged in 
transporting stevedores to the wreck 
of the "Rhine Maru" and aiding in the 
salvage operations on the Japanese ves-
sel, which \Vent on the rocks at the 
mouth of the Big Sur on March 28. 
She was anchored off shore awaiting 
calmer weather when the anchor drag-
ged, resulting in the wreck. The boat 
was valued at approximately $10,000 and 
was partially covered by insurance. She 
was 46 feet in length. 
"Kiuie A., Goes 
Aground 
* * * 
The 50-foot 'market fishing boat, "Kit tie 
A," went aground at Fish Harbor, Ter-
minal Island, Calif., on the night of April 
28. She was pulled off with slight dam-
age. The boat is owned by John Creigh-
ton and Frederick Lacabt'. 
STEUART ST .• SAN FRANCISCO ____ 218 AVALON BLVD .• WILMINGTON. 
?HONE-DAVENPORT 15Zb PHONE-WILMINGTON 691 
I LIONOIL IS THE I 
ONI,Y FIRST COAT 
0 THAT WILL PRO· 0 TECT YOUR 
N WOOD AND IRON N EQUALLY 
0 Coat Your Rigging o 1 before and aft,er 
I I 
sizing for long life. I 
Phone Wilmington 891 
LION OIL 
FIRE 
PROTECTION 
Manual or Automatic 
SAVE 
LIVES - INSURANCE 
CARGO -BOAT 
BUY 
CO-TWO 
At the New Low Prices 
Call Wilmington 891 
for quotation 
Ets-Hokin and Galvan 
218 AVALON llLVD., WIUIINGTON 
181 STEUART ST., SAN FRANCISCO 
Allan Cunningham Has What 
Your Boat Needs 
The Only Correct-
WHISTLES 
DECK MACHINERY 
STEERING GEARS 
For the Fishing Boat 
ALLAN CUNNINGHAM 
124 W. Massachusetts St. 
Seattle, Washington 
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San Pedli'O 
Boat Building Co., line. 
Phone San Pedro 1433 
Builders of 
All Claues o/ Commercial Fishing 
Boats. 
Repair Worl' of All_KindJJ 
Marine Ways and M'achine Sl1op1 
Berth 207 Terminal Island 
:1 The Union 
Ice Company 
Just Call San Pedro 3290 for 
Prompt Delivery 
W. Murray Little 
Hall.'bor Sheet Metal 
Works 
Makers of Guoline, Fuel, 01.1 Tanks, Boat 
Work. Ventilators, ReUnnin&" Galley Ware, 
Brass, Copper and Sheet Iron 'Vorks 
248 CANNERY ST. 
TERMINAL ISLAND, CAUF. 
Phone 349 Res. Phone 242S~J 
Phone 2740 
Mall'iine Sheet Metal 
Woll'kS 
Cbas. De Vries, Prop. 
HEAVY STEEL FUEL OIL AND 
WATER TANKS 
Acetylene and Electric Welding 
Terminal Island, Cnlif. 
Ncar Bethlehem Ship Yard 
M. P. SUGUAN, Secy. 
m'ishermen's Cooperative 
Association 
Membership 65 Purse·Seiners 
Average 8 Men to Boat 
Correspondence invited relative pun:hases 
of our members. lnfonnation 
gladly g1ven. 
MUNJCI_P AL FISH WHARF 
SAN PEDRO, CAUF. 
S. Ciamincino, Pres. A. Farina, Sec::y. 
Crab and Salmon 
Fishermen's Protective 
Association 
MEMBERSHIP OVER 250 BOAT 
OWNERS 
Telephone Franklin 4989 
MEIGG'S WHARF 
SAN FRANCISCO, CAUF. 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
RANGES AID COMfORT, AT SEA 
W HEN FISHERMEN first went in search of the deep-sea fish they en-
couutered many difficulties and incon-
veniences in connection with living aboard 
their small fishing vessels. In fact, as 
the tiny lampara boats began the sar-
dine fishery of California they made their 
runs daily and had no intention of liv-
ing on board. As the length of runs in-
creased and larger craft ·were built the 
industry was forced to reach out in search 
of equipment suitable to making the fish-
erman· comfortable on board his boat. 
One of the comparatively recent finds of 
the industry in this connection is the In:-
gle Valjean process oil burning range. 
Fishermen state that a great benefit 
of this range is that it burns the same 
oil as is carried for the Diesel engine, 
thus effecting a great saving on fuel. The 
Valjean process is the vital feature upon 
which the range is based. Until the in-
vention of the Valjean process of com-
bustion and Valjean carburetor oil burn-
er, oil burners were divided into three 
particular classes-vapor burners in which 
the oil is converted into vapor and then 
passed into the combustion chamber, 
spray burners in which the oil is atomized 
by steam or compressed air, and mechani-
cal burners in which the oil is atomized 
by submitting it to a high-pressure and 
passing it through a small orifice. The 
Valjean carburetor oil burner converts the 
oil from a liquid state into a gaseous 
state, mixes with the gas the correct 
amount of air for perfect combustion, and 
delivers the mixture to the combustion 
chamber of the device, where combustion 
takes place with maximum efficiency, ac-
cording to Finlay M. Drummond, presi-
dent of the Ingle Manufacturing Com-
pany, San Diego, Calif., ·who has taken a 
great personal interest in the fishing in-
dustry and the performance of ranges at 
sea, in view of the fact that his range 
is manufactured in a community ·which 
is a thriving fishing center, and he is 
therefore in close touch 1vith fishermen 
and kno1vs their galley needs. 
Some of the California fishing boats 
which recentlv have installed Ingle 
ranges are: "lVIuskcteer," "White Star," 
"Belle Isle," "\V. F. \Vood," "Guyama-
ra,'' formerly the "Burgen," "Shasta," 
"Lusitania," "Ramona," and a second 
IMPROVED MACffiNERY 
. 
The Allan Cunningham company of = 
Seattle, who make all kinds of deck ma-
chinery, steering gears, whistles, et ce-
tera, have brought out many improved 
machines for use o'n fishing boats. They 
have recently announced a new price 
change and this change should~ interest 
the fisherman, as well as the shops who 
furnish the different equipment. Cun-
ningham equipment is handled by Ets-
Hokin & Galvan in California. 
SAN PEDRO 
GROCERY & SUPPLY 
COMPANY 
NICK POBOR, Prop. 
Wholesalers and Retailers of 
imported and Domestic Groceries, 
Meats and Canned Goods 
Bldg. 
boat for the same owners, being outfit-
ted at San Francisco, "Hermosa," "Em-
nta R. S.," "Panama" and "Chicken of 
the Sea.n 
Parke & Kibele, Inc. 
I · Superior Service for 
Fishing Boats 
Dry Dock and Repair 
Specialists 
Day and Night Service 
Main Shops at 
Berth 94, San Pedro 
Branch Marine Ways 
and Shops Acconunodating Craft 
up to 1000 tona at 
Berth 160, Wilmington 
Age~b for 
Hunt-Spiller Gunmetal Iron 
for piston rings and cylinder 
liners for Diesel Engines; 
Phones San Pedro 2790-2791 
JIM PASCHALL GUS NORDLUND I 
LONG BEACH 
BOAT BUILDING 
COMPANY 
Designers and Bllilders of 
Commercial Craft 
ancl Yachts 
REPAIR WORK 
1761 Water St. Long Beach 
Phone Long Beach 659330 
H. YOKOZ£KI, Secretary 
Southern Calil!oll'nia 
Japanese !Fishell'men 's 
Association 
Enterprising and without question 
loyal to the interests which it tends 
to serve. 
'Telephone 3595 
TERMINAL ISLAND, CAUF. 
llfAl', 1930 29 
THE 
ll> II IS 4r:i 0 
SPONSORED BY, AND THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF 
THE AMERICAN PROTECTIVE ASS'N. 
San· Die·go's uRock Cod King" 
-How ·He Cot His Crown 
CAPTAIN JULIUS ZOLEZZI TELLS SECRETS 
ABOUT REMARKABLE FISHING MODE 
0 CEAN FISHING is a ca11ing in which all willing men may participate: it is the trade in which 
everyone may join. Out upon the rolling brine-prai-
ries all men are equal and on a par, for the fish belongs 
to him who gets it. Amollg the ocean-folk Nature 
maintains her perfect democracy-yet who dares say 
that it is a democracy without "kings?" 
that may be, and ·whether he be really king or not, the 
fact remains that the Skipper is a fine chap to meet, 
and a ·regular prince of a fellow, anyway. 
Hang around the Fishermen's \Vharf a few days and 
you are sure to glimpse my man, for he comes in with 
a load just as regular as week-ends occur. 
"Three or four-day trips is my schedule when on 
grounds reason-
ably c I o s e to 
home," says the 
CaptaiTI, "and 
when I have to 
run 1 o n g dis-
tances down 
coast I plan two 
d a y s traveling 
each \Vay, a day 
or hvo or fishing 
and a day's lay-
over in p o r t; 
that makes a 
\veek." 
Every p or t 
has its ex p e r t 
fisherman, crab-
man, clam-dig-
ger or o y s t e r-
man. "The Scal-
lop King," "The 
Eel IGng," "The 
Catfish King" or 
"The L o b s t e r 
King" one hears 
the s p e c i a l-
ists called. HH.e 
is our Halibut 
K i n g, o u r 
Swordfish K_ing, 
our 0 c t o p u s 
'King or our Fly-
ing Fish King/' 
t h e y will tell 
you, for the cat-
alog of this roy-
alty iS as co-ex-
tensive with the 
varieties of t h e 
fish themselve~. 
In all of many-
kingecl J;urope, 
Discharging ten and one-half tons of assorted rQCk cads at the San Diego fish wharf from the "Balboa," 
suc~;essor to the "George L." The "Balboa" is owned by Capt. Julius Zolezzi, the "rock cod king" 
The "Balboa" 
is the Zolezzi 
boat. B u i 1 t by 
t h e Campbell 
lviachine Com-
pany, on designs 
drawn by Ivian-
uel IVIaclruga, in 
dimensions it is 
6Sx16x6.5 feet. 
with 5.6 feet of 
headroom in the 
with its patchwork of petty principalities and duke-
doms, there are not crowns and scepters enough to fit 
out the monarchs of a single medium-sized American 
fishing port. Anamoly. 
lfleet tlte King 
Come, then, to San Diego, and sh'ake hands wit11 
Captain Julius Zolezzi, "The Rock Cod King." It may 
seem a paradox, but 1t happens that His Royal High-
ness is one of the shortest men in the port. However 
hold. 
"How much fish can you get into a boat that size?" 
his questioner ,vanted to know. 
"Ten thousand pounds is our small load,'' ·the owner 
replied. "Twenty tons of Rock Cod is our maximum 
load of that sort, and forty tons is the most Tuna that 
we can carry. We can't bring in forty tons of Rock 
Cod, because to do so would break the market. 
"\i\Te get our cod from all over," obliged our author-
ity, ln answer to more questioils, "from the coast town 
30 
of Santa Cruz to the San Benitos Is-
lands in Mexico. At different seasons w~.­
work at different" places. We get driven 
out of the south during the late summer, 
know.··, 
Confession is good for the soul; no, 
"\VC didn't know it. \Vhat, then? 
"\Vhy, in August, September, October 
and November we have to fish in the 
north. We are unable to remain in Mex-
ican waters at that time because of the 
limitless quantity of sharks that infest 
the fishing grounds during that season. 
The rock ends arc there, too, and espe-
cially abundant at exactly that time, but 
it is useless to try to fish for them. As 
soon as a cod ·takes a hook and is caught, 
it is swallowed up by some waiting shark 
-these arc \vhopping big creatures, and 
as a result we lose not onlv the fi.<;h but 
our gear and everything. ~ \Ve hdve to 
leave. In the north we stand a better 
chance of getting our fish to the top be-
fore the sharks get them, although even 
ther,~ we have trouble of the same kind, 
too. 
Almost a Monopoly 
In times past Julius Zolczzi has been 
the chief roclc-codder in San Diego, He 
has been credited not only with being 
the largest single operator in that field, 
but with actually having landed as much 
as 75% of the total cod brought to mar-
ket. If this be true it is became he has 
a natural knack for the particular activ-
ity, has become skilled at it through years· 
of experience, and is a constant follower 
of the same business. However, new ve.s-
sels have recentlv entered this line of 
work, and it is tO be expectetl that Zo-
tezzi's proportionate contribution to 
catch totals will presel'ltly decline. 
On April 29 the "Balboa" came in to 
dock and discharged 100 tons of rock 
cod to a market that offered 5 cents a 
pound. 
"Last trip they paid us 7 cents," said 
the Captain, "and at Christmas time they 
bought a trip from me for 14 cents-the 
highest at which I ever have sold." 
Then, in reply _to further querries: 
"On the average I get more than 6 
cents a "pound. When fish gets down to 
3 or 4 cents I tie up and quit until the 
market improves, or change over to other 
fishing. On the whole I receive a little 
above 6 cents a pound, but I would be 
willing to sign an all-year. contract for 
as much fish as I could produce, at a 
flat 6-cent rate. This would be a consid-
erable advantage to me, for I could then 
continue without interruption at the one 
line of work." 
Five men take the "Balboa" to sea. 
VVhen .rock-cod-lining 30 to 40 blocks 
of ice are carried, the amount varying 
with the season of the year, and whether 
the vessel is to voyage northward into 
chill above-Point-ConcePtion latitudes, or 
is to run in the opposite direction, 
through the tepid seas off Mexico. 
The engine is a 4-cylinder, 100 h.p. 
Union Diesel; provision is made for 1700 
gallons of fuel. 
"I built the 'Balboa' 4 years ago for 
my own usc and have used it constantiy 
ever since,f volunteered Zolezzi, "and 
in all that time I have neyer had any 
trouble with my engine; it is rutming 
perfectly right _now. 
A. F. P. A. Section 
"I have $22,000 invested in the outfit 
-there is no other rock cod boat like 
it in existence." 
Trips tJml Bnnl~s 
Throughout most of the year trip~pe­
riods ate comparatively short, says the 
Captain. · Three days or four days is the 
usual period. However, during one month 
he frequents the San Benito Islands 
grounds, and that means 5-day intervals 
away from home. 
"But for the most part I fish the Cape 
Colnett banks," said Zolezzi. "The best 
rocks lie about 14 miles off-shore. \Ve 
also cut across to San Nicolas Island and 
to San lvfiguel Island. We used to have 
a fine banJo off the town of Santa Cruz, 
but that ground has now gotten poor. 
Atll of the grounds are getting poor, for 
·that matter," he concluded. 
Most novel of all is the manner of 
catching rock cod, as described by our 
authority. 
"VVc get them mostly by hand-lining 
-at least we call it that. Ordinarily we 
use 4 lines, each having 150 to 200 hooks 
on it. Each of the hooks is baited and 
then we slack the lines down until they 
touch bottom. As soon as each of them 
hits ground we buoy it off with a keg-
never leave any slack or' it will get foul 
of the rocks on the bottom. 
"VVhen fish are biting heavily there 
will be just one big jerk, and the_ line 
is all full. In the old days we usi'{d to 
catch a load in 2 or 3 hours. No\\' we 
usually put over 4 lines on kegs, and 
keep hauling them in rotation. The 
(Coutinucd ou Page 37) 
At Fish~rmen's Wlwrf, San Diego, Cnlif. 
THE UNION ICE COMPANY 
lfl A Y, W. C. F. 1 9 .1 0 
OUTBOARDS FOR FISH SKIFFS 
The outboard motor has found a def-
inite place in the fishing industry, Uc-
c6rding to Clem Stose, s~cond and C 
Streets, San Diego, who is dealer for the 
Evinnide Outboard motors. 
1vir. Stose states that Evinrudes arc 
being successfully used as power for 16 
to 20-foot skiffs while handling nels. 
1vfedium-size motors, ranging from 6 to 
14 h. p. seem to be best adapted to this 
,vork. The Evinrudc Fastwin, developing 
14 h. p. is suflicicnt to handle the heav-
iest boats up to 20 feet long and hns 
proven to be very depcndallle for this 
work, says Mr. Stose. 
Adaptation of outboard motors to the 
fishing industry is declared to be a great 
boon to purse-seine boats, inasmuch as 
the skiffs handling the nets can he pro-
pelled ·with much greater ease than here-
tofore. 
NEW MARKET BOAT 
V. Tasso of San Diego has commis-
sioned his new boat, the "Rome," and 
made the first pay trip of its career. On 
April 30 he returned to port with yel\0\v-
tail caught on a 15-day cruise along the 
coasts of Baja California. The trip was 
not an especially good one, ·operations 
having been hampered by the heavy 
·winds and the seas that have s•vept the 
southern littoral during the last of gusty 
April. The "Rome" is a 57-footer built 
in San Diego by A. R. Robbins, It has 
an Atlas-Imperial power plant, carries a 
complement of five men, and represents a 
total investment of about $17,000, 
"GENOA" GOES OUT 
"Lateen Gem" Olivieri and Louis 
~\hssa, market fishern-ien, have just re-
turned from their first trip t-o sea in their 
new "Genoa." The smart little vessel 
measures 48.5 feet and is equipped with a 
40-60 h.p. Atlas-Imperial DieseL It was 
lmilt in San Francisco by G. Beviaqua & 
Son, .well known boat-wrights and marine 
designers of that port. The first trip was 
for rock cod, and lasted six days. Opera-
tions ·were hindered because of rough 
weather, but the crew of three paid some-
thing of a dividend and anyway the gear 
all was tried out and broken in. The 
complete outfit represents $10,000 of capi-
tal; for some sorts of fishing four men 
will be carried. 
CAMPBELLS LAND CONTRACT 
Geotge Campbell, of. the· C.ampbell Ma-
chine Company of San Diego, casualiy 
remarked the other day that his corpora-
tion has been successful in wresting a 
certain coveted contract from a large field 
of competitive bidders. lt seems that the 
hoist at the marine railway ·of the U. S. 
Destroyer Base, San Diego, is in need of 
. repair. 'fo handle this apparatus is a 
big job because of the enormous weight 
and size of the machinery-multiple-
sheave blocks as large as a bale of cot-
ton. 
"The contract represents more than a 
$3,000 job," said George Campbell. "It 
will be quite a stunt, handling all of that 
big equipment." 
ln discussing the general activity of his 
Yards he spoke of the hindrance which 
the last of April rains had been to the 
Wooden ship-building program, time being 
lost by the crews of carpenters now 
Planking up the three big tuna-cruiser 
hulls. The Mexican fisheries patrol boat, 
the "S.A.F. No. 1," that has lain on the 
marine railways for some 25 or 30 days, 
31 
time, and so succt1mbed to a sudden ill-
ness of only one day's duration. Inter-
ment was made on April 5. The West 
Coast Fisheries joins with his many 
friends in expressing earnest symapthy tro 
C1.ptain Frank Mitchell. 
CLEM STOSE 
is now to bt; quickly cleaned, painted and 
slid into the water. The long delay has 
been occasioned by the necessity of ob-
taining official sanction from lv!exico City 
for 1\laking certain repairs to _the hull 
and to the engine. I. Romero, mspector 
general of the MexiCan Department of 
AgriCulture, has recently arrived .in Sa? 
Diego where he has personally myestl-
gated the pruposed work. and sanctwncd 
its immediate carrying out. 
OBITUARIES 
It is with sincere regret that 1ve learn 
of the death of D. Nunes, veteran sword-
fisherman of San Diego. As captain of 
the "\V estern S." he has been a well-
known operator in the port for many 
vears and had so prnspered a't his spe-Cializ~d calling that he recently! built the 
swordfish boat, the "Sao Pedro." On 
Saturday, April 19, the handsome new 
J)oat was dressed \vith bunting and taken 
for its trial run, Captain Nunes in com-
~mmd. During the expedition he became 
chilled, took a severe cold, immediately 
developed a severe case of double pneu-
monia and died the following Thursday. 
The f~neral 1vas held on Mionday, April 
28. Captain D. Nunes was 52 years old, 
F. 1fitchcll, Sr., father of Captain Frank 
1.fitchell of the tuna cruiser "Vasco Da 
Gama," died in San Diego recently at the 
age of 63 years. The elderly gentleman 
had not been in robust health for some 
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GIANT TUNA-SHIPS TO BE BUILT 
F URTHER INDICATIONS at tre-mendous _ future developments in 
West Coast fishing-ship building came 
to light lvlay 1 when the Campbell 11a-
,chine Company of San Diego announced 
the projected construction of two mam-
moth tuna cruisers that will dwarf any-
thing yet conceived and brought into 
being in the boat yards of San Pedro 
and San Diego, 
"We have in prospect the laying of hvo 
separate 140-foot keels," declared George 
Campbell. "These twin vessels will be 
identical as to huil and general specifica-
tions, but will differ between themselves 
in many matters of detail. For example, 
one is to be engincd with an 8-cylinder, 
680 h.p. Union Diesel while the other 
is to have twin jobs-two 6-cylinder, 350 
h.p. Union Diesels. In the matter of 
superstructure and rigging there arc to 
be many differences-you know how fish-
ermen arc, they all want things differ-
ently." 
Nmv Freezing Sysrem 
Outstanding among the features of the 
new craft is the provision that is to be 
made for the refrigeration of the holds 
and the rapid handling and chilling of 
the catch. Details are not to be divulged 
as yet, but in a proximate issue of The 
-
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UNIVERSAL LITE PLANTS 
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EVINRUDES 
Rowboats 
2nd and C Sts. San Diego 
\Vest Coast Fisheries the novel schem_e, 
whereby fishing can continue uninter-
ruptedly while several tons of tuna are 
being landed aboard and immediately 
chilled, ·will be described minutely. 
"There will .be two 10-ton York ice 
machines in each ship," said Campbell, 
"for by this manner of dividing the load 
we can still hold a catch of fish irom 
spoiling even if one of the compressors 
should suffer a break-dO\vn." ln planning 
modern high-seas cruisers such as these, 
that are destined to navigate all of the 
tropical seas of the world -where tuna 
abound, wise provision must be made 
for every anticipated or imagined emer-
gency, 
Auxiliarv units likewise are to be dual. 
Two 75 h:p. Union Diesels, directly-con-
nected with 60 kilowatt direct-current 
generators will furnish power to all of 
the energized equipment aboard. Chief 
among the machines reqttiring energy 
-will be twin 12-inch bait pumps, each 
directly-connected to 20 h.p. electric mo-
tors. 
"Everything will be in duplicate," said 
George Campbell. "Even the main en-
gine in one of the cruisers 1vill be of 
two units. All auxiliary apparatus will 
be put in in pairs, for then the fishermen 
will never be left entirely helpless by a 
breakdown to any one part of their 
equipment." It is a far-sighted and 
shrewd scheme. 
Buill for the Mill-Pacific 
Both of the 140-footers is to be of the 
"Hermosa" type-that is, a billet-headed 
or raised-deck job. Stateroom accommo-
dations for 14 men will be provided -on 
the main deck. In the pilot-house, and 
the extension of it aft, will be accom-
modations for three more men, both the 
captain and the wireless operator being 
quartered there. Each ship will have its 
private chapel just aft of the wheel room, 
and next to that the acommodations for 
the wireless telegraph operator and his 
electrical equipment. 
Fuel capacity guaranteeing not less 
than 10,000 miles cruising range will be 
provided, for the intent behind the entire 
project is to operate in the mid-Pacific 
areas both north and south of the Ha-
waiian Islaitds. Tuna are known to 
abound there, especially the much-sought 
albacore. 
"\Ve figure 250,000 board feet of lum-
ber ·for each hull," said Campbell. "Com-
pleted the vessels will represent an in-
vestment of not less than $160,000 
apiece."-G. R. C. 
-----
"HESTON" CHANGES OVER 
Before the days of the war the boat 
"Heston" was kno\vn to the waterfront 
as the tender "Angel." When the war 
was in full swing she did her bit as the 
gunboat "Ranier," achieving fame when 
she bottled up several German merchant 
marine vessels in Santa Rosalia Bay, 
Lower California. 
Several years ago the "Heston" was 
converted into a tuna tender, and now, 
with the need for tenders practically nil 
and most of the tuna coming from the 
high seas, she has been converted into a 
live-bait boat by John Heston, her own-
er. The craft has been at the Craig 
Shipbuilding Company, Long Beach, for 
several months for the work. She will 
fish for the Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc. 
-H.L.M. 
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TUNA CRAfT INSTAll WIRElESS 
W EST COAST TUNA CRAFT to the number of five or six now 
have wireless telegraph sets aboard. 
Others have the idea in mind, and will 
install stations as soon as a licensed 
sending ~md receiving plant is installed 
ashore especially to handle their traf-
fic. All of the projected large ships have 
been designed with wireless rooms in-
cluded in the plans and specifications-
there can be no doubt that the vacuum-
tube telegraph has proven its servicea-
bility to the men of the f1shing fleets. 
It is rather remarkable that this should 
have occurred without some shocking in-
cident to make the men appreciate the 
value of, or the necessity for, telegraph 
prote_ction against fatal disaster at sea. 
Usually a catastrophe is required to jolt 
people into consciousness and enliven 
their senses to the degree that thought 
processes are possible. It speaks 1vell 
for the reasoning powers of the tuna-
men that they have, without special stim-
ulus, considered the matter of electrical 
communication with their base, and are 
electir1g, one after the other, to invest 
·the sum necessary to procure the neces-
sary transmitting apparatus. 
A Seafaring Daniel Boom~ 
No mention of wireless in the South 
Pacific fisheries can ever be complete un-
less the name of Guy Silva is mentioned 
in connection there·with. 
"Guy pioneered the field," recently de-
clared Fred Schellin, of the American 
Fishermen's Protective Association, of 
San Diego. ''He was the first oue. He 
got the idea before any of the others." 
That is a sort of habit with Silva-he 
has sho·wn the way in more things than 
one. They used to make slighting or 
jocose remarks when he entered upon· 
novel projects, hut not any more. Guy 
has been wrong, but he has been right 
so many times oftener that ydu can't 
get. even ;r:noncy against him any more. 
"The first short-wave set that was 
ever used in our southern -fisheries ·was 
the one that Silva put· aboard the 'Lois 
S.'/'· Schillin continued. "\Vhen he built 
the new ~Emma R. S.' he installed a new 
and more powerful transmitter. Since 
that time several others have followed 
his lead, until now we have ·quite a flo-
tilla equipped with telegraph instru-
ments." 
Bip:gest uml Best Bouts llur'e Tlrem 
The set abdar.d the ''Lois S." still is 
licensed, but at present it is not being 
used. Excepting for this sole instance 
all of ·the other transmitting apparatus 
is in· constant service. The installati6ris, 
A RECORD RUN 
San Diego fisheries people never saw 
a happier group of sailors than the crew 
of the "Invader," when she hit port 
Sunday, May 4,' after a trip of 8000 
miles which took them within a quarter 
of a mile of Panama. Mat. and ] oe 
1.fonise, owners of the craft, now believe 
that the story of the "Navigator" is just 
a fish story, for they left the southern 
waters with nary a fish on board and 
didn't get any until they arrived in the 
.I!Ulf vicinity. The water5 arOund the 
Panama district were 85 degrees and the 
sun ·was so Cxtremely hot that each man 
took his turn s\vimming in the bait tank. 
They had a hard time keeping the sar-
dines out of their ears, but they claim 
that was better than inviting the sharks 
by swimming alongside the boat.-H.L.1L 
listed in the sequence in which they were 
made, have been and will be as follows: 
"Lois S.," "Emma R. S.," "Patria," "At-
lantic," "Hermosa,'' "Shasta," "Chicken 
of the Sea," probably one vessel now 
lmilding at Seattle, one or even two of 
the cruisers now at San Pedro, and both 
of the proposed l•W-footers being de-
signed by the Campbell Machine Com-
pany of San Diego. 
Could, if, and when Fred Schellin gets 
into action his proposal to erect at his 
Association headquarters a special, third-
class-commercial short-\vave station for 
the especial use and benefit of our fish-
ing fleets, then, it is safe to say, the en-
tire fleet of cruisers, and probably· many 
of the lesser bait-boats, would establish 
stations aboard. The benefits would be 
so manv that few would feel that they 
coukl afford to be deprived of them for 
the small consideration involved. 
MACKEREL PACK MATTER FOR 
CONJECTURE 
\Vhat will be the pack of mackerel 
this summer? This seems to be a ques-
tion which is still up in the air and a 
matter of general conjecture, despite the 
fact that the sardine season is now closed 
throughout Califori1ia, and according to 
past performance the packers should be 
turning their thoughts to mackerel. 
At time of writing, mackerel had not 
yet started to run in quantities suitable 
for canning, and packers stated that they 
did not expect any until about 11ay 15 or 
June 1. 
Then there is another element that 
enters into the situation. Veteran fi5hcr-
men who kno·w their mackerel state that 
they do not believe there will bt: any 
great run of the fish this summer. The 
signs by which the fishermen establish 
this conclusion are not very well de-
fined, but it seems that they can tell by 
the "\Yater, the fish, and the ocean cle-
ments in general, that such is likely to 
be the case. 
If the mackerel do not show in great 
abundance this summer it will be one 
of the first occasions on which such has 
been true, for the San Pedro area at 
least, it. appearing to be the central con-
greg·ating point of the mackerel tribes 
al.cing the California coast. Great schools 
Of 'the ,fish 'have been numerous off the 
California shore since early days. 
REFITTING "T. G. CONDARE" 
The Standard Fisheries Company of 
San Francisco are refitting the Paranzel-
la trawler, the "T. G. Condare.'' \Vork is 
being done at 1viadden Ship Yards, Saus-
alito. The "T. G. Condare," formerly a 
steam trawler, is being stripped of her 
engines and nearly all of her super-struc-
ture, deck, in fact, nearly everything 
down to the bare hull will be refitted with 
the latest in accommodations for crew 
and fish. She is to be powered with a 
two hundred horsepower \Vestern Enter-
prise Diesel. When the refitting is com-
pleted she -..vii] be, according to Joseph 
Chicca, treasurer of the company, one of 
the most modern and fastest tra-..vlers op-
erating out of San Francisco. 
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Rask Wins Suit 
Repairs to Mexican Patrol Boat Result 
in Litigation 
. .Peter Rask, boat builder of San Diego, 
1s reported recently to have been award-
ed judgment against the Mexican Fisher-
ies Service in the sum of about $26,000. 
It seems that the litigation has its root 
in certain boat repairs that were made 
to the Mexican fisheries patrol boat "Te-
cate," veteran craft of that department. 
Commissioner Sepulveda, formerly in 
charge of the San Diego office of the 
1viexican f_lsheries administration, placed 
the vesselm Rask's hands for recondition-
ing, but before the bill -..vas paid was re-
moved frmn office. The newly appointed 
officer who succeeded to Bepulveda's post, 
has refused to countenance the validity 
of the transaction, insisting that the deal 
was made in an irregular manner. Rask, 
before surrendering the vessel, is said to 
have required the posting of a $52,000 
bond as security against his claim which 
he thereupon took into ·court for ~judica­
~iofoi .. It. is understood that in the primary 
JUnsdtctlOn he was accorded judgment 
hy dPfnult. 
The lJfexican Pot'lition 
Samuel G. Vazquez, the present official 
representing the lvfexican fisheries serv-
ice, outlines the case by saying that in 
the first place Sepulveda had no authority 
to contract for the building, reconstruct-
ing or repairing of a Mexican-owned 
vessel without first obtaining the express 
sanction of the heads of the department. 
"The Government of Mexico is no 
more responsible for any such contract 
that Sepulveda might have made than the 
A:Iexican Government would be respon~ 
Sible for the purchase of an automobil~.: 
that !1e mi¥ht. !~ave c~ntracted to buy as·! 
a pnvate tndtvtdual. Everybody knows, 
that government contracts of all kinds 
always must be referred to highest auth~ 
orities for approbation, sanction and 
effect." 
According to Vazquez the "Tecate" is 
now worth not more than $8,000 despite 
the extensive,. and costly reconditioning,· 
He points out that the contract entered 
into between Rask and ·Sepulveda 1vas: 
for. work that was to total about $4,500. · 
Thts agreement was set clown in writing. 
Thereaf~e·r there were additional things 
done on 'the authority of verbal orders' 
•only, these extras amo.unting to $16 000 
according to the ctaim, 'says the offi,cial: 
Vazques states finally that the lower 
courts of a country lack jurisdiction tO 
try. cases involving claims against other 
n_a~tons, and tl~at the recent judicial de-. 
CISlon cannot be regarded as having 
effect. 
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Enclosed find $ ................... . 
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No Wireless Station 
Schellin Srates Fight. to Continue for 
Greutly Needed Stutio'.'· 
Fred Schcllin, president of the Ameri-
can Fishermen's Protective Association 
of San Dieg·o, has worked six months 
trying to obtain permission from the U. 
S. Federal Radio Commission to install 
a short '\VrLVC -..vireless st~tion at San 
Diego with which to commuincatc ·with 
the fishing fleets that 11ow operate on the 
high seas, at great distances from home. 
Thus far little success has re\varded 
Schcllin's campaigning, notwith:;tanding 
the unquestioned practical value of the 
service proposed. 
During the last week of April news-
papers of S~tn Diego printed press dis-
patches from VVashington, D. C., declar-
ing that the Federal Radio Commission 
had acted favorably upon the petition of 
the American Fishermen's Protective As-
sociation, and had actually elected to grant 
a license to the organizati1on. Telegrams 
sent by Schellin, inquiring into the cor-
rectness of these published accounts elicit-
ed the answer that the Commission had 
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decided in exactly the contrary to the 
newspaper accounts. 
"But this isn't the end. We have just 
started. The fishermen need this station, 
and we are not going to quit until we 
have it or know that nothing more can 
be done in the interests ,of our men," said 
Schellin, on receipt of the negative ad-
vices. "This station -..vould be of value 
to the entire fishing industry of the coast 
and especially serviceable to the tuna ship~ 
that go tohusands of miles to the south-
ward in the hunt for fish. What we have 
asked for is a third-class commercial 
license. Several vessels already have 
equipped themselves with apparatus, and 
\Ve want a station so that they can com-
municate with us, their headquarters." 
The cause is a just one; this station is 
not wanted merely to provide entertain-
ment or broadcast jazz music, but is 
needed for commercial purposes to assist 
in prospering a great industry, ~nd to re-
duce the constant hazard of navigating 
ships thousands ,of miles from home and 
in seas that are off the steamship tracks, 
unfrequented except for the fishing 
cruisers themselves. 
MEXICAN OFFICUL IN SAN 
Dill GO 
Ignacio Romeo, Inspector General from 
the Department of Agriculture, Mexico, 
is again in San Diego on the second visit 
that he has made to the Mexician fisher-
ies office there in the space of two 
months. His errand is to assist Samuel 
G. Vazquez, local representative in 
charge, with the tremendous task of 
straightening out the affairs and business 
of the ~ffice, besides collaborating in sev-
eral special matters that are receiving the 
attention of the officials. 
Among the particulars that are receiv-
ing his attention is the repair of the 
patrol boat "S.A.F. No. 1," formerly the 
"Curtiscor," which has laid inactive on 
the marine railway of the Campbell yard 
for almost a mlonth. Romero lms gone 
over the little steel ship personally and 
has inquired into all of the details ~f the 
proposed repairs as carefully and thor-
oughly as though the vessel were his own. 
The "S.A.F. No. 1" has had its bottom 
cleaned and has been painted. Exten-
sive engine repairs have been undertaken 
on the authorization of the Inspecto'r 
General, and it is said that when it -..vill 
be ready for service again the "S.A.F. 
No. 1" will be in better condition than in 
several years past. 
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THE ROCK COD KING 
(Continued from Page 30) 
schools are sometimes awfully thick, and 
everyone has all that he can do until 
the boat is full." 
This, of course, is a perpendicular-
gang scheme of fishing. It ·differs from 
the long-line system in that instead of 
being horizontal it is vertical as to po-
sition. Snagging is in this way anrtecl, 
and loss of gear through chafing on rocks 
during the flow of strong tidal currents 
does not occur. Zolezzi states that he 
has practiced the described procedure 
during 19 years. 
New Banks tmtl Depths 
Serious depletion of the old and much-
frequented rocks has complicated mat-
ters for the mo-dern gang-liners, says the 
Skipper. 
"Cortez Bank is now so depleted that 
you can get a load there only provided 
that you arc lucky enough to have four 
or five days of fine weather in which to, 
locate the real rocks," he has said. "There 
are no longer thick schools of fish all 
over it, the way there used to be. You 
have actually to find the rocks now. 
"I have been lucky in discovering some 
new grounds. Especially off San Cle-
mente Island I have found many new 
rocks. Whenever I find a new rock it 
is because of fog-! get off course and 
happen to run across them. My expe-
rience has been that the best fishing is 
in 75 to 90 fathoms, although we have 
gone to 200 fathoms for black bullheads. 
On Cortez I have batten them at 140 
fatlioms. Off Mexico you can't get the 
red fish deeper than 70 fathoms; I think 
that the temperature of the water has 
something to do with it." 
Any Oltl Bait 
Breakfast, dinner and supper are all 
the same to rock cod, says the naviga-
tor of the "Balboa." They will cat any-
thing at -any time, and that with gusto, 
too. 
"Anything -will do for ,bait," he de-
clared, "but we use mackerel, most1y. 
Years ago, when fish were rea1ly plentiful, 
I caught full loads on Tanner's bank (five 
hours southwest from San Clemente Is-
land), without any bait at all-just bare 
hooks-bright ones. Sometimes, -when 
they came slow at first, we started them 
off with bacon. I tried squid once off 
Cortez but thev were no good that time 
-it took us fiVe days to gei-'-.5000 pounds 
of rock cod. They were fresh squids, too. 
Squid is the popular cod-bait at San Pe-
dro, but the time I tried it it 1vas a 
failure. Mackerel is best. But when 
cads are hungry they will bite" red rags 
or anything. 
''Cads feed on a sort of salt water craw-
fish that looks alinost exactly like an 
eastern lobster-having two claws or 
pinchers-but these crewfish are only 
about 1;,-i inches long. The rock cods 
are full of them. At some seasons these 
shell fish come to the top, in a dying 
condition." · 
In dwelling on the old days of pristine 
abundance the Captain told of capacity 
loads that he garnered in habitually on 
the extensive areas originally populated 
With the Sebastodes species. 
"Why, 1ve used to make 10,000-pound 
catches at San Clemente Island in S 
Pinchers-but these crawfish are only 
hours fishing-that was a regular thing. 
But-" he added, "we sold those trips 
for cent and 10 cents a pound. Think 
of .that! I remember that one day we 
sold 13,700 pounds of rock cod for the 
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TLJNA SCHOOLS DESERT EQUATOR 
W IRELESS TELEGRAPHIC RE-PORTS recently received from the 
tuna cruiser "Atlantic" tell a discourag-
ing tale of the efiorts of the California 
tunamen to locate anew the schools that 
only a few weeks ago teemed in the tepid 
seas along the equatorial meridian. The 
messages, received from the short-wave 
sending set of the high seas fishing ship, 
declare that the fish ail have dosappeared 
-the characteristic vanishing act for 
which the Scombroids arc famous. A 
number of the j vessels . are heading 
northward, empty. 
The ill luck of the half dozen craft 
that have recentlv arrived on the equator 
is receiving lively- discussion at San Diego, 
especially in the light of the recent rich 
trips that ·were made in the far southern 
regions by the two adventurers, the "Sao 
Joao" and the "Orient." 
The "Atlantic" wirelessed from a point 
at sea 2,200 miles south of San Diego, 
that she had been at Cocos Island, and 
had gone from there to the Galapagos 
groups," remarked Fred Schellin, of the 
American Fishermen's Protective Assoc-
iation, who is in close touch ·with the 
situation. ~"fhey sent word that they 
had 45 tons of fish in the hold and 1vere 
tired of cruising around without finding 
anything. The information was sent back 
to them that tuna schools were gathering 
off Cabo San Lucas, and the ship is head-
ing north now." 
"VVilliam Maggio's vessel, the 'Her-
lump sum of $70. It was fancy stuff, 
too-big 6-, 7, and 8-pound red-fish. That 
load woukl be worth pretty near $900 
today." 
Tire Crown Prince 
John Zolezzi, 20-year old son of Cap-
tain Julius, is at present skippering the 
"Balboa." John has had two years' ex-
perience aboard, and now "takes the 
Old Man along." Six feet taU, husky 
and alert, this young navigator is sure 
to become a high-liner of the port. The 
market being slack just now, the "Bal-
boa's" gang has taken up a system of 
giving each man a vacation ashore. Each 
trip some one of the crew stops over 
with his family or friends, the other 4 
taking the boat to sea and working the 
gear short-handed. 
Periodically the San Diego gang-liner 
puts in at San Pedro. This is occa-
sioned by the differential in prices which 
always exist between the two ports. 
When Zolez:;;i considers that he is not 
offered what the difference in transpor-
tation \varrants, he sometimes lets go 
from the San Diego wharf and runs up-
coast to discharge at the :Municipal Fish 
Markets of San Pedro. Thus he is known 
in both the habors, and his title of "King" 
goes with him wherever he lauds.-G. R. 
c. 
ASSOOATION FORMED 
The Commercial Fisheries Association, 
representing the Oregon coast from Cali-
fornia to the Columbia River and includ-
ing Columbia River commercial fishing 
interests, was organized at Newport on 
April 26. Roderick L. Macleay of, Port-
land was elected president. 
"To advance the interests of the com-
mercial fishing industry and to foster 
and develop it in every possible way." 
was given as the purpose of the organi-
zation, also to combat the movement of 
mosa,' is also in the bad lucie, said an-
other informant. ''\Ve hear indirectly 
that she had poor fishing in the tropics 
and has ju~t arrived at the 'Cape' to try 
her luck there." 
It is reported that Captain M. 0. 1vfe-
clina of the "Atlantic" will carry on daily 
conversations with his brother who is 
now at Cabo San Lucas in command of 
the "Patria." 1f one of the two finds 
fish he will immediately acquaint the 
other brother of the fact, to the end that 
both may load up from the same schools 
and through co-operation double their 
chances •of profit. Each of the vessels in 
question carries w-ireless sending and re-
ceiving sets and can communicate with 
the other or with their comman base at 
·will. 
"Something queer about the yellow-fin 
at the 'Cape' this year," declared a bait-
boat skippe·r that chanced to be in port. 
"The schools all are hanging around 
away off-sh1ore. They are outside, in deep 
water. They don't seem to want to come 
close to land, and that's the reason that 
the purse-seine boats aren't getting any. 
It is a dull year for the purse-fleet. But 
the latest news that we have had from 
boats that have just come up from down 
there is that there are more fish around 
Clarion Island and Clipperton Island and 
the ones that they call the Revilla Gige-
dbs than can be found at Cocos or the 
Galapagos. It certainly is a queer situa-
tion." 
certain sportsmen to close several Ore-
gon waters to commercial fishing. 
Another meeting of the association \vill 
be called in a short time, according to 
the president, and regular sessions \vill 
be held about once each riwnth. Repre-
sentatives from Newport, Bay City, 
VVheeler, Gold Beach, Astoria, Yaquina, 
Marshfield, Cushman Gardiner, Reeds-
port, Wedderburn and Bandon attended 
the meeting. 
The following resolution was adopt-
ed: 
"\Vhereas, the commercial fishing in-
dustry is the third largest industry ill 
Oregon, and 
"VVhereas, a conceited effort is now 
being made by a group of radical sports-
men of this state to destroy the indus-
try, and 
"\Vhereas many thousands of citizens 
of this state arc dependent upon this in-
dustry for their livelihood, and 
"\Vhereas, there is now widespread un-
employment in this state and in other 
states, and 
"VVhercas, the commercial fishing in-
dustry is in every way entitled to the 
support of the citizens of the state, now 
"Be it resolved, that the Commercial 
Fisheries association, composed of the 
dealers, packers and commercial fisher-
men of the Oregon coast, do hereby earn-
estly request the voters of the state of 
Oregon to give due thought and consid-
eration to the importance of the commer-
cial fishing industry and to rebuke by 
their ballot any effort whatsoever cal-
culated to hamper or to destroy this 
great industry which produces so much 
wealth and furnishes so much employ-
ment in the state of Oregon, and 
"Be it further resolved, that we de-
plore the attempt to destroy by initiative 
legislation the commercial fishing indus-
try on Rogue River." 
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TUNA PRICE MAY RISE 
The American Fishermen's Protective 
Association of San Diego, sponsor of 
this section, announces through its presi-
den-t, Fred IN. Schcllin, that it has peti-
tioned all packers of tuna for an in-
crease in the price of raw fish. 
"\Ve have been considering the mat-
ter for a long time," Schellin has stated, 
"so this is not to be regarded as some-
thing that was decided on in a hurry, or 
without proper deliberation." 
The Association's execultive cites the 
rapitl\y changing conditions in the Cali-
fornia tuna fishery as justification for the 
live-bait men's stand. Recent innovations 
in fishing methods have so altered the 
economics of the business as to upset the 
old-time l.Jalance, declares lthe authority 
named; a new table of values is said to 
be requisite to re-establish equilibrium in 
the extensive and swiftly-growing tuna 
activity. 
Want llfore· Money for Long-Iluul Fislr 
It is contended by the fishermen's rep-
resentative that 'the price of raw stock 
should reflect-at least in some degree-
the amount of effot and energy expended 
in its capture. The boatmen feel that 
equity entitles them lto a better price for 
fares brought in from far-distant tropical 
places than for fish caught within sight 
of Point Lama or the Palos Verdes 
1viountain. In other words, the tunamen 
are readv to wage :the ethical argument 
that because the- local California catch 
has ceased to exist as the dmninant con-
tribution to the total supply, tariffs in 
the trade should be revised, and frank 
admission made to the evident fact that 
henceforward tuna packing must be 
bused upon long-haul, 'tropical--water, 
high-cost methods. 
· Schellin points out that the bulk of 
the high-seas catch comes now from 
island grounds south of Cabo San Lucas, 
and that some lo;J.ds have been freighted 
home from distridis even farther afield. 
Present Contract Expires 
The American Fishermen's Protective 
Association has cotracts in effect with 
the various packers 1vho receive of their 
catch. These contracts expire June sec-
ond, next, says Schellin. 
"\Ve expect to have ne\v pices in effect 
before the commencement of fall fish-
ing," the executive· stated. "The packers 
have been given ample time in which to 
confer and arrive at a conclusion in the 
matter so that the differences between 
their positiou and ours can be adjusted 
"\Vithout a c.esastion of work bv either of 
us."-G. R. C. ~ 
"YUKON" SHOVES OFF . 
The "Yukon," Capt. Anker Berntsen, 
shoved off for the Cape San Lucas yel-
lowfin seining season on April 3, after 
returning to the home port of San Pedro, 
following the close of the sardine season 
at Monterey. Capt. Berntsen reports an 
excellent season at Monterey. Ole lv!oe, 
engineer, called at the \VCF office be-
fore shoving off and entered his sub-
scription to be sure that he gets the mag-
azine while a·way. 
112 LICENSES 
During the license year ending March 
31st a total of 112 commercial fishing li-
censes were issued at Santa Cruz through 
Judge Donald Younger's office. These 
figures indicate an increase of 30 licenses 
over the preceding year when 82 tvere 
issued. 
"PROSPECTOR" CHANGES OVER 
Increasing supplies of local-caught mar-
ket fish brought to a close the cabrilla or 
''golden bass" fishery of 1\lagdalena Bay 
and Cabo San Lazaro about the middle 
of April. The "Prospector," a specialist 
in this field, was thereby liberated from 
duty, and was available to other uses. 
Gilbert Van Camp and Captain I. Han-
son haYe concluded to outfit their vessel 
for long-range s·wordfishing and have sent 
the craft into the yards of the Los An-
geles Shipbuilding and Drydock Corpor-
ation for changing over. 
The most complete and extensive out-
fit that ever fms gone into a \Vest Coast 
swordfish boat is being put abloard the 
"Prospector." It is to have a new sort 
of adjustable plank remarkable for a num-
ber of distinctive features. VVith its crew 
of fiye and with three harpoon skiffs 
aboard it will depart for southern Mexico 
points about the tenth of 1-Iay. The suc-
cess of these initial efforts will be watched 
with keen interest by this writer, and 
will be reported in WCF. 
Captain Hanson has about decided to 
install aboard his ship such a set of elec-
trical apparatus for the taking of har-
pooned fish as is described elsewhere in 
thi:; issue in an article treating of ex-
periments tn<!de by Captain 0. M. Seeley 
of the swordfish boat "Nuchum." Han-
son declares himself inclined to try using 
the 32-Yolt bank orf storage cells with 
which his ship is provided, believing that 
this will supply sufficient electro-motive 
force to paralyze the big hroadbills while 
at the same time doing no damage to the 
flesh through discoloration. 
"I am glad to know about the electrocu-
tion plan of landing br1oudbills quickly," 
said the mariner, "because the farther 
from home we get, the more valuable our 
time becomes, and we cannot aJiord to 
waste a whole afternoon landing a single 
fish if ei!:~ht or nine minutes is enough. 
You know, down south the broadbills 
often lie in regular schools together, and 
if a man can work fast he can load up in 
a short while."-G.R.C. 
BABY BONITO TAKEN 
Running into a school of bonito which 
contained many young fish of the species 
about a foot in length, the San Pedro, 
Calif., fishing boat "Bol," on April 22 
scooped up four tons and took them in 
to the Franco-Italian Packing Company 
at Terminal Island. The fish were taken 
between Catalina Island and the main-
land, and were some of the first bonito 
seen this season in the San Pedro area, 
according to E. M. Burch, sales manager 
of the Franco-Italian company. 
Needless to say the Franco-Italian force 
had a big bonito feed, Mr. Burch himself 
averring that he ate $6 worth of bonito 
roe. 
Mr. Burch states that he is pleased 
with the condition of both the tuna and 
sardine markets. He anticipates that the 
tuna pack of the future will be both 
better in quality and higher in price 
than anything in the past, due to the 
present high-class methods of produc-
tion. 
OSBORNE VISITS COAST 
Stanley Osborne, asisstant to the presi-
dent of the Atlantic Coast Fisheries Com-
pany, recently visited the \Vest Coast, 
stopping at San Francisco and northern 
points. 
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"LUCKY STAR" TRIAL RUN 
The Misetich family, owners of the 
purse-boat "Georgia," have received de-
livery of their big ·new vessel, the "Lucky 
Star." Early on Sunday morning, May 
4, the owners and their friends gathered 
at the San Pedro municipal fish markets 
where the vessel lay tvhile taking fuel 
aboard. A big picnic and celebration 
was planned, the whole party embarking 
for a trip to Santa Catalina Island on a 
whole-day basis. 
Captain J. Misetich is owner of the 
new boat, but he will not go master of 
it. He will continu~ working the "Geor-
gia" in company with a brother while 
the youth of the family take the ne\Y 
craft in hand. He has delegated his eld-
er son, Ivan Misetich, to skipper the 
"Lucky Star," and Dominick Misetich 
will be engineer. 
The "Lucky Star'' was built by the 
Long Beach Boat Building Company 
and represents $34,00(} of invested capi-
tal. It measures 77.5x20.0x10.10 feet, is 
powered \vith a .4-cylinder, 200 h.p. West-
ern-Enterprise Diesel which imparts a 
speed of 10 knots to the boat, and has 
two 4-inch bait pumps run from a line-
shaft that derives po,ver from the main 
engine. All controls are on deck or in 
the wheel house. There are tanks for 
6000 gallons of fuel, 200 gallons of lu-
bricant and 1000 gallons of water. Equip-
ment includes a \Vestern-Enterprise an, 
char windlass and a pursing winch of thl: 
same ntake. 
The picnic-trial-trip was made despite 
the threat of lowering skies. 
"VVe're bound for Catalina, rain or 
shine," cheered the crowd of merry-mak-
ers. Amid cheering, shouting and music 
the purse-seiner put off, bearing av\ray a 
load of relatives, guests and the friends 
of these. Among those on board who 
were enumerated were: Captain J. Mise-
tich and family, A. Zuvich, Tony Zuvich, 
1v!ary Zuvich, Mr. and Mrs. L. Ursich, 
Annie Elich, Jack Elich, Georgia Plan-
cich, Josephine Plancich, Perina Plan-
cich, Helen Andries, Elizabeth Andries, 
Lucille Dusserre, Salvedor Vlasich (the 
cook, busiest man aboard), Dick. Depolo, 
Tonv Radonich, Frank Andries, Gregg 
McDonald, John Marcovich, Tony Marin-
kovich and the native Swiss engineer, C. 
S. 1viartig and his stepson, John Blaine. 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hartman, of the 
Western-Enterprise Engine Company 
were guests of honor, other specially-
invited guests being Mrs. Frank Bar-
colt, Jr. 
"\Ve are going to have 10 men aboard, 
and our first trlp is to he to Cape Sn.n 
Lucas, where we are going to seine yel-
lowfin tuna," declared Dominick Misetich, 
engineer.-G. R. C. 
WHALES VISIT MONTEREY 
Two huge sulphur bottom whales dis-
rupted fishing on Monterey Bay on MaY 
1st. 
G. Breganti and Joe Gobez, Santa Cruz 
fishermen were forced to make for shore 
when the' two monsters, each weighing 
over 100 tons, interrupted their fishing. 
So far as is known the whales did no 
damage to gear or nets, most of tl~e 
men fishing on the bay taking in thetr 
gear pending the departure of the big sea 
ntatnmals. 
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THE FRESH FISH MARKETS Of SAN PEDRO 
GROWTH AND EXPANSION CHARACTERIZE 
WHOLESALE TRADE OF L. A. HARBOR 
C ONSTAN'r GROWTH and expansion have . been· the · twin characteristics of the San 
Pedro fresh fish trade. Especially since the erec-
tion of the Los Angeles Harbor Commission-
owned sturcture \vhich at present houses the b.usi- · 
nesses in this field, the enlargement has been con-
tinuous and the march of improvement consistent 
therewith. 
Previous to the \Vorld War, when the unpre-
cedented growth of the metropolitan area-now 
circumscribed by the expanding boundaries of the 
city of Los Angeles-had not as yet 'embraced so 
great a population as to demand the development 
This view shows a 
section of the 
Municipal Fresh 
Fish Market at 
San Pedro. Truckli 
are baclted against 
the long loading 
platfonn. A rail· 
road sidetracl' 
passes along the 
platform where the 
trucks are stand-
ing. 
of the local harhnr, the San Pedro wholesale deal-
ers in fresh fish had contrived to conduct their 
businesses in a cluster of old hoard buildings, 
squalid, ill-looking and inadequate. l;'acilities for 
the proper management of their activity were 
wanting; the work was carried on under grievous 
disadvantage; sight of the establishments ·was in 
itself a discouragement to prospective trade and 
it is no wonder that invitation extended the pub-
lic to purchase sea delicacies therein met with 
hardly more than an indifferent and apathetic re-
sponse. Potentially a large market existed, but 
the means at hand to a·waken and stimulate it 
were inept and inadequate-the spectacle of the 
dispensaries themselves was destructive of appe-
tite. In those crude days the psychology of food-
merchandising had not received attention, and it 
was not yet generally understood that relish is 
proportional to cleanliness, appearance, and the 
skill exercised in proffering food temptingly. 
The Municipal Fish Marl<el 
No plan for developing or reorganizing the 
"I-Iarbor Los Angeles"-as the San Pedro harbor 
district has recently been called-could be com-
plete did it fail to take into account the require-
ments of the fisheries. Accordingly, when the 
mammoth project was conceived, whereby ship 
channels anti turning basins were to be dredged 
from the tidal lands of the Estero de Dominguez, 
provision was made for the canneries by building 
for them their own "Fishermen's Harbor," while 
for the benefit of the fresh fish dealers the city-
On the opposite 
side of the market 
structure is the 
wh<lrf, which 
parallels it for its 
entire length. 
Fishing craft dis-
charge directly 
into the front 
doors of the mar-
kets; shipments 
pass out through 
tlw rear doors here 
shown. 
owned edifice that accommodates their markets 
today was erected at municipal expense. Figura-
tively, this was sun-up on a prosperious day, for 
with all of the associated elements collected into 
a single spot, and with their quarters and con-
veniences standardized and equalized, each mer-
chant \vas given the same advantages as those 
that his neighbor enjoyed, and the emphasis of 
the trade was placed on competition for highest 
quality of product. 
The new municipal market was built at a cost 
ol $154,400.00; being constructed partially over 
water it was supported upon piling, althottgh its 
shorewarA side rested upon the stone foundations 
of what was formerly one of San Pedro's earliest 
breakwaters. A spur track, connecting \vith the 
harbor belt-line railroad, paralleled its shoreward 
face, thus providing convenient accommodations 
for the receipt or dispatch of car lots of refrig-
erated fish. Because of its location directly 
F F V, Sec. 22-Page 1 
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alongside the main steamship channel, vessels of 
any draft could moor at the fish market wharf-'-
a matter of distinct advantage now, since deep-
sea tuna craft that wish to go there for supplies 
of ice have developed to 'a size arid depth i1ever 
dreamt of at the time that engineers planned the 
standardized market for the fleets of little hook-
and-line boats. · · 
Refrigeration Appliecl 
At the time that the market building was put 
up, no provision for the cold-storing of fish was 
1nade. Tl1e long structure, of uniform height, 
was sectioned off unequally and arbitrarily, in 
convenience to its various occupants who had 
acquired lease-holds. A dozen of these took up 
quarters in the market; in view of the limited 
quantities of fish that in times past had been dis-
tributed from the San Pedro waterfront it was 
believed that this number of agencies could easily 
clear their floors of all receipts as rapidly as they 
were landed each day. 
Experience- proved the contrary. A number of 
Fish~truck c aravan 
halting on the Baja 
California desert to 
nllow boiling radia-
tors to cool. These 
trucks carry the big 
Mexican totuavn from 
the Sen of Cortez to 
the San Pedro whole-
factors which need not' be included here produced 
a greatly enlarged traffic in fish; barracuda, white 
sea bass and ye.llowtail became tremendous items. 
Faced with the utter impossibility of disposing 
of entire vessel-loads that frequently arrived at 
dock in fleets of six or eight seine-boats at a time, 
the necessity for some sort of storage provision 
became imperative. \Vithin a brief period nearly 
every dealer in the building installed some sort of 
ice-box. Numbers of these were small, make-
shift, and not too practical affairs. I\fost of them 
,were mere sawdust-filled affairs that lacked high 
coefficients of insulation and did not permit of 
the maintenance of low temperatures. A few, 
however, were elaborate and spacious affairs, the 
costly installations of the F. E. Booth Company, 
Inc., and of the Van Camp Organizations be-
ing conspicuous above all others. 
tl'hick block-cork partitions, lined with pressed-
fibre board and enclosed by wooden and concrete 
\Valls built so that interstices or "dead air spaces" 
presented themselves to impede the ingress of 
heat, were combined to form a structural total as 
nearly impervious to the penetration of tempera-
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ture as engineers then knew how to design. Am-
monia systems, operating in conjunction with the 
insulated compartments, made possible the at-
tainment of almost any usable temperature. Both 
of these installations afe yet in service, and are 
unique as the only such on the wharf. 
. Van Camp and. Booth utilized their facilities 
for sharp-freezing stocks, thereafter holding tons 
of it in chilled storage pending winter scarcity 
and high prices. It was a luctrative business, 
especially since there was little competition in the 
field. Small dealers lacking the corporate pro-
portions and the equipment to follow the lead of 
the big rivals were in unhappy state for quite 
some time. 
Refrigeration At Retail 
Seeing in the situation an opportunity for sell-
ing storage space piecemeal to all of the smaller 
tradesmen in the market, the Union Ice concern 
presently acquired an area at the end of the mar-
ket building and provided there a series of freez-
ers and , cold-rooms where storage could be had 
sale fish markets-a 
400-mile haul. Mil-
lions of pounds of 
totunva are transport~ 
ed by this unique sys-
tem every sea.son. The 
trade is growing with 
great rapidity. 
on n rental basis. 'rhe anticipated n;sponse was 
immediate, all of the lesser trad·esmen leasing 
space with the "retail freezer." Not a few of 
them at the same time entirely abandoned the 
usc of their own sawdust ice-boxes, long since 
rendered nearly useless through absorbing mois-
ture and becoming solid with dampness, mold 
Needed Replacement.s 
At the present time there are a number of these 
rotten old boxes still arrogating needed space, 
and tolerated as obstructions for no other reason 
than that through long sufferance they have be-
come accustomed nuisances and arc permitted to 
remain. Every fish market needs and should have 
a "day box," "working box" or "in-and-out box" 
as the current storage room is differently called. 
Boxed fish should never be allowed to sit upon 
the floor, exposed to the air, dust, flying insects 
and the deteriorating influence of heat. Only 
such small amounts of stock as are needed for 
immediate handling by the butchers, splitters of 
fileters should be removed from the "day box," 
and the prepared product at once returned to that 
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lOw-temperature room if not imm-ediately iced for 
shipment and sent out of the shop. There is, 
therefore, an obvious need for ·new l(day boxes" 
in the San Pedro market. These should be of 
modern design, cork-v,ral1ecl, sheathed up with 
concrete, wood, air spaces and non-conducting 
fibre-board or other material, while floored with 
a. rich cement mixture properly shaped for drain-
age. 
A Situption Inviting Re1nedy 
Had the designing engineers been gifted "\vith 
the clairvoyancy of ancient seers, so that in 1916 
and 1917 they could have foreseen the revolution-
ary. changes· that have "upset all of the dope" in 
the fresh fish business during these last ten years, 
unquestionably each individual division of the 
Municipal I\1arket would have been supplemented 
with a first-class, built-in chilling- room. A cen-
trally-located engineroom having ammonia com-
pressors, cooling tower, and whatever other 
needed equipment, could have supplied refrigera-
tion to all of the different boxes on an economical 
fiat rate or meter basis. Such a system is genu-
inely needed. 
In sub~tantiation of this opinion it might be 
cited that not only are the -wholesalers using the 
!acil~ties that have been provided for them ad-
Jacent to the market, but in addition to the fish 
kept stored there, other considerable quantities 
are trucked to Long Beach for freezing-notably 
to the Home Ice and Cold Storage Company. 
Tht:! Refrigeration J7 ogue 
At the time that the IVIunicipal Iviarket was 
~uilt frozen fish was largely unknown, and de-
cidedly unpopular with the few -who had ac-
quaintance with it. Public antipathy originally 
was created through fai..tlty methods directly 
blameable to the men in the trade itself, but for-
tunately this ancient basis for objection has long 
since been effaced by improved practice and th'e 
invention of superior mechanical helps. VVhere-
as ten years ago frozen fish was an inconsiderable 
item in comparison with fresh stocks handled, to-
day we are faced with the likelihood that at a 
very proximate date the exact converse will ob-
tain. Not only has frozen fish become acceptable • 
to the purchasers of fine foods, but it actually has 
become standard, Frozen fish kept constantly 
frozen has an inherent, ice-bound guarantee of 
presenrcd quality and tastiness whereas fresh 
fish, held at or above the melting point of ice, is 
entirely "fresh" only at the instant when it com-
menced its Journey from the water and pilgrimed 
forth in quest of the dinner plate which was to 
bear it before the ultimate customer with the re-
commendation that it was, supposedly, "freshH 
fish. No doubt the all-too-frequent disillusion-
ment of the fish-loving customer has led him to 
experiment with the frosted article, and the re-
velation \Vhich his accompanying discovery net-
ted him has, in thousands of instances·, made of 
him a proselyter in the new doctrine of sustained 
frigidity. 
These considerations have swel1ed the follow-
ing of refrigerated sea foods. Considering, in 
addition, the virtues imparted to the product by 
manufacturing or transforming it into a boneless 
and ready-to-cook filet, it is small wonder that 
the definitely preserved article is supplanting itS 
"fresh'' competitor." 
Local Scarcity Compels Freezing 
Greatest .of all the elements tending to further 
the cause of. refrigerated fish is the sorry condi-:-
tion of depletion into which nearly all of our 
formerly_ rich local grounds have fallen. Injudici-
ous exploitation has decimated such races as the 
ha.libut, salmon, sturgeon, clam, oyster, .sea bass, 
and as many others as one has inclination to 
name. Resulting from this, our boatmen find it 
necessary to voyage to Behring Sea, into the 
Gulf of Cortez, or among the remote islands of 
the South Pacific that our American markets may 
be stocked with the only perfect food for man-
ocean fish. Naturally enough as these expedi-
tionings lengthen, the "freshness' of the delivered 
catch must warie. 
Refrigeration is the answer. Fish frozen on 
the equator will preserve its inherent qualities 
indefinitely. When finally we have to go far 
enough, the only fish that can be brought home 
"fresh" will be the fish that has its "freshness" 
locked within it by the eternal grip of ice. 
The icthyological resources of the vast Pacific 
have as yet hardly been touched. Close to shore 
and in the instance of a few specialties such a~ 
northern halibut, salmon, whales, sea otter and 
seals (if you will allow the liberty), exploitation 
has been extreme and devastation serious. But 
the old woman's second-hand wisdom, that "there 
are more and better fish in the sea than have ever 
yet been caught," was never more true than in 
the present. l-Iowever, we are going to find it 
necessary to travel many marine miles to hook or 
net those said fish. To bring them home in fit 
condition for food, and that we may be certain 
that they arc actually "fresh" when so delivered 
refrigeration ·will ~e the sine qua non est. ' 
Seasonal Abundance 
Another reason \Vhy refrigeration is destined 
to be the future basis for our "fresh" fish busi-
ness is that with abundance greatest at a time 
when the supply is least, and vice versa, it has 
become necessary to store increasing quantities 
of stock. There is no time half so suitable for 
freezing fish as the very instant when it is caught 
-freezing stale "fresh" fish is what put the refrig-
erated article into its original ill repute. The 
catch must be frozen on the grounds, conveyed 
to llJ-arket in refrigerated storage, and discharged 
into other refriferated storage ashore pending the 
development of profitable market. 
These facts, and indicated future tendencies, 
seem to emphasize the lack of adequate Hday box" 
facilities in the San Pedro markets. 
Express 
The major portion of the San Pedro express 
trafiic is made up of fresh fish and frozen fish 
shipments. At times special express cars have 
been set out purposely to receive the boxed con-
signments distributed by the dealers every day. 
Indeed, so important is the fish traffic to the ex-
press cmpany that it moved its offices from 
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Center· -Street, between 6th and 7th Streets, in 
the heart of the up-town district, to the Pacific 
Electric Depot, remote from the business .section, 
but the nearest suitable edifice to the markets. 
Telegraph 
_Most of the telegrams sent and received at San 
Pedro relate to the fresh fish business. Some 
companies have had monthly telegraph bills as 
high as $750.00. Western Union keeps in its 
employ a special operator who is familiar with 
Jhe general habits, needs, propensities and in-
clinations of the fresh fish market personnel. He 
knows the names and of all the species of marine 
plunder, understands shipping requirements, and 
is more or less acquainted, impersonally, with 
the principles whose messages he handles. He 
must, in addition, possess one special attribute 
or competence-the ability to receive messages 
over the telephone from all nationalities of speak-
ers, but especially from Japanese, Jugoslavs and 
Italians. 
Lu.rnber 
Thousands of boxes are purchased by the fresh 
fish dealers each month. These range in size 
from the comparatively small containers snch as 
arc suitable for parcelling out shrimps, abalone 
steaks, kippered salmon and packaged filet to the 
great, casket-like ·plank cases that have been em-
ployed to make initial, L. C. L. shipments of 
S"\vorclfish to New York City. The massive pro-
portions of the indi\,iduals require that heavy 
material he used to retain the big carcasses nested 
in their beds of cracked ice. 
In addition to the wooden boxes. the market 
is a consumer of considerable quantities of lum-
bCr in conjunction with the furniture with which 
every operator cq uips himself. Hundreds of 
'~skids" or platforms for use with lift-trucks are 
in service. and these require repair and replace-
ment periodically. Other hundreds of tier-boxes 
or trays a1·c in evidence, these being brought into 
play especially in the unloading of the totuava 
trucks, up from 1viexico. It would be impossible, 
without the expenditure of much effort, to esti-
rl1atc the board feet represented in the platforms 
and tier-boxes of the wholesale dealers, but this 
ammu1t, coupled "\Vith that required in the box 
sho0ks, certainly totals an important monthly 
sum. 
Scope 
·'I.'he fresh fish market at San Pedro is the axis 
a:tid center of domestic lobstering or crawfishing 
on the \~Test Coast. It is also the seat of the chief 
-fresh mackerel trade of California. l\ilore im-
portant than either or both of these, it is the gcn-
Cral distributing point for the heavy arrivals of 
1\i[cx.ican totnava that are tr_ans-shipped by fast 
automobile truck over the Imperial Valley des-
erts for delivery in the seacoast town. Several 
rnillion pounds of totuava, as well as considerable 
weights of corbina, arc there received every win-
ter, the bulk of this quantity' being fileted and 
distributed as boneless meat. Totuava is the 
larrresl sin1Tle contributor to the San Pedro and Lo~ A.ngel~s fresh fish supply at tl;c present ti~ne. 
\Vithin the last two years swordfish has be-
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come an appreciable element in the trade. It is 
predicted that henceforward Los Angeles will 
consume all of this delicious fish that can be pro-
duced in the Pacific. 
Area Servecl 
The San Pedro fresh fish market has the 
metropolitan districts of Los Angeles, as well as 
the numerous out-lying centers, as practically it.s 
exclusive field. This area is growing in popula-
tion that fish is especially to be prized because 
world.. The citizenry of the region is coming to 
esteem fish more than ever before, the truths 
having gotten abroad and into general circula-
tion that fish is especially to be priced because 
of its medicinal values, for its general health-
giving qualities, and for its pect~liar suitability 
to warm climates. Many ailing- persons who dare 
not eat meat at all, thrive on fine fish filets. The 
fact that Southern California and ,Arizona are 
sought out by thousands of convalescents unable 
to endure the rigors of life in less amenable cli-
mates may explain, in part, the popularity that 
sea foods are coming to enjoy in those areas. 
Uten.sils and Equ.ipntent. 
Every company has as the basis of its equip-
ment metal-lined sinks and· washing tanks in con-
nection with heavy plank butchering tables and 
drain boards, with faucets of running water. 
Each house has its electrically-driven ice crusher 
and most of them have some sort of ice box for 
use in storing such stocks as ·will be needed 
throughout the day. Some of these are not of 
great size, but others, like those of the 
Van Camp Organizations and the American Fish-
cries, Inc. (the former F. E. Booth Company in-
stallation), are ·multiple-room affairs capable o{ 
sharp-freezing and storing large tonnages. These 
Van Camp and American boxes' were costly to 
build, having compound insulation of outside 
wooden walls on either side of an inner wall of 
cork, on both faces of which are alternated air 
spaces and compressed fibre-board. Ammonia 
pipes maintain a controlled temperature ratio, 
this varying according to the materials used, and 
other considerations. 
Fleets of company-owned auto trucks assist in 
the distribution of stock to local retailers. An-
other fleet of peddlers' automobiles comes to the 
markets to bear a"\vay an additional quantity for 
hotise:-to-house sale. 1'he largest and swiftest 
fish trucks in existence ply between the san 
Pedro market and the production points for lVlex-
lcan totuaya on both the Sonora ;ui.d the Baja 
California sides of the Sea of Cortez or Gulf of 
California. 
\Vith the development of refrigerated vessel 
transportation-now most certainly definitely 
started on its revolutionary transformation-we 
can expect to see large Diesel ships, outfitted with 
heat-repellent holds and equipped 'vith large-
capacity ice machines cruising clown into the 
tropics, among the mid-Pacific islands, and into 
the northern waters of the Alaskan Gulf" and of 
the Behring Sea, to bring home hundred ton £ares 
of rare and strange fish sorts to provision the ta-
bles of epicureans of California and of all \Vest-
ern Am erica.-G. H .. C. 
~I ;. 
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Legislative Committee, Canners 
Conr1e1w in San Pedro 
During early April the Fish and Game 
Legislative Committee from Sacramento, 
Calif., commenced a study-tour of the fish-
ing ports of Southern California, one ob-
ject of the Committee being to familiarize 
itself with more of the details and with 
the especial problems which confront 
operators in the co!nmercial fishing field. 
Anticipating the arriv<J.l of the legisla-
tors in the Los Angeles district, where 
meetings with the local sportsmen's as-
sociations already had been tentatively 
arranged, The \Vest Coast Fisheries took 
occasion to tender its services in calling-
together the men who have their liveli-
hood and fortunes dependent upon the 
ocean fisheries, and to offer the offices of 
the journal to the committee and to the 
packers as a convenient place for ren-
devous. 
On April '.15 the meeting took place. 
,.rhe register of those present includes: 
\Vm. P. Jost, of Hayward, chairman 
of the Fish and Game Legislative Com-
mittee of the state assembly; F. R. 
Young, asscmbl)mmn frorll Quincy, 
likewise of the Committee; Frank 
1vicGinley, assemblyman from \i\Til-
mington; N. B. Scofield, director of 
the Commercial Fisheries Department of 
the California Division of Fish and Game, 
San Francisco; VV. I.,.. Scofield, director 
of the California State Fisheries Labora-
tory at Terminal Island; Capt. H. B. 
Nidever, in charge of the Terminal Is-
land office of the Commercial Fisheries 
Bureau; Jam~s Jviadisg_p, Jr., and \V. C. 
Tonkin, hciUI-of-S'ifi Francisco, reprc-
-~ 
senting the California Packing Corpora-
tion; Wm. C. Allen of Los Angeles and 
S. I-Iofilblow.Cr0f""S3.n Francisco, repre-
setil1gffiCTi10be Grain and Milling Com-
pany; Bismarck Houssels of Long Beach, 
representing the Van Camp Sea Food 
Co., Inc.; S. R. Hornstein of VVilmington, 
president of the·ca·ast""-Fishing Company; 
E. S. Weir of Long Beach, representing 
t11e Ste\\;art-Curtis Corporation; Julius E. 
Linde of the Linde Packing Corp., and 
SCaPride Packing Co., Inc.; 1vL J, .Jl££:-
donovich of San Pedro, president of thC"' 
lt'fcnch~Sardine Company; ]os. M. l'Vf<~:r­
Q.esic.h. of San Pedro, president oftlie 
Franco-Italian Packing Co.; Ray Mitcht:ll 
of the 1-farine Hard;,vare Co.:-attrcmDe·r 
of the Fisheries Committee of the San 
Pedro Chamber of Commerce, and the 
staff members of The \\Test Coast Fish-
eries. 
\Vm. P. Jost, acting as chairman, took 
charge of the meeting which ;,vas conduct-
ed without formality and with everyone 
privileged to interrupt with questions or 
volunteered information at any time. The 
representatives of the Fish and Game 
Commission present ·were called upon to 
state the newest discoveries in Califor-
nia fish science and to give whatever 
deductions had been made from the evi-
dences thus far shown. 
Proceeding upon the theory that mis-
understanding and lack of insight into the 
other man's peculiar problem is the in-
variable root of disputes, Jost stimulated 
lively discussion to· the end that everyone 
present might have opportunity to express 
himself fully and that a common appre-
ciation of basic principles in the subject 
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might be denloped from hearing all of 
the varying opinions and estimates of 
the situation. 
Bismn.LI=k Houssels, of the Van Camp 
Sea Food Company, Inc., voiced the at-
titude of the t:ommercial men when he 
declared himself an enthusiastic advocate 
of measured and careful exploitation of 
marine resources. He reasoned, in effect, 
that in-as-much as his corporation -..vas 
planning ahead for future operations that 
certainly would out-last 15 or 20 years, 
he was acutely concerned that nothing in-
jurious to the supply of fish should be 
done now or hereafter. 
The unquestioned value of effecting 
conferences such as the one described 
leads the journal to express the hope that 
there may be other opportunities to call 
together the widelv-distributed elements 
that are interested in ocean fisheries. T'o 
this end The VVest Coast Fisheries in-
vites any and all occasions when it mav 
assist in promoting a better understamf-
ing between variant forces, and will wel-
come any future instance in which its 
editorial rooms may be availed of as a 
meeting place and clearing house for 
opinions and ideas.-G. R. C. 
• • * 
ln.~tnll Cannery JJlachinery 
fll Turtle Bay Plnllt 
Complete machinery for packing aba-
lone, bonita, yellow tail, tuna and fish 
cake for 1v!exican distribution, has been 
instal.led at the plant of the Turtle Bay 
Cannmg Co., headed by A. Kondo of 
San Diego, it is reported. The Ptant 
plans to start operations very soon. 
lr1itintitw 
Filecl 
* • • 
(Continued from Page 7) 
composing the Fish and Game Commis-
sion, it will be impossible for the fisher-
man to know from one day to another 
whether or not he is going to continue 
fishing," Mr. Florence stated. "Cannery 
men and fresh fish dealers are in exactlv 
the same position as the fishermen. Each 
must make preparations to receive the 
catc!1 of the fishermen and these prep-
aratiOns cost money. Using salmon 
as an illustration, it is necessary for 
the fresh fish dealer to establish re-
ceivi:tg stations at five different points, 
provtde food for the men at the stations 
maintain outfits and maintain carrier 
boats and receiving barges. This prep-
aration vmuld all be for naught should 
the men comprising the commission de-
cide to curtail or close the season entire-
ly. The canneryman too must prepare 
to receive fish during the canning season; 
boxes, labels, etc., must be ordered in 
advance, machinery overhauled, etc. So 
to the loss incurred through having idle 
equipment would be added the addition-
al cost of preparing for fish that ·would 
never be landed." 
It is pointed out that if the initiative 
passes no one owning stock in a cannery 
or a share in a boat could ever be a mem-
ber of the commission. 
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THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
NEW STOKER A IUS PERFECT FIRING 
By A. L. BAYLOR 
F OR many years boiler engineers have been attempting to design an auto-
matic stoker which will operate sat.isiac-
torilv and efficientlv with Scotch marine 
type. boilers. The ~hid diff-iculty in per-
fecting such a machine has been encoun-
proportion of fuel and air in-the fire box 
at all times. The drafts mav be set to 
obtain the greatest possible efficiency un-
der the circumstances, but every time the 
fireman opens the doors cold air will nat-
urally rush in and lower the temperature 
in the fire box. 'I'he 
result is waste of fuel, 
as is shown by th(: 
smoke given off at 
such times, and ma--
terially low_ered steam 
pre::; sure. 
Figure 1-l.effel Automatic Underfeed Stalter on 20 H.P, 
Leffel Scotch Marine Type Boiler, showing automatic ccntroller. 
\Vhen a Leffel Au-
tomatic Underfeed 
Stoker is in operation 
there is no necessity 
for opening the fire 
box door. The ma-
chine is electicallv 
operated (unless steatll 
turbine drive is pre-
ferred and ordered) 
and the rate of firing:, 
as well as the amount 
of air admitted to the 
fire box, is automati-
cally con trolled by the 
steam, pressure of the 
boiler. In other \vords, 
lowered steam prcs-
5Urc will automatically 
tercel in the comparatively small fire box 
opcni11g, which always exists in this type 
of boiler. 
Although various attempts have been 
made along these lines and a number of 
stokers ha\'e been manufactured to ac-
complish this purpose, the successful so-
lution has ne\'l:r been found until now. 
It is not st1rprising that the c:ms,ver to 
this problem comes fmm the engineering 
departmcllt of The James l~effel & Co., 
of Springfield, Ohio. This company, al-
though it has been making boilers of the 
vertical, locomotive, and other types, has 
S11ecialized in the manufacture of Scotch 
marine type internal-
ly fired return tubu-
lar portable boilers. 
They have just an-
nounced their new 
Leffel Automatic 
Underfeed Stoker for 
use \vith the last 
named type of boiler. 
This 111 a c h i n e , 
which is shown in 
t he accompanying 
illustrations, attached 
to a Leffel Scotch 
marine type boiler, is 
made in sizes from 
15 h.p. to 200 h. p . 
and can be quickly 
atachcd to boilers of 
this type which an: 
already in usc. · 
increase the firing 
speed and force draft, so that the boiler 
·will operate to its full ciliciency at all 
times without attention. 
So complete is the combustion in a Lef-
fel Automatic Underfeed Stoker that 
there is almost no ash to remove, aJ}A 
smoke and soot arc virtually eliminated. 
The fire is fed from underneath and the 
ashes fall off at the sides of the fire box 
as the coal slo-wly comes up. There is 
never any choking of the fire by fresh 
fuel as the combustion is always at the 
top. Thus, far greater efficiency is po.~­
siblc from the amount of fuel used, which 
may be added to the saving made possi-
The many advant-
ages of automatic 
stoking over hand 
f1ring arc probably 
not fully appreciated 
by the majorit}' of 
boiler owners. There 
is virtually no othet· 
way of obtaining 
complete combustion 
in a boiler than_ by 
Figure 2-Side view of Leffel Automatic Underfeed Stalter 
attached to 20 H.P. Leffel Scotch Marine Type Boiler, with 
doors open showing Tuycrcs. 
stq}dl)g:,_. ___ _\i\lj1C)1 ____ th~ 
hand it is impossible 
efficient automatic 
_boiler is fired_ by 
-to m~ti0tiiii1 c-orreCt 
ble by the elimination oflabor and ·wastd 
ed time. The machine is sturdy an 
sinJ~:~l:: ·constructed .. 
111AY, 1930 
Flouting Cannery in 
Experimetltul f'acl~ 
The floating cannery "Calrncx," re-
cently acquired by the Bernstein brothers 
of the 1{arine Products Company, re-
turned to San Pedro, Calif., on April 12. 
after experimenting for a tcn-d<1y period 
of packing sardines off Ensenada, :Lower 
California. Three thousand cases of No. 
1 ovals were put up during the fortnight. 
according to Jesse Croughan, superin-
tendent of the Sea Pride Packing· Cor-
poration plant at Terminal Island, who 
has been loaned to the Bernsteins for the 
summer to assume charge of the float-
ing cannery. 
Fish found off Ensenada were in ex-
cellent condition, 1vfr. Croughan declared. 
They ·were large, "fours" and "fives" and 
of large oil content for fish found this 
far south. As the "Calmex" shoved off 
for the same area a fe,v days later, 1\Ir. 
Croughan stated that he cxpecteU to 
average a pack of 500 cases per day on 
the second trip. 
One fishing boat, the "Siella," a purse-
seiner belonging to the Sea Pride con-
cern, supplied the floating factorv with 
sardines, making one haul dailv -only a 
mile or two from the ship. Fish were 
extremely plentiful, said the fishermen 
and it was only with great self-deniai 
that they hauled in 25 tons and tumed 
back to ·the cannery, when· it ·would have 
been as easy to load 100 tons. But dur-
ing the ten-day experimental period it 
was thought advisable to handle only 
25 tons each day. 
The pack 1vas put up for the 1{exican 
market, with the pilchards tinned in to-
mato sauce and a high vacuum main-
taincd, dltc to the fact that 1vicxico City 
is of an altitude which demands such a 
precaution. 
Doth· Luis Bernstein and Charles Bern-
stein assisted 1vir. Croughan during the 
try-out run of the cannery-at-sea, 
* * * 
Illa:r Restrict Plmrts 
on lllontcre:r Ba:r 
In view of the proposed ·construction 
t:,f a breakwater at ~.fonterey, Calif., can-
neries may be barred from the water-
front between the breakwater and the old 
municipal wharf. 
Stating that building of the breakwatet 
woultl probably create an area of quiet 
·water which would not be subjected so 
greatly to the cleansing influences of a 
heavy surf and the surge, a resolution of 
the :!\Jon tcrey chamber of commerce 
urged that t11e city should prevent the 
location along that section of waterfront 
of any industry whose operations might 
pollute the waters. 
Canneries or reduction plants, said the 
resolution, should be prohibited within 
that area and no extension of time should 
be granted on any present leases. 
* * * 
Van Cmnp Sea Food Co.! Inc., 
Enlarge Offices 
General offices of the Van Camp Sea 
Food Co., Inc,, at Terminal I;.;land, Calif., 
'vere remodeled during the past month to 
give more room to the ofii:ce force. The 
impr.uvement ,\·as needed for some time, 
but was held up while the feasibility of 
building a third floor above the ofiices 
was discussed, according to ofJicials. In-
stead partlllons haYc been torn out and 
the offices extended back into the "NK" 
cannery, to make more room for the ex-
port department. 
* * * 
lrdng Plnns Annual 
Trip to Europe 
H. A. Irving, general manager of tile 
Sea Pricje Packing Corporation, head of 
H. A. Irving, Inc., uf San Francisco, and 
one of the most prominent men connected 
with the sardine packing industry of 
California, plans to make his annual pil-
grimage to Europe in June, he states. 
:\Jr. Irving will spend two or three 
months on the continent, calling at every 
important commercial center from the 
Mediterranean to the North Sea. It is 
his annual custom to make this trip in 
the interest of California canned fish. 
* * * 
French Sardine Co. 
Exhibits at Show 
The French Sardine Companv of Ter-
minal Island, Calif., is particii1ating in 
the sixth annual fuocl and household 
show, conducted 1\.fay 11 to 17 in the Am-
bassador auditorium, Los Angeles, by 
the Southern California Retail Grocers' 
Association, e:xhihiting- a full line of fish 
products canned by tl-ie company, accord-
ing to Ed. G. de Staute, secretary of the 
Grocers' association. 
* * * 
Joseph Mardesich, president of the 
Franco-Italian, leit Terminal Island on 
the night of April 2.1 to attend ;:[ meet-
ing- of canners in San J.(rancisco the fol-
lowing day, and also to call upon the 
trade. 
--
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ll. A. Irving, Second Vicc·President, San Francisco. P. A. Ford, Secretary·Trcasurcr, San Francisco. 
DIRECTORS 
H. G. Maxson, F. E. Booth Co., Inc., San Francisco. 
Frank Van Camp, Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc., Ter-
minal Island. 
E. S. Wangcnheim, Carmel Canning Co., Monterey. 
W. F. Wood, Southern California Fish Corporation, 
Tenninal Island. 
E. B. Gross, E. B. Gross Cunning Co., l\Ionlercy. 
S. R. Hornstein, Coast Fishing Comp:my, Wilmington. 
K. Hovden, K. Hovden Co., Monterey. 
Ed A. Hoyt, French Sardine Com1iany, Inc., Tenninal 
Island. 
H. A. Irving, Sea Pride Packing Corp., Ltd., San Fran. 
cisco. 
Address All Correspondence to the Office 
1603 Alexander Bldg. 
of the Vice-President and General Manager 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
MONTEREY BAY SARDINES 
Leading Fancy Brands: EL CAPITA_l'l, GRILL, EL MAR 
FISH OIL and l\IEAL 
E. B. G R 0 S S CANNING COMPANY 
Sales Office and Plant, Monterey, Calif. Cablo Address "GROSS" 
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L1FORN1A TUN 
'"Oceana V mzce" 
Chartered 
The "Oceana Vance," a vessel used for 
several years in the tuna tendering serv-
ice, has been chartered by the Interna-
tio~al Marine Products Company, Inc., 
of Los Angeles, Calif., from the Halfhill 
Packing Corporation of Long Beach, ac-
cording to N. Tatsukawa, head of the 
former company. 
After outfitting in Long Beach, the 
vessel was scheduled to sail for Lmvcr 
California on May 10, according to 1vfr. 
Tatsuka·wa, and will remain there in-
definitely, carrying forward an ambitious 
experiment in freezing of tuna for can-
neries and miscellaneous fi.sh for the 
fresh marketS. 
The "Oceana Vance" has two freezers 
of a capacity of about 15 tons and a hold 
that can ,;tow approximately 400 tons of 
fish. It is the plan of 1v[r. Tatsukawa 
and his associates to moor the vessel in 
1Iexican ·waters permanently, making of 
her a receiving station for all kinds of 
fish, lobsters, shrimp, etc,, all of >vhich 
will be frozen and then shipped to can-
neries or markets. 
"In this manner," states 1-[r. 'l'atsu-
kawa, "\\'e expect to solve at once the 
great problem of quality. By freezing the 
fish at once we can guarantee that it will 
be in absolutely perfect condition when 
it arrives at the market or packing plant. 
There have been some experiments of this 
nature in the past, but I do not believe 
that they have been conducted in as thor-
ough or :>ystematic manner as they should 
have been, hence the fact that they have 
not succeeded." 
The engines and refrigerating machin-
ery have all been overhauled and put in 
first class condition, he states, and every-
thing is in readiness for the project. In 
addition, a Radiomari11e Corporation of 
America wireless has been installed and 
an operator employed, in order that the 
vessel can keep in constant touch with 
the oflicc of the company in Los Atl-
gcles. "VYe will ndvise the ship regular-
ly of how to pr·occed and when it has a 
g"Ood load of frozen fish we will send a 
trt1dcr do\vn for it," he states. 
* * * RP{rigertJlion 
(Continued from Page L'i) 
As a means of preventing accidents of 
this kind, engineers are adopting a pip-
ing system that \vill not return liquid 
ammonia to the compressor regardless 
of the motion of the boat, and yet -will 
allow the system to operate at the full-
est capacity, on the flood principle.-
where the coils arc filled at all times \vlth 
liquid (the coldest) ammot1ia-and own-
ers should be thoroughlv convinced that 
their piping follows this- principle. They 
will then be getting the greatest per-
fonnancc out of a refrigerating system 
at a minimum cost. 
Several systems of this type are on 
the market and arc provided with suc-
tion traps and accumulators that will re-
move excess liquid, returning it to the 
pipe coils where it is finally evaporated. 
Portola Tuna 
America's Sandwich 
and Salad Fish 
HAS NO 
EQUAL 
HAS NO 
EQUAL 
Also Packers of PORTOLA SARDINES 
K. HOVDEN CO. 
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
These traps should be of ample size as, 
due to the motion of the coat, they may 
be forced to hantllc large quantities oi 
liquiU ammonia at one time. 
In conclusion it is apparent that for 
best results the direct expansion system 
-fully flooded-should be used. '!'hat 
good air circulation should be planned. 
That plenty of insulation built into the 
boat and that large coil capacity allows 
of best results. VVhen these are covered, 
the boat will bring in its catches in good 
marketable condition. 
* * * Trvo Nt~IV JVarelwuses for 
Snn Petlro Dist·rict 
Fish canners of the San Pedro-\Vil-
mington district will be served by two 
new ·warehouse~, to be erected, one at 
\\.Tilmington and one on Terminal Island, 
hy the \Vilmington Transfer & Storag~ 
Co., it is announced. The company re-
cently secured a permit for the proj~ct 
from the State Railroad Commission. 
One structure \vill be located on the 
waterfront, \Vilmington, and will be ap-
proximately 200 by 3i5 feet in size. The 
building on Terminal Island will be 
150x165 feet. Both will have the very 
latest types of equipment necessary to 
care for the storage and handling of can-,>' 
nery products. · 
The 11ew ·warehouses will be operated 
in connection with four others in \iVil-
mington and one in Los Angeles, accord-
ing to J. P. PUckett, president of the 
company. 
* * * McGinley lleatls 
Electragists 
Frank 1v[cGinley, state assemblyman, 
of VVilmington, Calif., returned 1viay 4 
from Ensenada, Lower California, on the 
S.S. Emma Alexander, follo\ving a three-
clay annual convention of the Californ~a 
Electragists, of which lvir. McGinley 15 
president. 
FRANK VAN CAMP, Pres. 
The Van Camp SeaFood 
Company, Inc. 
Packers of 
That Famous 
"Wh" S T " 1te tar una 
And Various Other California 
Sea Foods 
Home Office--Terminal Island, Cal. 
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Interesting Salmon 
Bulletins Continue 
ThC interesting series of salmon bul-
letins issued by the Association of Paci-
fic Fisheries, Seattle, continues, and bul-
letins No. 318, 382 and 383, recently re-
ceived, will be described briefly. 
"Careful Handling Contributes Much 
to Quality Pack" is the heading of No. 
318, which etnj)lmsizes the point that 
only the ·mast careful handling can result 
in a first-class pack. 
0 Bactcria arc found nearly every-
·where," states the bulletin, "in the soil, 
the air and the water. A few are found 
on the surface of the fish, but none arc 
found in the flesh of the salmon, nor in 
the digestive tract of those which have 
ceased feeding and definitely started 
upon the spawning migration. This ste-
rility of the flesh and digestive tract is 
a very fortunate condition since ·with 
careful handling the inva.sion of bacteria 
through the skin is comparatively slow. 
Careless or rough handling may break 
the skin and introduce these mischief-
makers into the flesh, ·creating centers 
where spoilage proceeds rapidly." 
In bulletin No. 382 speed and cleanli-
ness were discussed. "Quality Salmon 
Demands Strict Attention to Cleaning," 
said the next bulletin, which stressed 
this important ph~se of the packing pro-
cess. 
Emel Paclo.ing 
Company Sold 
* * * 
Purchase of the cannery of the Emel 
Packing Company at Valdez on Prince 
\Villiam Sound in the central Alaskan 
salmon district is announced by the Pa-
cific American Fisheries, Inc. The plant 
was practically rebuilt in 1928 and is said 
to be in fine rnndition. 
Operati·on of the ne\vly-acquired plant 
will be exceptionally convenient, it is 
said, due to the fact that the run of fish 
in Prince \Villiam Sound comes later 
than the run at the company's Bering 
River cannery, about 120 miles distant, 
so that the same crew 1vill be used to 
operate both plants. 
Last year Pacific American Fisheries, 
Inc., reported net earnings of $1,086,578, 
or $3.59 per share on the average number 
of shares outstanding during the year. 
The companv has been in existence for 
25 :rears. · 
* * * 
"Star of Ala.~/;:u" 
Off for the North 
Dep<Jrting on what is expected. to be 
her last trip to the Salmon grounds of 
Alaska, the "Star of Alaska" moved out 
oi San Francisco last month in tow of a 
steamer. She is the last of the "St<Jrs" 
and once a member of the largest, 
Proudest fleet of sailing ships in the 
·world. She is in the service of the Alaska 
Packers' Ass1o·c'ation. The vessel was 
built in Scotland in 1886. 
Only on the return trip, when the 
1930 salmon catch is completed, wilt the 
i'C55el unfurl her canvas for a final home· 
'Nard cruise under sail. 
Control of B. C. Paclwrs 
Passes to the Pacific 
Eastern Canada is to relinquish to the 
Pacific Coast control of the British Col-
umbia Packers, it was indicated follow-
ing the annual meeting at Toronto on 
April 15. It is the mtention to call a 
special meeting of shareholders to ap-
prove a by-law increa.sing the directorate 
from six to ten members, choosing the 
new members chiefly from men on the 
Pacific Coast, according to President 
Aemilius Jarvis. 
On the resignation of President Jar-
vis, Stanley Burke of Vancouver was 
selected for his place. Jarvis was ap-
pointed chairman of the board; Richard 
J. Gosse, vice-president and managing 
director; Robert C. Gosse, vice-presi-
dent; G. H. Gundy of Toronto and F. E. 
Burke of Vancouver, directors and F. R. 
Bartlett of Vancouver, secretary-treas-
urer. 
* * * Herring Balk 
Salnwn Fishermen 
Swearing that the;_r boats were no 
hla~ted herring nurseries, fishermen at 
\Vestport, VVash., recently eXperienced 
an unusual and unexpected impediment 
to salmon fishing. One of the largest 
herring runs e\~er witnessed inva-ded 
\Vestport Cove recently, the fish milling 
around several days while the weather 
outside was too rough for fishing. 
\Vith the return of good weather the 
herring were gone and forgotten and the 
fishermen set about to put out of the 
harbor, only to learn that their boats 
were heavy at1d slow. Investigation dis~ 
closed th~t the herring had deposited 
almost inch-thick coatings of spawn on 
the hulls of the vessels. It was neces-
sary to beach the boats and scrape the 
hulls. Pilings, 1vharves and rocks had suf-
fered the same fate, it was reported. 
Snlmon P(l(:lwrs 
Tn/;e New Nmne 
* * * 
The Kodiak Island Fishing & Packing 
Co., Inc., of Seward, Alaska, announces 
that it has changed the name of the com-
pany to Uganik Fisheries, Inc. 
The new name is assumed for business 
convenience and there will be no change 
in the management of the company. H. 
0. Roberts, continues as president an.d 
treasurer, H. V. Hoben, vice presid.ent 
and \Vayne Blue, secretary: 
A salmon cannery in Uganik Bay on 
Kodiak Island has been operated by the 
company for a number of years. 
* * * Snlmon Trolling 
Season Begins 
\Vith approximately 150 boats operat-
ing-, the salmon trolling season began in 
earnest on the last day of Ivfarch .at 
Grays Harbor 1vhen the boats of VVest-
port returned with 20 tons of Chinook 
salmon after a one-day catch. 
}dany of the salmon were unusually 
large, one fisherman catching two which 
weighed more than 40 pounds each 
dreSsed. Saine of the fishermen have 
been averaging more than $200 per day 
since the run started. 
Fifty~five Members Join 
Group at Santa Cruz 
47 
The formation of a strong fishermen's 
union with 100~'/o membership is the 
chief event of the month on Santa Cruz 
municipal wharf. This is an independ-
ent order not affiliated with any other 
organization. There arc fifty-five mem-
bers. Outside fishermen who come here 
for the salmon season will be \velcomed 
as associate members. Floyd Uhden is 
proving to be an able spokesman and 
leader. In legal matters the union is 
represented by the firm of Rittenhouse 
& Snyder, to whose efforts may be cred-
ited the securing of a temporary court 
L)rder to permit transportation of salmon 
caught on the high seas across the closed 
area. This order has not vet been made 
permanent. It is now he-ld under con-
sideration by J tHlge H. C. Lucas for final 
decision. 
So far no salmon have been landed. 
The Chinooks and Silversides are just as 
elusive as when the season is open. 
First promising hauls of salmon wen; 
made at Santa Cruz April 16. On that 
date an aggregate of 200 pounds was 
landed by three boats, t\vo operated by 
the \Vestern California Fish Company 
and one by the C. Stag11aro company. 
The salmon were taken outside the three 
mile limit. Since then other boa-ts oper-
ated by the Santa Cruz Commercial Fish-
ermen's Association have tried their luck 
with moderate success. The fish run 
small, ten· and twelve pounds being the 
usual weight and none over thirty pounds. 
Larger specimens do not usually appear 
till the latter part of May. The largest 
haul by a single boat \Vas ten fish total-
ling 100 pounds lan-ded by Augustine Oli-
vieri April 19. 
Four launches from Sausalito and fif-
teen from 1fonterey, thf: latter manned 
by Japanese, are here. The crews of 
outside boats are joining the local or-
ganization of fishermen in order to fish 
for salmon outside the three mile limit 
and transport them across closed waters 
to Santa Cruz. This is necessary, inas-
much as the restraining order of Judge 
H. C. Lucas of the Santa Cruz Superior 
Court protects only members of the as-
sociation that secured the order. 
Rock cod and candle fish constitute the 
bulk of the fishermen's wares. Jack 
smelt of uncommonly large size are run-
ning, as well as some chicken halibut. 
Alnslw Fi11.lring 
Tt~x Upheltl 
* * * 
According to report from Juneau, 
Alaska, the validity of the Alaska terri-
torial tax ·of $250 annually on non-resi-
dent salmon trollers lms been upheld in 
federal district court by Judge Harding. 
\Vood Freeman, a Tacoma, \Vash., fish-
erman attacked !he tax, which he con-
tended was unconstitutional, unreason-
<Jble and arhitrary and <Jn effort to con-
serve the salmon fisheries rather than a 
taxation measure. 
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fish Elevators 
By L. 'J.'. GRAHAfd 
Engineer, Link-Belt Company (Pncific Division), SClllle, Wash. 
.LIKE ALL INDUSTRIES todav, the salmon can-
neries o£ the Northwest and Alaska have mstallecl 
a great deal of mechanical handling equipment in the 
last few years to speed up production and lo·wer han-
dling costs. In this, the l,ink-Bclt Company has played 
an important part. 
1\Iost salmon canneries operate traps to 
obtain a supply of fish. A.s many of these 
are located at a considerable di::;tancc irom 
the canneries, the lish arc brn1tght from 
the traps to the cannery clock in puwcrccl 
tenders-each Lender representing an in-
vestment of from $15.000.00 lo $30,000.00. 
l"i'rom an economic standpoint, it is o( 
vital importance tn g·ct them unloaded as 
quickly as possible and ~nvay fnr another 
load. The entire season's pack is made 
in a lew months, and ·when the salmnn 
'run is on, all canneries work at fever 
pitch. Time is a big factor. 
By the old method, after a tender 
reached the cannery dock 1vith a load of 
ii.sh, several men lJitched the fi.sh from 
the hold to the fish dock. As the tenders 
have a capacity of from 20,000 to 40,000 
fish, and the holds are from 10 feet to ]2 feet deep, it 
was a tedious and expensive task, generally taking from 
six to eight hours. A great many salmon were also 
badly marked by pitching, which decreased their value 
for canning. Some plants 1vere so located that the 
boats were dependent on .tides to come in and go out, 
and if a boat was delayed unloading and missed a high 
tide, it had to hold over until the next. 'rhis caused a 
very serious loss of time. 
'I"o overcome this unloading problem, eleYators as 
sho\Yn in Figs 1 and 2 were designed. Fig. 1 shows 
the open front type. For this design a permanent 
wooden well, with removable front boards, is built in 
the boat, with enough clearance so that the elevator 
can be lowe1-cc1. into it. One ele-vator of this design is 
often used in more than one boat. In this event, the 
elevator, 1vhen not in use, is hoistcLl out of the boat 
by a boom located on the cannery clock, which is 
generally operated by a hancl hoist. It is then out of 
the way, and ready fLw duty when the next boat arrives. 
Fig. 1 
THE WEST CO,fST FISHERIES. 
V cry often the tenders experience rough seas in mak-
ing their trips, and if the elevator were left in the hold 
of the boat, the hatch could not be closed down. 
The first two elevators on the right of Fig. 2 show 
the permanent or closed type, which has removable 
front boards fitted to the elevator frame, and the sides 
and back of frame are closed. An elevator of this 
design is not taken out of the boat, and is generally 
used on the larger boats, and made wider than for open 
type, (or larger capacity. 
These e]eyators have a capacity of from 10,000 to 
20,000 fish per hour, and it is only necessary to remove 
Fig. 2 
the last thousand or so of the fish in the hold by hand.t 
into the elevator, which is generally accomplished by 
one man. These elevators are usually driven by a three-
horsepower motor mounted on the elevator frame, as 
practically all canneries have electric power available 
at cannery dock. They arc made in several widths-
generally 2+inch, 26-inch or 28-inch, depending on 
locality and kind of salmon they are to unload, and 
are generally made on 12-foot or 14-foot centers, and 
driven by Link-Belt silent and roller chains. 
ADVERTISING FISH 
Effect on an industry ·of vigorous advertising cam-
paign is well illustrated by the experience during the 
past year of the British fishing industry. trhe Trawler 
Owners' Association launched on 1\'Iarch 1, 1929, an 
"Eat Iviorc D'ish" campaign, ai1d in the ensuing seven 
months up to September 30, which was the main fish 
season, the demand for fish was increased by 60,4-t~O,OOO 
pounds, compared ·with the corresponding period for the 
year before. The increase represented 
an additional l"CYenue o£ approximately 
$;),650,000 for the industry. 
In our own country the demand for 
oysters bv consumerS has been main-
tained dc;pite the \\'a1111 weather during 
the past month, and it 1vas largely done 
by advertising, says the 1\Iiddle At·lantic 
D'isheries Association, which is still re-
ceiving requests for recipes as a result of 
radio talks on oysters. In addition, nearly 
10,000 uf the recipes were sent out in 
answer to requests inspired by reading 
the ad-vertising· in the press, it was 
declared. 
The value of proper publicity for the 
iishing industry cannot l;c overestimated. 
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Mild Curing PructiC(!d 
Extensively on Coast 
An important branch of the fishing in-
dustry is the business of mild curing 
salmon. \Vhile it does not rank in nn-
portance with canned salmon, it is, 
nevertheless, a large growing factor. 
\Vhilc canned salmon is popular with 
almost all classes and races, mild cured 
salmon is put up for a special trade. 
Before the \Vorld \:Var, the bi~ market 
-was Germany, Denmark ami the Scancli-
navian countries. During the war when 
trade with the Old \Vorld was re:>tricted, 
new markets ·were developed in this 
,country and while more than a decade 
has passed since the World \Var ended 
'\\'C find today that the big market for 
11iild cured salmon is· still in our own 
country, and particularly in the hcaYily 
-populated eastern ceriters.. It mu~t be 
understood that by iar the greatest per-
centage of mild cured salmon is con-
sumed by the Jewish people. As the 
Englishman must have his tea and mar-
malade and the American his ham and 
eggs, so must the jewish people have 
their smoked salmon or "Lox," as it is 
called in the Jewish dialect. 
The name, mild cured salmon, of 
course, is taken from the style of curing, 
the fish beiug cured lightly in brine as 
distinguished £rom heavily salted or hard 
salted salmon. The fish come into t.hc 
packing plants, dressed ·with the head on. 
The head and backbone are then re-
moved, leaving two side;; similar to sides 
of bacon. EaCh side is trimmed, all blood 
is pressed from the Yeins ·and the sides 
are packed into teirces, or casks, contain-
ing a standard wci!:!:ht of 825 pounds. 
The tierce is then filled '\dlh brine and 
placed in· cold storage where the curing 
process goes on in a temperature of ap-
pro:ximatelv 36 degrees. After the casks 
have been "in cold storage for a period of 
from three to four weeks, the fish arc 
then graded for t:i7.e and quality, differ~ 
ent markets recltliring different sizes of 
fish. · · 
The finished product is sold to firms 
who make a hu:-iness of smoking and 
selling direct to the tra}le. At the smok-
eries, the sides of fish are hung on wire 
hooks in ~real long rnws and smoked 
to a degree as required hv the tr;Hle. 
The business of packing mild curc!l 
salmon is caried on from 1lontercy, Cali-
fornia in the South, to distant pr.lints in 
Alaska and also on the Siberian Coast. 
Vancouver Tsland, British Columbia. also 
accounts for an imnnrtant percentage of 
the total pack of mild cnred salmon- ;lnrl 
nf the tot;ll production of chinook salmot1 
for mild rurinl:!: purpo.~es in this rlisirict, 
nossihly fifty percent is carried to Pugct 
Sound rtnd packc-rl hv Seattle firms. 
0ther British Cohttnhia points where 
51 Zeahle packs nf milrl cured salmon are 
Dttt up are: Victoria, Vancouver, New 
\Vr>stminster. Kildonan <~··d Prinre Ru-
Pert-at numerous British Col11mbia 
canneries ~!so, p~rks of con;;iderahle im-
Portance <1re m::~rle e::Jch vear. Almost 
!:Yery large Pacific Coasf concern en-
RED 
gaged in either the fresh fish businss or 
in the business of canning salmon puts 
up a pack of mild cured salmon each 
~cason. 
\Vhile most of the salmon for mild cur-
ing purposes are produced by trollers, a 
ronsiclerable percentage is also receind 
from the gill nctters and from I raps. 
\Vhile a few tierccs are put up as early 
as :!\larch in each year, the packing of 
mild cured salmon does not begi11 in earn-
est until 1\lay. By June the pack beg·ins 
to take shape, and by the first week in 
September the season's operations are 
about over although, in Alaska, consider-
able fish are put up during October an(l 
a few casks are packed a.~ late as 
December. 
Out of all of the clifierent classes of 
fishermen engaged in production on the 
Pacific Coast, the trollers engaged in 
catching chinook or kii1g salmon, prob-
ably have the best and the widest market-
ing field. A troller can rnam the seas 
from Monterey, California to Sitka, 
Ala.ska, and can find a ready market 
wherever he may lane!. At 1\'lontcrey, 
Fort Bragg, Eureka, California; i:\farsh-
field, Tillamook, Astoria, Oreg-on; ]!waco, 
\Vestport, Quillayute, Neah Bay and 
Seattle, \Vashington, ;1nd Ketchikan, 
\Vrangell, Petersburg, Sitka a11(l a dozen 
other /\Iaska points, numerous huyer~ 
are located with their fish receiving sta-
!ions, grocery, fishi11g supplies, and oil 
service stations, competing o;pirilcdl}' for 
t.hc catch of this great, independent fleet 
of producers. -
All sizes and types of boats arc em-
ployed from the canoes oi the Indians 
and small one-man boats to t.he newer 
and more elaborate vessels of the skilled 
and experienced trollers. During the 
past three of four years lltl11lcrous Dic.~cl 
hoals have been huilt. The cn.~t of these 
"smokers" in many c;Jscs runs into sev-
eral thousanrls of- dollars. These larger 
vessels, generall~· manned hy a crew of 
two, have a large cruis.ing radius anr! 
carry fuel, groceries and icc snfficient to 
remain at sea for two Wl'eks or more. 
These vessels sometimes start a cruise at 
Astoria or Seattle z111d will win(l up <lt 
Ketchik;111, being sure of a market at 
numerous points along the Coast. 
During the past three years, prices 
paid for raw fish have inrreased st.e;H]ilv 
until prices paid in 1029 reached thC 
peale \Vhilc opinions nf packc1·s dificr, 
the feeling in the inrlu:stry i::; quite g:cn-
rral that the season of 1()29 S;-J.w prices 
at· their top. Packers are relurtant to 
make specific forecasts on the 1930 
market, lmt for ail reasons it wonlrl seem 
that prices for raw fish and for cured 
fish ,-..:ill nnt he hiL;her in 19:10 than in 
1920. \:Vhilc the 1930 season is 'beginning 
with only a normal carry-over from the 
past season, it would seem that the high 
prices paid for raw fish and received for 
rured fish in 1929 will not be eclipsed in 
1930. 
FCS 
Cured mul l<'ru::;en 
Slochs for JJlarch 
Frozen fish stocks in cold storage in 
the United States during the month of 
~[arch, according to statistics collected 
by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
totaled 35,536,390 pounds, compared with 
37,744,416 pounds for the same time a 
year ago, and the five-year average . of 
32,383,000 pounds for March. -The 
quantity of fish frozen during the month 
ended l\Jarch 15 amounted to 3,801,230 
pounds. 
Stocks of cured herring in cold storage 
nn 1Jarch 15, amounted to 14,267,550 
pounds, compared with 19,090,635 pounds 
fur the same date a year ago, rcpresent-
illg a decrease of 25 per ·cent. 
Stocks of mild cured salmon amounted 
tn 2.836,854 pounds, compared with 2,-
314,514 pounds for the same date a year 
;:•go. 
Quicl~MFro::sen 
Prorlnds 
* * * 
A test now under way to determine 
the reaction to the newly-introducerl 
tjuick-frozcn meats is of interest to fish 
people in vien• of the effect it mhy have 
upon /ish foods. The· largest expCriment 
in marketing of quick-frozen meat cuts 
is now being made in Springfiel!l, 1\Iass., 
hv the General F oorls. 
-Beginning nn !\larch 6, 16 varieties 
of meat cuts, quick-frozen in the plant 
of Batchelder, Snyder, Dorr & Doe now 
a subsidiary of General Foods, h~r the 
Birdseye process, have been offerCd for 
sale in ten Springfield fon(l markets and 
caller! to the attention of the l)UlJlic hv 
high- powered ach·ertising, demonstra--
tions and lectures. 
At the end of two months officials of 
the company expect to gather enough 
data to guide them in the future. 
Each case is attended bv two regular 
employees of the store -and by {\\'O 
"·omen employed by General Foods to 
explain how the products arc frozen and 
how they should be cooked. Instruc-
tions arc that the meats mav be put in 
the frying pan while still hai=d frozen or 
may he thawed out first with equallv 
good results. · 
·Results of the experiment to date arc 
most encouraging, state officials of the 
company. Frozen products are being 
sold, it is claimed, to over a thousand 
customers in a single rlay. Although 
nwny buy because of the novelty, it -is 
claimed that repeat orders are heing 
checked and proving satisfactory. 
Pete lflt!lson 
Get,q Diesel 
* * * 
Pete 1\-Ietson, owner of the "Enneony", 
45-foot market fishing boat, is installing 
in her a 45-h,p. \Vesf:crn Enterprise Diesel 
engine to take the place of a gas engine. 
The "Ermeony" fishes for the Van Camp 
Organizations. 
50 
Fish Armilable 
fO Retailers 
A calendar of fresh fish varieties avail~ 
able to the retailers in Southern Cali-
fornia is published herewith through the 
courtesy of C. 1\L Small, manager of the 
Van Camp Organizations. 
In season: Barracuda, local halibut, 
local sea bass, yellowtail, rock rod, red 
snappers, tuna, bonita, >vhitc fish, island 
smelts jack smells. kingfish, soles, sand 
dabs cat fish, devil fish, jumbo crabs, kip-
pered black cod, gray cod, large rock 
bass, kippered herring, finnan haddies, 
frog legs, filet of baddies, scallops, Alaska 
shrimp, Southern shrimp, halibut, salmon, 
filet of sole, abalone steaks, shad, shad 
roe and striped bass. 
Lenten Dtmwml 
Gootl, Is Cluim. 
* * * 
Paul C. Hilt, \Yho -delivers fish by truck 
to several points in the San Joaquin Val-
ley between lviodesto and Madera, re-
ports that the demand for fish during 
the Lenten season was more insistent 
than in previous years, 1Iany stores and 
markets on his route featured fish every 
day in the week throughout Lent. Peo-
ple of the interior, says 1vfr. Hilt, have 
more confidence in sea food since im-
proved refrigeration and quick transpor-
t:ltion bring it to them in first-class con-
dition. 
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Dave Johns Firm in Plan to Curry 
Plane With Tuna Boat 
Dave Johns of Santa 1fonica, Calif., 
the man who announced last month that 
he plans to carry an airplane with the 
new boat being built at the Harbor Boat 
Building Company yard at Terminal Is-
land for himself and John Rados, is finn 
in his resolve. 
He reiterated his plan recently to a 
representative of \VCF. "Recently," he 
said, "a fisherman approached me and 
asked if I was the man who was going 
to put a plane on the new boat. I re-
plied that I was. He asked me if I knew 
what he thought. I had to admit that I 
didn't. He said he thought I was crazy. 
lvfaybe I am, but just the same, that boat 
will have a plane aboard on her first trip 
at least." 
1-Ir. J alms already has purchased the 
plane to be used, ·which is a Gypsy moth 
with pontoons. The plane is now in the 
East and will be forwarded here in time 
for the initial cruise. It w·eighs only 
about 1,000 pounds and has collapsible 
wings. The total wing spread is about 
36 feet. 
Having had many years' experience as 
a flier, 1vfr. Johns believes that he can 
scout an area of 2500 square miles for 
fish in about 25 minutes, returning im-
mediately to the boat when he finds a 
school and directing her to it. He cites 
the seal fisherv in the Northeast as an 
example of suCcess in using an airplane 
for such scouting purposes. 
The ne>v boat >vill be 116 feet in 
length and will have a 350-h.p. Union 
Diesel engine for the Thain propulsion. 
A ten-ton icc machine is to be installed, 
according to the present plans, although 
the type of machine has not yet been 
selected. The craft will be launched this 
month and completed in lvfay. 
* * * 
"Adt,enturer" Bucl~ 
from Tuntl Grounds 
August Felando's big bait boat, ".Ad~ 
venturer," returned to Terminal Island, 
Calif., on April 23 bearing not nearly as 
much tuna as her hold should carry and 
a story of tropical tuna suddenly gone shy 
and elusive. 
"Adventurer's" crew told of hunting 
days and days for tuna and then turning 
homeward with only half a load, which, 
was delivered at the French Sardine·· 
Company dock. 
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Laml Big Jew Fi.~h 
ut Jltontert!y lJlt~rlwts 
Landing of a big Jew fish at Monterey, 
Calif., is reported by the Higashi Fish 
Company, as follows: "Just the other -day, 
Saturday, April 12, to be exact, 415 
pounds of flesh and bones ·was put up in 
our 'market for shipment. lt was a Jew 
fish, the first of its kind to be taken from 
the Monterey Bay. The big !ish with 
the, profile of a sea-bass and the weight 
of a ·whale was hoisted up at our plant 
and caused more than one argumellt as 
to wbethcr or not the big thing w:ts an 
ordinary fish. It was sold to the San Fran-
cisco International Fish Companv and so 
it was shipped to them amidst- excited 
'ahs' and 'ohs.'" 
The Higashi Fish Company also re-
ports that it will have something ex-
traordinary alHl ne·w in the line of pre-
pared fish to announce in The 'Vest 
Coast Fisheries' June issue, but until 
that time all information about this new 
"something" is being withheld. 
The company reports that mackerel are 
very scarce at present. Where a few 
months ago fishermen were bringing in 
this fish in 500-pound lots, they no\v 
come in with a load of from 15 pounds 
to 25 pounds per day. 
_, r "To make up for the scarcity of mack-
erels," says Mr. Higashi, ''a fisherman, 
John Uros in his good boat B336 wem 
out and brought in about a ton of perch 
and smelts which he bravely dumped on 
our market. Well, the fer_tilizer man had 
a busy day." 
Duty to be 
Assessed 
* *. * 
Duty is to be assessed on fish brought 
1n by alien-owned vessels from the high 
seas, it is reporte-d at Portland. Infor-
mation reaching the Oregon customs is 
that aliens who have been engaged in 
fishing in the north are leaving with the 
intention of fishing in the vicinity of 
the Columbia River. 
Authorities state that salmon or other 
fish caught and imported under the cir-
cumstances should be treated as dutia-
ble at the rates prescribed in the tariff 
act, unless Sf!tisfactory evidence is pre-
sented that the fish are entitled to ad-
mission free of duty, as the product of 
American fisheries. 
Also1 it is declared that vessels O\vned 
by, or chartered to aliens or persons who 
have declared their intentions but have 
not completed their American citizen-
ship, are excluded from the privilege of 
bringing in free of i:luty fish caught on 
the high seas or in foreign waters. 
Install New 
Equipment 
• • * 
The Point Adams Packing Company 
!ta_s installed equipment for machine ·work 
m. the plant'formerly owned by the Star 
Ftsh Company, now owned by them, ac-
cording to reports from \Vheeler, Ore. 
5.l 
FISH 
Mexicmt Sen Buss · 
Murlwting Group Farmed 
Organization o£ the Sociedad Coopera-
ti\·e Mercantile at Calexico, 1vlex., on 
April 7, to handle the entire production 
of sea bass on the Gulf of California and 
shipment of it to the American line, with 
the object of stabilizing prices, is an-
nounced by \V. A. Burke, Los Angeles 
broker, ·who has been selected as the 
American selling representative. 
It is understood that the cooperative 
society is seeking extension of the sea-
son tO the end of 1v!ay. 
The government of 1-fexico is cooper-
ating with the organization and assist-
ing fishermen and their families. The 
government will install a communica-
tion svstem between the various fishing-
points- on the gulf. 
The group consists of all fishermen, 
truckmen and others connected with the 
totuava industry out of Santa Clara and 
San Felipe. 
* * * 
Japanese Officials 
Visit Blumenthal 
Kojiro Abe, commercial and technical 
representative of the Japanese govern-
ment, with offices at Tokyo, accompanied 
by several associates and K. Tatsigawa, 
Japanese representative at San Francisco; 
George Ogawa and George Ota, prom-
inent Japanese fish men, paid a visit to 
1L N. Blumenthal, prominent Los Ange-
le~ fish broker, on April 24, almost the 
entire day being spent in conference on 
the fish business in the United States. 
1fr. Abe and associates are making a 
tour of the United States, visiting all 
principal fish ports in this country and 
Canada, and will return this summer to 
Japan. 
7Vfr. Blumenthal reports that halibut 
are plentiful at Seattle and that prices 
are reasonable. The salmon season i:; 
now on at Eureka and catches are c:om-
ing in, although the supply is not normal. 
Tlle shad season on the Sacramento' is 
bclo·w normal, he states. 
\Vhilc conditions are not up to par for 
business in general, ]Vfr. Blumenthal be-
lieve~ that the outlook for a good sum-
mer in Southern California is promising, 
as general busineSs conditions are now 
picking up. 
The ·nyster season is coming to a close 
and the J. and J, Vy. Elsworth Company 
of New York has exPerienced a very won~ 
derful season, says J\Tr. Blumenthal, their 
broker, who reports a substantial increase 
in shipments to the \Vest Coast this year 
onr last year. 1'he Elsworth company 
is now making preparations for next sea·· 
son, ·which will open on September 1. 
* * * 
Henry Dowden Co., San Francisco arc 
the proud possessors of a new Ford roupe 
which it is understood is to be used as 
transportation for out-of-town guests. 
lncorporllle L. A. 
Brol~t!rage Hou.'ie 
Incorporation of the brokerage house 
operated for many years in Los Angeles 
by A. K. Koulouris, as the A. K. Kou-
louris Company, Ltd., with a capitaliza-
tion of $50,000 is announced. 
The action is rnost significant to the 
Los Angeles fish trade, according to the 
backers of the project, inasmuch as it 
represents a move tO\vard cooperation 
and collective buying. 
A. K. Koulouris is the general manager 
am\ acti\'e head of the company, aided 
by Peter Gasetas as assistant manager. 
l n addition to 1\h. Koulouris, the stOck-
holders arc \V. G. Young, F. C. Lenk and 
l L Reyes. Attorneys for the incorpora-
tion were Jennings & Belcher. 
Through the incorporation, as it is ex-
plained by 1.fr. Koulouris, greater har-
mony has been brought to three close 
neighbors in the fish business, Young's 
1\Jarket Company, the Great \\'estern 
Sea Food Co., and A. K. Koulouris, in 
addition to the material benefits which 
are obvious from the plan whereby these 
two fish distributors participate as stock-
holders in the brokerage house which 
serves them. 
Briefly, the fundamental plan on which 
the organization is based, according to 
Alr. Koulouris, is that buyers should par· 
ticipate in the brokerage occasioned by 
their purchases and should avail them-
selves of all possible benefits through 
greater purchasing power crea,ted by such 
cooperation. 
Mr. Koulouris declares emphatically 
that it is not a "combination" and states 
that any other reputable wholesalers who 
desire to participate in the operation of 
the brokerage house will be welcomed. 
I-I e als·o states that A. K. Koulouris & 
Co., Ltd., does not handle accounts for 
the exclusive benefit of the two stock-
holder-wholesalers, but is in the general 
brokerage business and quotes everybody 
who is willing to buy fish. 
Fish JUan Turns 
Benedict 
* * * 
R. 1\L Clotfelter o.f the Van Camp Or-
ganizations, San Pedro, Calif., turned 
Benedict on April 19, >vhen he was united 
i11 marriage to Miss Constance Cummins 
of Ontario, Calif. The ceremony took 
place at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas R. Cummins, parents of the bride, 
after which the young couple departed for 
parts unkno\vn on a short honeymoon. 
They arc now back in San Pedro and 
are at home to their friends at the Riviera 
apartments. 
* * * 
Di iUussus Attend 
Raisin Festival 
Joe Di 1Jassa, proprietor of the Los 
Angeles Fish & Oyster Co., San Pedro, 
Calif., and family spent ten days in 
Fresno last month, returning home April 
27, following the annual raisin festi...-al. 
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The Shrimp With lJs Again 
SHELL-FISH PRIZE SPECIALTY ON 
MARKET DURING SUMMER MONTHS 
WITH THE PAST month came shrimp, that deli-cacy highly prized by epicures of sea foods, onto 
the markets of the southwest coast, to be present 
throughout the summer and fall. The principal source 
of supply is the Texas coast of the Gulf of Mexico, 
although great shrimping areas also eXist in Louisiana. 
and there is a potential source of 
by the Japanese, and delivered in Japan when there is 
no local supply it brings an exceptionally high price. 
supply in the Gulf of California, 
from which but small commercial 
quantities have come as yet. 
Principal ports of landing {or 
the shrimpers in Texas are Ingle-
side, Port Lavaca, Galveston, 
Corpus Christi, and Aransas Pass. 
It is believed by distributors that 
in the not distant future the 
shrimp grounds of Lower Cali-
Housewives do not generally know that they can 
buy shrimp raw and cook them according to their own 
fancy. In fact, Americans in general do not realize the 
tastiness of this little animal, declare distributors, who 
JFCI•' herervillt presents the fifth of 
a series of shetches of the principal 
fresh marlcet fishes available in Califor-
nia. These short articles 1vill appear 
each month ami are designed to aid the 
trade in the movement of tlw various 
fish. There/ore, it rvill be our purpose 
to treat of each variety at about the sea-
son it becomes important upon the mar* 
h.et.-Editor. 
state that Japanese are the princi-
pal purchasers, not only in Japan, 
but in VI/estern America. 
Shrimp are reasonable in price, 
and when sold with heads off they 
constitute pure meat, running fif-
teen to thirty-five shrimp to the 
pound. The means of preparing 
and serving them are numerous. 
They may be boiled and served in 
fronia will be developed to yield a considerable out-
put for the American market. 
salads, creamed or fried in oil, but 
the Japanese method of preparation is claimed by epi-:-
cures to be the most tasty. The Japanese remove the 
shells, split the shrimp partly open and dip them in a 
batter composed of eggs, flour, salt and baking powder, 
and then fry them as one would fry doughnuts. This 
process retains in the shrimp its entire flavor, much of 
which is lost by boiling or frying in butter. 
The shrimp are shipped both fresh and frozen, much 
of the latter being dispatched as far as Japan in the off 
season for that country. This business promised to de-
velop into considerable proportions during the past 
season. Shrimp is one of the most desired of delicacies 
JAPANESE fiSHERY MEN VISIT ll. S. 
K OJIRO ABE, managing director of the Kyodo Suisan Kabushiki Kaisha 
(United Marine Products \\Tholesales 
Company, Ltd.) of 'I'okyo, Japan, and 
Chisato Takahashi, fisheries expert con-
nected with the same corporation, re-
cently arrived in the United States for 
the purpose of making detailed observa-
tions of American methods of marine-
resource exploitation. Their studies were 
commenced in Southern California where 
after a cursory view of the sardine, tuna 
and mackerel packing institutions they 
-will entrain for an extensive tour of all 
the major fish production points on this 
continent. Their itinerary includes Great 
Lakes centers and extends along the At-
lantic Coast fro111 the Canadian cod in-
dustry to the shrimp ancl oyster enter-
prises of the Carolinas, Florida, Louisiana 
and Texas. They expect to return to San 
Pedro about the end of June. 
.1upun To Fish Tuna 
"\Ve have especial interest in the ne·w 
American method of catching tuna," said 
Takahashi during a visit to the oAlces of 
The \Vest Coast Fisheries. "This utili-
zation of off-shore cruisers for catching 
tuna on the tropical high seas has attract-
ed the attention of the Japanese Govern-
ment, which now proposes to initiate the 
same. type of fishery out of the ports of 
our Islands." 
. A~ericans always have credited the 
Introduction of the live-bait scheme of 
fishing to the early Japanese hoatmen 
who had learned it in ·the Orient; it seems 
that now the California operators have 
carried the development of the mode to 
such ends that Cardiff comes to New-
castle for coal. 
"VVe find it highly difficult to keep our 
·bait alive," said Takahashi. "For that 
reason \Ve must learn how your modern 
bait-\vells arc made. Japanese tanks all 
are on deck." 
Tnlwlwshi, "Old Timer" 
Chisato Takahashi is well remembered 
along the \Vest Coast from the fact that 
for several years he was resident here 
while schooling himself in American fish-. 
cry methods. He is a graduate of the 
imperial fisheries school in Japan and 
during a considerable period _moved ac-
tively about among the various oceanic 
industries of our continent. In 1916 he 
visited Behring Sea \vhere he discovered 
an abundance of the giant spider crabs 
such as constitutes the foundation for 
Japan's practical monopoly on the world's 
canned supply of that delicacy. In 1918 
he was made welcome abroad the patrol 
boat "Albacore," \Vhere as the guest oi 
the California Fish and Game Commis-
sion he conducted observations for sev-
eral months. Captain H. B. Nidever was 
at that time master of the scouting ves-
sel, and the two became great friends. 
The captain has been heard to speak of 
Takahashi frequently, and always in the 
most cordial terms. 
No Japanese direct from the Islai_Hls 
could land in California without havmg 
questions put to him in regard to the 
Oriental fishery for the albacore which is 
shipped to the canneries of San Pedro 
aboard the refrigerated Dollar liners. 
"VVe catch those albacore by two meth-
ods" said Takahashi-who, fluent in Eng-
lish', was spokesman for .Kojiro Abe, the 
latter being less glib in our queer and 
difficult language. "By far the greater 
part of the catch is gotten by the usual 
live-bait plan, but in addition to this a 
considerable quantity is caught on set-
lines. These lines are buoyed on the sur-
f ace of the water; each line is 200 fath-
oms long; there are 10 lines to a boat, 
usually. The hooks are placed at infre-
quent intervals, hanging from gangings 
10 to 12 feet long. There is only one 
species of albacore, but the spe'cimens 
that arc caught at different seasons are 
altogether unlike. The summer fish are 
big; they \veigh 30 or 40 pounds each; 
they are excessively fat. The winter .. al-
bacore are less in size; they are quite 
lean." 
"But what about the other tunas?" de-
manded this writer. "Have you blue-fin 
and the other sorts in Japan?" 
"How manv kinds of blue-fin tuna are 
there?" couniered Takahashi. 
"\Vhy, only one sort, of course!" in 
rejoinder. 
"No, we have 4 different kiiHls in Ja-
pan," said the expert, "and each of them 
has an entirely distinct and distinguish-
able flavor. These arc a great favorite 
with our people." 
Celestial Sword/is/wry 
A deck of pictures showing California 
swordfishing lay upon the office desk. Ko-
jiro Abe picked up the views and studied 
them attentivelv. 
"Have you i swordfish fishery in the 
Empire?" he was asked. 
"Yes, we have," ans\vered Takahashi. 
"The Japanese always have prosecuted n 
local hunt for these fish; they have been 
esteemed in domestic markets for count-
less generations. However, it was only 
recently that we undertook to ship this 
fish tO America.' Last' fall we froze 70 
tons of them and sent them to San Pedro 
by refrigerated express steamer. The low-
est price that we wrre able to quote was 
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10 to 12 cents a pound, free-along-side. 
'I'he Far East swordfish are exceedingly 
large. They run around 300 to 500 
pounds apiece. One strange fact is that 
in California there are only 2 sorts of 
s-..vordfish-thc broadbill and the marlin-
but in Japan we have 4 varieties." 
Takahashi is in position to speak au-
thoritively on the subject of swordfish, 
for he was the first man shrewd enough 
to gain a monopoly of the California mar-
ket in this product. It is said that in 1916 
or 1917 he made a deal >Vith the Tuna 
Club of Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, 
>vhereby he was to receive all of the 
swordfish that it should produce at a 
rate of 1 to 1% cents a pound. He went 
to San Francisco immediately and there 
contracted for the disposal of the entire 
catch at 45 cents, the fish going into Jap-
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anese and Chinese and Latin-quarter dis-
tribution. Practically all of the quantity 
handled was the dark-meated marlin 
which, although sometimes so called, is 
not truly swordfish at all. Science rec-
ognizes but one species of real swordfish 
the \vorld over, that being the "broadbill," 
the warm water vagabond that s\vims 
through all the tropic oceans. 
1'rmvling tlw Yellmv Sea 
"Our company now has a large fleet of 
European-type trawlers operating," said 
Takahashi. "Most of these have the 
old English sort of trawl, but the newer 
ones arc equipped -..vith the patented 'V-D' 
gear. At first we bought vessels from 
England, but now we build our own, of 
steel, in the yards at Kobe. We have 
equipped them with crude oil engines." 
"Do you get cod, ha-ddock, hake, hali-
but or flounders?" was asked. 
"VVhy, we fish in the China Sea, ·which 
is very shoal," our a11thority continued. 
''The fish caught are peculiar to the local-
ity; they resemble the California .sheep-
head very closely. Great Qt,tantitief of 
them are taken." 
Another field in which the Japanese an~ 
progressing is that of whaling. Japan 
was one of the favorite haunts of the old 
Yankee whalers in the pre-petroleum 
days, and no·w the Islanders have equip-
ped themselves for exploiting this fishen-
to their own profit. Twenty-seven ship~~ 
arc now commissioned and ln the work 
Kojiro Abe stated. Some of these arc of 
the deep-sea American type that lower 
a\vay and strike by hand, but the major 
number are modern craft employing Sven 
Foyn guns and large-scale reduction ap-
paratus. 
Anent Kamchatka and Siberian. condi-
tions generally the travellers said that 
Russian agencies w~re making good prog-
ress in developing the salmon and other 
aquatic resources there. 
"Japan has a few salmon streams," said 
1'akahashi, "but these are limited in size 
and productiveness. Our salmon pack 
finds its market almost entirely in Eu-
rope-principally in England.'' 
After returning from the two months' 
tour of the fish tracles of the Canadian 
and American coasts, 'Takahashi wilt re-
turn to make headquarters in Southern 
California for se\'eralmonths, it being his 
purpose to accord minute study to the 
fishery possibilities of Mexico.-G. R. C. 
FRESH FISH SURVEY 
(Coufimted from Page 8) 
VVhile fish has not been coming in in 
any great quantities at Sacramento, there 
has been a fair supply of shad, catfish, 
striped bass and salmon, according to A. 
?vferedith of the Meredith Fish ·Company. 
An increase in shad and salmon is looked 
for. Catfish has dropped off quite a bit 
and striped bass is coming in fair. 
There was a meeting of the state legis-
lature's f1sh and game committee 1011 April 
23 in the chamber of commerce building 
in Sacramento. Mr. Meredith attended 
this meeting, but reported that those pres-
ent were principally sportsmen. 
"The sportsman has a peculiar slant on 
the commercial side of the fish business," 
states Mr. Meredith. "He thinks that 
we are catching all of the fish and des-
troying them -..vith no thought of the fu-
ture. Here in Sacramento the commer-
cial man, as a rule, is looking to the 
future and has suggested a good many 
conservative la-..vs, whereas the sportsman 
only looks at himself and what he can 
catch, such as the catching of the big 
female striped bass which at this time 
of the year is full of eggs and should be 
protected by all sportsmen and commer-
cial men equally. A few years ago 1-ir. 
C. Meredith was the instigator of a law 
being passed by the state prohibiting the 
catching .a.£ bass over ten pounds as he 
figured the big bass at this time of the 
year should be saved as they were in the 
period of spawning. By such means it 
would be only a fe\v yeai"s before ·we 
would have plentv of striped bass, and 
the records show since that law has been 
passed that our striped bass has multi-
plied considerable. VVe, therefore, thank 
that the sport should be a good sport to 
have this law mo into effect to prevent 
the sport from catching these large bass 
the same as the commercial men. That 
will show real conservation." 
(Coutirtued orl Page 59) 
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SHAD STARTS MOVEMENT TO MARKET 
By WALTER R. SMITH 
T HE NORTHERN California Fish-eries Company have started this sea-
son's activities at Pittsburg, shipping the 
first car of shad for the New York 
market on March 27, thus marking the 
official opening of the shad season on 
the Sacramento River. Though small 
quantities of shad have been coming in 
up to a few days prior. to the shipment 
OJf the ·car, everyone there feels that the 
:~cason has not really opened until the 
first carload starts for the eastern martcet. 
Shipping a matter of 40 or 50 cars a 
season has become a matter of course to 
the crew at Pittsburg, but to the outside 
observer this yearly movement of more 
than 1,000,000 pounds of fish to a market 
over 3000 miles distant and getting them 
there in first-class condition comes un-
der the head of a near miracle, particu-
larly when we consider the fact that shad 
is one of the most tender fleshed and 
delicately flavored fishes and must be 
packed and handled with the greatest of 
care. 
Shad has won fame of epicureans since 
the days of \Vashington as one of the 
most delicately flavored of all our fishes 
and is considered by- eminent authorities 
such as Dr. David Starr Jordan, as the 
'most valuable fish on the Atlantic Coast, 
and with the ·exception of the Chinook 
salmon, the most important fresh water 
fish in North America. The shad, after fifty 
years in California waters, is comparative-
ly unkno\vn and disregarded by our fish 
consuming public, much to the advantage 
of the railroad and express companies who 
each year collect express and freight 
charges on the 40 or 50 cars sent each 
season to the onlv market for shad-
the Atlantic Coast.- The reason for the 
·inability of shad to become really popu-
lar with the California fish consuming 
public is difficult to determine. Perhaps 
it is due to the fact that only a small 
per cent of our population come from 
sections where shad is known. Then, 
too, the shad has received some unfavor-
able word-of-mouth publicity due to the 
fact that it contains perhaps more than 
its quota of bones. 
Like striped bass, shad arc not indi-
gious to California, our present great 
fisheries for shad being the outgrowth of 
plantings made some fifty years ago. 
Seth Green, New York fish culturist, was 
!he fist to plant shad in California waters. 
He left Ne\v York on June 20, 1871, with 
15,000 shad fry. Ten thousand survived 
the trip and were liberated on the Sac-
ramento' River at Tehama seven days 
later, June 27, 1871. Other plantings 
Were made by the United States Fish 
Commission up to and including the vear 
1880; in all a total of 619,000 fry \\•ere 
Planted in a 10-year period. Like the 
striped bass the shad also found the 
wa.ters of the Sacramento and San Joa-
Qum favorable to their development and 
they increased rapidly until the catch 
to~l~y averages bet-ween hYo and four 
lllllhon pounds, all of ·which is taken in a 
ieriod of about three months, from about 
.farch 15 to lvfav 15. Until sh~td be-
tame plentiful, \,:hich was about 1880, 
the 'fish were regarded more or less as 
a c.uriosity and cmnmandecl high prices. 
Jelhng- for as much as four or five dol-
1ar;:; for a single fish. By 1880 the catch 
lad so increased, the price per pounrl 
dropped to twenty-five cents and since 
then it has been possible to buy buck 
shad for as little as 25 cents per fish. 
Not until 1912, however, did the annual 
run of shad become so great that it ex-
ceeded the market requirements here 
and in the east. That year, however, it 
became even more plentiful than before 
and many were sold to Chinese salters, 
due to the glut on the fresh fish market. 
Later the companies operating at Pitts-
burg salted their own fish which were 
sold to Chinese exporters in San Fran-
cisco. 
About 1918 the shad catch started to 
fall off, but remedial legislation was 
pa%ed and at present the shad season 
coincides with that of the striped bass. 
That the fish are not depleted is evi-
denced by the fact that even with limited 
fishing area the catch averages about 2,-
000,000 pounds annually. 
In 1929 fishing conditions were favor· 
able on the Sacramento, cold weather 
delaying the run of fish. According to 
the Fish and Game Commission's figures 
the catch was only 1,593,518 pounds. 
1vf ost of the shad catch in California is 
sent east "round" or uncleaned, being-
loaded into refrigerator cars in boxes 
each containing 100 pounds net of fish 
and some SO pounds of ·ice. Part of the 
catch is sold to the F. E. Booth Com-
pany, Inc., and canned at that company's 
Pittsburg cannery. Last year 8000 cases 
were packed there. Another portion of 
the ·catch is mild cured. lvfost of the salt 
shad is exported to China. California 
shad, going into eastern markets, meets 
competition from shad caught around 
Chesapeake Bay. Generally California 
shad gets to the eastern market first but 
last year the eastern shad came in earlier 
than usual and the market was weakened. 
Shad became plentiful not only in Cali-
fornia waters but found the entire Pacific 
Coast to its liking, spreading as far south 
as San Diego, and as far ·north as Ft. 
\\'range!, a distance of 2000 miles. Only 
two rivers, however, hesides the Sacra-
mento and San Joaquin enjoy a commer-
cial run of this fish. 
The Columbia River has a large run 
of shad every spring, last year's catch 
running over 1,000,000 pounds. practically 
all oi which is cam1ed. The Umpqua 
River also had a shad run of commercial 
importance. Part of th;s is sold fresh and 
the balance sent to Columbia River can-
ning plants. 
The principal fishing grounds for shad 
in California are the inland waters along 
the Carquinez Straits and the lower Sac-
ramento and San Joaquin Rivers. The 
37-mi'le stretch between Crockett and 
Bouldin · Island is considered the best 
ground; about 250 boats operate in these 
waters during the season. Drift gill nets 
with a mesh of ahout 6 tn 6% inches is 
the gear used. 
BERRY BROTHERS 
The Berry Brothers Paint Company 
are making great strides in the fish boat 
finishing work in Southern California. 
according to Ets-Hokin & Galv~lll of 
\\iilmington. Their Lionoil, a low priced 
first coater, will protect the ·wood again,q 
dry rot and the iron ;;gainst rust. 
J. R. Burkl! Collier H. Buffington 
Gold 
Beach Packing 
Company 
Wholesale Distributors of 
FRESH SALMON, HALIBUT, 
BLACK COD, LING COD, 
ROCK COD AND SMELTS 
Rush Orders to Our Eure/,a, 
Calijon1ia, Brancla 
Telephone 612 
CODFISH 
DEEP SEA BRAND COO STRIPS 
DEEP SEA BRAND 2-LB. COD BLOCKS 
BRISTOL BRAND 1-LB. COD TABLETS 
BRISTOL BRAND COD MIDDLES 
MAILLIARD & SCHMIEDELL 
947~53 Enst Fourth St. 
Los Angeles, Cnlif. 
Agents 
Oakland Fish Company 
WH-OLESALE 
Fresh, Salt, Dried 
Note: We bu:y Bnrrncudn, Ycllowtnil, Sea 
Baas, Bonito, Jewfish for snit, Producen 
quote us Prices per ton. 
505 Washington Street 
Oakland, California 
AIL'cadian Sea2ood 
Company 
FISH, SHRIMP, OYSTERS, 
CRABS, TURTLE, ETC. 
501.527 Nnpoleon Avenue 
New Orleans, La. 
Orders Shipped to Any Part of the 
United States 
ARDEN 
SALT COMPANY 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Specializing in nil 
Industrial Grades of 
SALT 
Selling Agent 
Vi'. S. Craig Brokerage Co. 
923 E. Thh·d St. 
LOS ANGELES 
Tel~phone TRinity 8282 
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THIE 
IL~ S A\~4[i IE ILIE$ IFIISI!-11 ll>I6AILIE IllS 
REPRESENTED ON THIS 
RELIABLE FISH AND S 
Seamaid Fillets 
"A Treat to Eat-With the Freshness 
of the Sea" 
S~AM.A.l]) FILLETS FRESH FISH 
~ rJ";;;z 
';{, 
SALT FISH 
SMOKED FISH 
SHELL FISH 
RED CROSS BRAND 
NEW YORK 
COUNT OYSTERS 
We operate a fleet of new fast delivery trucks-your 
orders delivered on time and in first class condition. 
Standing orders filled promptly as well as Spec:ial 
Orders. 
LOS ANGELES FISH AND OYSTER CO. 
Producers and Distributors 
SUPER-QUALITY SEAFOOD 
739 KOHLER STREET LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
V Andilre 2084 
SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, Phone San Pedro 520 
YOUNG'S MARKET 
COMPANY 
Wholesale Fish Division Los Angeles 
410 
ATTENTION, PRODUCERS: QUOTE. US FRESH FISH . 
AND SPECIALTIES ~
TOWNE. AVE., . LO. S ANGELES, CALIFO. RNIA 
Ph()ne MEtropolit~n 6~66 _ 
Central Fish & Oyster Co. 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTICE 
We bu)• all kinds of Fish, espeeially Carp, Blaclt Cod, Mullet, 
White Fish, Rock Cod, Halibut, Salmon and Specialties 
Telephone VAndike 3740 
1012-14 S. Central ~ve.,.·LOS ANGELES,_. CA~lFO~NIA. 
PAGE ARE THE lARGEST 
SPEC.IA.LTI ES BUYERS 
[ George F. Naylor 
' General Sea Food Broker 
I All Kinds of Fresh, Frozen, Salt and Cured Fish 
1 Telephone TUclu~l" 4293 
Room 204, 337 South Central Avenue ~-·· -··---· LOS ANGELE_S_, _cA_U_F_D_R_NlA 
I Harbor !~~.!'o.~.ompany I 
Fresh, Salted, Smoked and Canned Sea Foods. 
All Varieties of Shell Fish and Speci.alties 
I PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE:-Quote us on all kinds Fre~;h Flsb ~~· 631-633 CENTRAL A~n:.,s~~~::~GELES, CALIFORNIA 
Phones TR 6259, TR GZSO · L.. ... --"·--" ______ " _____ " __ 
WREDEN PACKING 
& PROVISION CO. 
E;dcnsive Dealers in l•'ish, Jt.Icat arul Poultry in 
Los Angeles for the past 30 years. 
PRODUCERS AND SHIPPERS KINDLY QUOTE DIRECT 
Main Plant and Offices: 
129 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
Phone M!:Jtual 4351 LOS ANGELES, .. CALIFORNIA 
~~. H. ISENBERG 
I FORMERLY ZAISER PRODUCE CO. Wholesale Fish Dealers 
I
. SPECIALIZING IN FRESH WATER FISH 
We a.l"e the oldest firm. in Los Angeles handling the 
I
, FRESH WATER FISH TRADE 
1812 South Central Avenue 
Telephone WEstmore 3263 LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
I 
I 
j Leslie M. Kruschl(e --~Fre~~ I Phone TUcker 1160, 1168, 1169 
1 Superior Sea Food Co .. 
. 632-634 CERES AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
WHOLESALE PURVEYORS OF 
SEA PRODUCTS 
To Institutions, Ho-tels and Restaurants 
-~ways in the Marhet for Specialties 
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ELECTROCUTING SWORDFISH 
(Continued from Page 10) 
At the commencement of the spring 
fishing in 1929 an innovation \',·as brought 
into the fishery. Captain 0. 1L Seeley, 
an American who has done much to im-
prove fishing tackle and processes, rigged 
up an ingenious outfit in connection with 
his pulpit-boat, the "Nuchum," and went 
out to slay swordfish . with thunderbolts. 
·'Sing a song of Sing Sing, a hot electric 
chair"-for the principle \vas that of elec-
trocution. 
The ".Nuchurn1' is powered with a three-
cylinder Fairbanks-1forse semi-Diesel. 
Around the fly->vheel ,of this engine, and 
over the pulley of the 10 K. ,V., D. C. 
generator, a drive belt was passed. The 
two leads from the dynamo were con-
ducted out of the wheelhouse through 
porcelain insulators inserted in holes that 
were bored through the wall just beneath 
the eaves. They were then run up to a 
switch that was placed on an instrument 
board on the right-hand side of the wheel 
011 top of. the house. On the panel was a 
voltmeter graduated up to 150 V., and 
also a. small manually-operated rheostat 
in series with the field of the generator. 
From the switch one of the leads ran 
down to a copper plate fastened on the 
vessel's bott-om; the other extended to 
the pulpit, and thence to the brass har-
Poon-head by way of a flexible, rubber-
covered, insulated cable. 
''\\Then I first installed the dynamo," 
relates Captain Seeley, "I had no rheo-
stat. I had no way of controlling the 
cuirent used. The fish got all there was, 
and all at one time. 
''\\Tell, early in :rvfay of 1929 about 15 
or 20 pulpit-boats gathered off Cape Col-
nett, waiting for the first swordfish to 
show. There were four or five unusually 
big rigs-tuna boats 65 to 75 feet lorig. 
The "Princess" of San Diego was one of 
these- she had a 30-foot plank, the 
longest in the fleet. But pretty soon she 
got into a blow and broke it off, so now 
the "Nuchum" had the longest plank-
23~ feet. 
"The Colnctt ground lies about nine 
miles off shore, over a shoal. The fish 
show on the southeast or the northwest 
of this bank, sometimes at one end, somew 
times at the other, sometimes at both 
places the same day. You never can tell 
where. Of course, there is a lot of run-
ning to and fro, and when a fin is seen 
there is often a race to sec who will get 
to it first. It was under these conditions 
that \\'C tried out our new electrical 
equipment. ' 
Tva. Jlluclt '"Juicen 
"\A/hen 1ve struck our first fish I closed 
the switch, turning on 13.5 amperes at 
110 volts. The jolt was so terrific that 
the swordfish was killed outright. Not 
only that, but the flesh was torn free 
from lJoth sides of the backbone, so tha·t 
We _could put our hands into the crevices. 
A section of the sp·ine was knocked loose 
so that' it could be lifted nut 1vith the fin-
gers, and, in fact, the fish looked almost 
as -if he had been in an explosion. \Ve 
lost money on that one, he was tor·n 
up so. 
"Then we hit another one. That time I 
~\·as careful,· and just jahhcd the switch 
tn and out for short intervals. But eyen 
so it was too much, for T hroke the back 
of that one. too. You sec, the 'juice' 
caused the lllUscles ·to contract so vio-
lently that the fish hroke his own bones. 
All of this happened before I knew 1vhat 
fLETCHER WJESJANoCO. 
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I was doing. for I didn't have the rheo-
stat installed yet. But as soon as \Ve went 
into port again I had some good elec-
tricians come down to the boat and put 
in this panel with the instruments, so 
that I could regulate the flow of current." 
"All right, tell me what so.rt of a 
charge you use now," demanded this in-
terrogator. 
"Oh, I find 75 volts about enough," he 
said. "I give a fish a long charge first, 
then v.rait a moment and give him an-
other shorter one. The current paralyzes 
hm, and after a few minutes you can 
pull him alongside and gaff him in the 
gills, bleeding hi111 to death. Then put a 
strap around his tail and hoist him 
aboard. The 1vhole operation takes only 
about 15 minutes. But there is one thing 
that we have to look out for," he added. 
"\Vhen a swordfish is taken aboard so 
quickly-even if he has been hied well-
he is apt to come hack to life enough to 
knock a man overboard or break his leg 
-.;vith blows of his tail. \:Vhen a fish is 
worn out by playing him on a line for 
two or three hours, this never happens, 
but sc:veral times we have just about had 
our deck caved in by big fellows ham-
mering around with their tails after we 
had gotten them safely aboard." 
One requires some understanding of 
the nature of ordinary harpooning in or-
der to appreciate the value of Seeley's 
contribution to the old method. The crux 
of the thing is the amount of time ,saved. 
Time is of the essence of swordfishing. 
Thi!-i will be realized when one is re-
minded that the broaclbills do not fin on 
t\'ery day of the week. On the contrary, 
only when there is a "slick" on the sea 
are fins reallv numerous. An overcast 
sky, a chill atmosphere, any breeze that 
is more than a ncar-calm, will provokt· 
the s-wordfish to postpone his mid-day 
sun-hath and return to the inscrutable 
depths which are·- his habitual haunt. 
Sometimes, during mid-summer, there 
are periods of eight or ten consecutiye 
days when conditions are ideal, but taken 
as a whole, hvo or three good tinning 
days a week are about all that one can 
expect. j\{orcover, any one fishing day is 
short. 
"It is onlv a waste of fuel oil to gn out 
at 7 o'clock- in the morning and cru.ise all 
over the ocean," Seeley has declared. 
"Some of them do it, hut. I don't. The 
earliest that I ever struck a fish ·was 
8:30 a. m., and it is rare to get one be-
to -1 or 4:.10 is the fishing day-- seven 
hours at the most." 
Considering that from nne hour to 
J. W. ANDERSON, Mgr. 
WARRENTON 
FISHERIES CO. 
Crabs and Crab Meat 
Oldest Crab Shippers in Warrenton 
WARRENTON, OREGON 
three hours is required to tire, lance and 
land a broadbill, it is evident that not 
many can be taken in any one day. So 
a.s to try to inCrease the toll, the har-
poon-men have resorted to the expedient 
anciently practiced by off-shore ·whalers 
-that of putting overboard colored buoy 
kegs and drags while running around 
over the grounds, striking a number of. 
fish. But, exactly as in the case of whal-
ing, this is a >vasteful practice, because 
many of the fish are entirely lost. 
7'/te Usual Mcthotl 
Customarily each harpooner carries 
one skiff. VVhen a fish is hit, this skiff is 
slid overboard and a man goes into it to 
play the fish. It is the counterpart of the 
old-time whaleboat, for in it is a tub of 
line, a lance, a club, a hatchet or knife, 
a gaff, and oars. \\Thile the boat is being 
gotten into the water the swordfish will 
be running to windward. 
"Something funn:r about that. A struck 
fish always heads into the wind," said 
the Skipper. "Every time, he will make 
into the weather, even if that be towards 
the shore. On a day when there is dead 
calm, he will head in the direction from 
which the next >vind will come. It makes 
a man wonder." 
The man in the skiff must "know his 
swords," for correctly to play a wounded 
broadbill is a job requiring experience. A 
constant tension is maintained on the har-
poon line, the skiff being towed merrily 
away on a miniature "Nantucket !-ileigh-
ridc." Rushes of the animal are coun-
tered by letting him take out 30 or 50 
or 70 fathoms of the line, the boatman 
gradually braking down harder and 
harder on him, so as to wear down his 
vitality and strength. \Vhen the fish is 
almost exhausted. he will abandon the 
flight to windward, commencing to de-
scribe circles about the skiff. 
"That is the time to look out," warns 
Seeley. "\Vhen a hroadhill is exhausted 
he becomes desperate, and is apt to at-
tack the skiff. I!nn a tired and dying 
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fish can do terrible things ·with his sword. 
\Ve have several patches on our skiff 
where it has been driven through, and 
one of my men had his leg cut open last 
year. At San Diego, a broadbill charged 
a skiff, drove his sword through the bot-
tom, through the scat-thwart, and through 
the fisherman's thigh. They had to get a 
saw to cut him loose." 
"Then what would you sav is the av-
erage time of landing a swOrdfish?" he 
>vas asked. 
"That depends entirely on his size and 
where he is hit. You can have the big-
gest o,£ them gaffed and on board in half 
an hour if the iron has gone through their 
vital organs, but on the other hand, w~.. 
have played medium-sized ones for three 
hours or more-we got one .once that 
was held only by a narro-w strip of skin; 
I don't yet understand why he didn't get 
away, But, anyway, you should count on 
an hour to two hours as the average time 
for playing them. W c never need more 
than 20 minutes when using the elec-
tricity." 
The first trip after Seeley had his 
electrical equipment installed, he took 
nine broadbills. On the next voyage he 
had several on board ·when the apparatus 
was temporarily put out of commission 
by the cable parting at a splice near the 
harpoon head. VVhen Seeley prepared to 
make r.epairs, his old Portuguese bow-
man voiced objection. He didn't like the 
electricity business, he said; the cable, he 
imagined, made the harpoon-handle hot; 
he claimed that he couldn't hit the fish if 
there >Vas electricity in the bronze head 
to prejudice his aim and deflect the blow. 
Faced by the obdurance of sheer super-
stition, the captain let the old man have 
his way. Strangely enough, the fellow 
missed seven fish consecutively soon aft-
erward, and it is not doubted that se-
cretly he attributed this ill-fortune to an 
adverse charm, and believed that the 
long, balanced shaft still was under the 
curse of the electric demon that made it 
seem hot in his hands. 
"VVe nearly ran into trouble off Col-
nett by having the new gear aboard," 
the inventor remarked. '1A Portuguese 
boat had struck a big fish there and had 
turned him loose on a keg. \iVhen thev 
came back they couldn't find him. V{e 
came along the next day and harpooned 
another one in exactly the same spot. I 
gave him the 'juice,' and in ten minutes 
we had him aboard, without ever launch-
ing the skiff. They sa·w this, and were 
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positive that we had picked up their dead 
fish, so they came over to start trouble. 
It looked like. war. They kne·w for a fact 
that so big a fi.sh could not be landed on 
a line in less than an hour or two, but 
what they did not know >vas that we 
were using electric current. One of l11}' 
men harangued them in their own lan-
guage and got them cooled off a bit, but 
even yet they shout Portuguese curses 
and shake their fists at us when we pass 
them at sea." 
"But tell me, skipper, how you rig the 
harpoon to get the electricity into 'it?" 
the questioner insisted 
''\\Thy, the >vhole thing is merely that 
l short-circuit the generator through the 
body of the fish. One of the leads from 
the dynamo goes down to the copper 
plate on the bottom of the hull. The 
other goes out through the rubber-cov-
ered cable to the harpoon-head. VVhen 
the fish is struck I turn on the -current, 
and it shorts through the fish and 
through the sea-water, which is a con-
ductor, back to the copper plate and to 
the dynamo." 
Specifications 
Seeley uses 300 feet of electric cable 
costing 10 cents a foot. This cable is 
of the finest quality obtainable, is abso-
lutely non-kinkable, and contains two 
separate wire-groups ea-ch having the 
capacity of a No. 18 solid copper wire. 
Each wire-group is >vound with thread, 
then with cotton cord and the two arc 
enclosed -in a tube of soft rubber. Heavy 
cotton cords cover the first rubber, and 
a thick outside layer of flexible black 
rubber completes the assembly. This -ca-
ble is of the sort that is used in machine 
shops and on construction jobs to carry 
current to electric hand tools-hence the 
t~vo-wirc content. Seeley ·completes his 
circuit through the sea water, so uses 
both wires for one-way transmission. 
The cable is too la.rge in diameter to 
permit of its following the harpoon heact 
into the fish, so a half-fathom of lighter 
cable is added to it and insulated with 
tape at the splice. Its exposed end is 
merely twisted into the harpoon eye-
simple, loose contact, without soltlcring 
or insulation. This bending-on is weak, 
and >vould not avail against the strug-
gles of a fish, therefore a manila line of 
the usual sort is made fast to the har-
poon head. The cable is seized to it 
about a fathom from the end, so that the 
splices between large and small cables, 
and between the c<ible and the h.ead, ·will 
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not have to bear the strain o£ carryinfi 
the wc'ight of whatever lengths of the 
cable arc drawn overboard by the broad-
bill. The manila line also serves as 
surety against the escape of the quarry 
in the event that something should go 
wrong with the electrical mechanism. 
By means of it the swordfish can still he 
played from the skiff according to old 
custom. 
"On a cruise off Mexico I once hit <t 
fish so hard that the cable was jerked 
off the head and dangled in the water 
ncar him," related our authority. "The 
harpoon was well planted, but the wires 
were not attached. VVhen I applied the 
current the fish struggled furiously, but 
lapsed in the quiet when the s\vitch was 
open. It was plain that he was greatly 
discomfited by the electric shocks that 
were delivered into the water within a 
foot or two of his body, but the dis-
charges were not sufficiently strong to 
incapacitate him." 
"Then how did you land the fellow?'' 
the writer wanted to kno\v. 
"Oh, we launched the skiff, and a man 
played him on the manila line," answered 
the captain. "It didn't take long, for he 
was badly hit and it seemed to me that 
the electricity had weakened him or at 
least that it had ·caused Uim to wear him-
about so terrifically." 
"In 1930 I expect to have a harpooner 
who \v.ill work with the electric equip-
ment >vithout having any superstitious 
notions," declared the captain of the 
"Nuchum." ''Fish are getting so scarce 
that we can't afford the time to play 
them for hours at a time. Besides, the 
ttse of the electricity makes ·capture al-
most certain. I would have used tbt~ 
dynamo constantly except for the pre-
judice of my cre\Y. 
"Portuguese fishermen have all sorb 
of beliefs that interfere with their work 
They have an idea that swordfish do not 
fin immediately after a new moon. They 
insist on it. They state also that in the 
Atlantic the fish fin only at slack water. 
I have never been able to notice any re-
lation between fiiming and slack water 
in California, but among all tuna men it 
is accepted a_s a general rule that fish are 
scarce immediately after a nc\v moon. 
I remember that one of the biggest hauls 
of yellowtail that I ever made I caught 
on a Monday, right after a new moon. 
"It looks as i£ in the future we are 
going to have to make longer trips for 
fish," he concluded. "During 1929 there 
were certainly less than half as many 
broadbills on the grounds as the smn-
mcr before. I am thinking about going 
down to Central America," he said, "~o 
see what I can find. \i\.Tith this electnc 
outfit I should he able to load up in a 
short time, if the fish are there." 
CALIFORNIA FISHERIES LEAD 
In a report on the commercial fish-
cries of the \\Test Coast, issued recently 
by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, the 
bureau compares the relative importance 
of the three coastal states, California, 
Oregon and \iVashington, stating that 
California was by far the most important 
among the Pacific Coast states in thS 
production of its fisheries, employing 3~ 
per ·cent of the total number of fisher: 
men and accounting for 84 per cent oi 
the total catch Of fishery products. 
Washington ranked second, accounting 
for 12 -per cent of the total catch. 
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FRESH FISH SURVEY 
(Confimud from Page 54) 
Eureka, Calif. 
Activity at Eureka, Calif., is increasing 
slowly but steadily, according to \Villiam 
Kay of the Eureka Fishermen's Union. 
"Salnion in small quantities have been 
landed during the past month. Only a 
few bad spells of weather interfered. 
During the past few days (written April 
24) there has been approximately 50 boats 
delivering. Just before and during the 
middle of April, the few bnats that were 
trolling salmon made regular catches for 
about a week that ranged up to eight 
and nine hundred pounds. The last fe\v 
days the catches have been from nothing 
to three and four- hundred pounds. The 
prices have been excellent, so far. The 
salmon have averaged larger in size and 
more uniform than those produced during 
the first month of fishing in previous 
years. There is only about a dozen boats 
fishing halibut no1v that salmon have 
appeared in paying quantities. Halibut 
has been rather scarce here since the 
opening of the season. No large catches 
have been landed as yet. Lately the hali-
but fishermen have been doing fairly well, 
but the -reas·ons are chiefly because the 
halibut is bringing a good price and the 
boats are producing a very large percent-
age of black cod with their halibut. A 
few b>oats continue to fish crabs to trv 
to satisfy local markets and restaurantS. 
Crabs are not plentiful. 
"A few of the fishermen seine the bay 
on good tides to furnish bait for the hali-
but boats. They get some smelt occas-
ioni}lly and a few flounders now. Sal-
mon and halibut enjoy a good demand 
now, but scrap fish always seem t>o be 
low." 
San Francisco 
\Vith continued good weather during 
the month of April the landings of fish 
nt San Francisco continued good. Soles, 
sandabs, and flounders were produced in 
good volume by the Paranzella fleet; 
most of the catches, however, coming 
from the new grounds adjacent to Ft. 
Bragg. Salmon fishermen have been ac-
tive ·all month although the season is not 
officially opened yet. 
An injunction granted in the Federal 
District Court to a group of Sausalito 
fishermen was so worded that it enabled 
<ill fishermen to work under its protec-
tion. Most of the fish, however, were 
brought into Sausalito as the San Fran-
cisco fishermen -did not take advantage 
of this condition until quite late in the 
month. Excellent catches have been 
made, a good portion of the fish being 
Chinooks and suitable for mild curing 
though enough smaller fish have been 
brought in to take care of the local re-
quirements on fresh salmon. 
11irt~tburg 
Shad and striped bass are still being 
received in good volume at Pittsburg 
though there has been some slight drop-
ping off due to the fact that a number 
of fishermen changed their gear and are 
out for salmon which has appeared in 
the river in fairly large numbers. The 
catch of salmon should increase this 
month as the season closes on both 
striped bass and shad on the fifteenth 
'Which will send all the fishermen out 
after salmon. The season also close:; on 
catfish on May 14th. 
F:urelm 
. Salmon have not appeared here as yet 
111 any volume and receipts of fish are 
$100,000 lOSS IN 
W ITH a loss totalling $100,000, the major portion of the Pittsburg 
plant of the \Vestern-California Fish 
Company, was destroyed by fire on the 
morning of April 9. The mild curing 
plant, cannery and warehouse were 
caught by the fire. 
"\Vhile as yet no definite plans have 
been formulated, there is no question 
but what we will rebuild," stated H. 0. 
Kessing, official of the company, a fort-
nig"ht later. 
Due to the valiant efforts of the Pitts-
burg fire department, aided by volun-
teers, the cold storage building and ma-
chinerv were saved. The fact that the 
plant ~of the F. E. Booth Co., Inc., ad-
still quite light. Halibut landings have 
been somewhat better than in the pre-
vious month bnt could be considerably 
heavier. Black cod still continues to lead 
other fishes in the amount received. High 
winds have kept the boats in on many 
days throughout the month, only fin 
boats being out at this writing. 
Fort Bragg 
Fair quantities of codfish are being 
received here bv the United Fisheries 
Company and the Northern California 
Fisheries Company. As yet the North-
ern California Fisheries have not sent a 
crew to Fort Bragg, one man taking care 
of all fish received. 
[Joint Reye,q 
Salmon appeared here towards the end 
of the month in fairlv large volume and 
a crew has been sen~t to the station to 
handle the fish by the Northern Califor-
nia Fisheries Company. Fishermen here 
are working under the same injunctio11 
as those af Sausalito. 
WINNING THE GAME 
(ContiiZucd from Page 16) 
gathering? There can be no doubt of it. 
By its display of vigor, optimism, cheer, 
alertness, confidence and persistence it 
penetrated the densest skull present with 
the insinuated conviction that it was a 
prosperous, vigorous and progressive con-
~ cern. By inference it conveyed to its 
friends that it offered for sale only the 
finest gasoline that modern science 
knows how to distill. It achieved a qual-
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PITTSBURGH fiRE 
joining that of the \Vestern-California, 
was saved is also attributed to the heroic 
efforts of the firemen. 
\Vhere or how the fire started has not 
as yet been determined, according to Mr; 
Kessing. The blaze was discovered 
shortly after one o'clock in the morning, 
and fanned by a very strong wind was 
soon out of control. 
It is understood that $20,000 worth of 
salmon was lost in the fire. 
The plant was one of the largest and 
most modern at Pittsburg, and while 
definite plans for rebuilding have not yet 
been announced, it is believed likely that 
a large, first-class plant will be built. 
ity reputation by skillful, indirect meth-
ods, and supplied one of the lasting im-
pressions with which that immense con-
course went home. 
Did anyone advertise fish? So that 
you won't have to wait until next month 
for the completion of this discussion, we 
shall tell you now what you might know 
already: "No!" 
NARROW ESCAPES 
Two fishermen had narrow .escapes 
from death off the Grays Harbor spit 
April 28 \vhen the Columbia River Pack-
ers Association supply boat No. 2 struck 
a submerged hulk and swamped. The 
bar tug rushed to her aid and rescued 
Capt. John Lin{lberg and his son and 
succeeded in beaching the >vaterloggcd 
craft. 
A CLOSING BILL 
An amendment to close the Rogue 
River, Oregon, and its tributaries, with-
in a radius of three miles of its mouth, 
to commercial fishing, is on file with the 
e attorney-general in Salem. The measure 
is designed to amend the constitution of 
the state and will be voted upon at the 
general election in November, providing" 
it secures enough signatures of the vot-
ers. 
BUYS BOAT 
1vfatt \Vhite recently bought a fishing 
boat from the Nehalem Bay Fish Com-
pany. 
KOULOURIS~ 
604 EAST 
FOOD 
DISTRIBUTORS 
FROZEN CURED 
Fl SH 
VANDIK£ 
FOURTH ST. 
3067 
Los ANGELES, CALIF. 
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l'roducin{! Trout 111 
Stryl>er, lUontmw 
Organized 18 years agn, the Fish Lake 
:Hatcheries, of Stryker, ?vlontana, have 
devoted energies to the propagation of 
young trout for commercial purposes 
until at the present time about 400,000 
trout are raised per year, according to 
Frank Kitchen, ,owner and manager. 
?vfr. Kitchen states that the trout-farm-
.ing business is one of the best occupa-
tions with which he is acquainted and 
that he can sec no danger of its ever 
being over-done, inasmuch as ideal loca-
tions having proper soil and unlimited 
supply of water are rare. 
The Fish Lake Hatcheries consist of 
67 acres, one large lake and four ponds, 
from "\vhich trout are 'produced to ship 
to all sections of the United States. 
"Trout raising in this locality," states 
Mr. Kitchen, "under perfectly natural 
conditions, coupled v,1th the abundance 
of the purest mountain water, and natural 
food for trout, affords one of the most 
independent, pleasurable and profitable 
vocations possible. 
"Our holdings consist of first water 
rights to all -.,.v·aters nece'i:.ary-and of 
which we have an , abundance-much 
going to \Vaste, clear patent and title from 
the govenuuent to our homestead on 
which our industry is located ... in addi-
tion an eascmCnt and seining and :.elling 
privilege to a most beautiful lake known 
as Fish Lake, in \vhich we make a plant-
ing annually ·of about 100,000 fry from.our 
h~ltchery. This lake is of varying depth 
to 42 feet of pure mountain -.,.vater \vhich 
seldom· reaches a temperature above 45 
degrees F. during the '''annest days of 
August. Our land embraces abnut one-
eighth of the shore line of thi.'i beautiful 
lake, 'the shores of which are. completely 
wooded. The balance of the land com-
pletely surrounding this lake has been, 
since the year 1910, and at the present 
time is, under lease to us from the State 
Land Department and is not salable. 
"A brood pond of eight and nine-tenths 
acres with living water running through 
it, is located in front of the hatchery and 
residence and contains ten to twelve thou-
sand fine, healthy brood trout adults, in 
addition to the ymmg stock coming -on. 
This tJond was originally a small portion 
of nnr meadow and is yearly producing 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES 
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about two lllillion eggs additional to the 
number of eggs we secure from the lake, 
the latter having an area of 45 acres on 
superficial measurements. 
"\Vith reference to the sale of the stock 
we produce, I >vill say that there is prac-
tically no competition for our excellent 
quality of eggs, fry, fingerlings or tabl:;;-
trout and we have always had practically 
all of our entire output contracted for 
one vcar in advance. But two species of 
fish -are in ·o.ur waters, namely ra,inbow 
trout and acclimated eastern brook trout. 
''Our equipment in part, consists of a 
large and very complete trout hatchery 
building, with room for increasing the 
capacity, It is equipped with a water-
power plant and Pelton \vheCl develop-
ing .1!6 horsepower, used for grinding 
food for fry while yet in the. hatchery 
h1nughs, for saw table, grindstone, \vash-
ing machine and any other purpose." 
* * * Lenten Business 
Goorl 
Lenten business in the Portland dis-
trict was good, according to J. H. Reeves, 
prominent Portland broker, writing under 
date of April 19. "You knO\v, \Ye Port-
landers are never so fast, but we are al-
\vays moving our share of the fish, be-
cause we are so located that our fish is 
fresh and of the best obtainable_:_salmon 
out of the mighty Columbia River, hali-
but from the banks off Oregon coast, 
also· from Alaska through the great 
wholesalers of Seattle. 
"\Ve were very lucky the past few 
weeks; large schools of salmon were just 
off the entrance to the Columbia and 
trollers were out each morning, return-
ing at night with good catches of the 
finest fat salmon and· ling cod. Newport 
also had some trips of h8.1ibut. 
''Take it all in all, we have had fine 
weather, everything is blooming, jt1st 
enough good old rain to make good busi-
ness. Easter trade ha{l lots of variety 
to pick from. Fish of all kinds were to 
be had, even shad from Sacramento. The 
Umpqua opened April 15 and added its 
bit to the fish counter-Royal Chinook 
salmon, a few shad, then the wonderful 
Bandon trout from ice-cold brook wat-
ers. 
,. 
Salmon, Shad, Crabs 
and 
Canned Crab-Meat 
Exclusive Dealers of 
BANDON SPECKLED TROUT 
Your Business Solicited 
Prices Quoted on Request 
Coast Fisheries 
REEDSPORT OREGON 
1'rou.t Study 
lo Continue 
Efforts to stock streams in the north-
west with rainbow trout, which thus far 
have had uncertain results, may be at-
tributed to the fact that the species of 
trout, "Salmo irideus," distributed by the 
hatcheries of the \vest really consist of 
two S1)ecies distributed under the single 
name, according to Dr. VVilliam C. Ken-
dall of Freeport, Me., senior ichthyolo-
gist of the Bureau of Fisheries. 
Dr. Kendall spent a sho:rt time in 
VVashington recently engaged in library 
research and the study of specimens in 
the National :rviuseum in connection with 
his investigation of the trouts of North 
America. 
From specimens in tlle museum, it ap-
pears evident that in the ca.rly fish cul-
tural operations in the McCloud River in 
California two species were propagated 
and distributed as rainbow trout, thus 
contributing to the confusion zoologists 
have encountered in the proper distinc-
tion of species in the trouts, and making 
results from a fish cultural standpoint 
uncertain. It is declared that there is 
evidence that hybrids of the two species 
are virtually sterile and therefore un-
suitable for sto-cking. 
The Angler's 
Privileges 
* * * 
Reports from Siskiyou County, Calif., 
indicate that the much-discussed ques-
tion as to whether fishing in waters run-
ning through private lands is the angler's 
right or privilege are being settled, at 
least for the Klamath River. Outcome 
of this controversy should prove of great 
interest to trout farm operaors in view 
of the bearing that anv precedent now 
set might have upon th-em. 
The Shasta Valley Rod and Gun club 
has taken the initiative by presenting 
the question to the county board of super-
visors. The sportsmen base their appenl 
for a right-of-way along both banks of 
the stream on the plea that anglers arc 
being excluded from access to many miles 
of the river. 
Fish and game laws of the State of 
California provide that any county hoard 
of supervisors may procure by purc11ase 
rights-of-way through condemnation pro-
ceedings if necessary, along the banks of 
any stream in the state. Although this 
law was passed 25 years ago, no county 
has ever exercised the power thus vested 
in its board of supervisors. And it is 
doubtful if the taxpayers would look 
kindly to paying for unobstructed rights-
of-way for anglers. 
TROUT: Ea.'!te-:-;;:1[, Loek Le,•e:.-r 
Dlaclt Spotted, Drown Trout, Rainbow. 
Eyed Eggs, Fry, Fingerlings, Matured I 
Trout. 
BLUE MOUNTAIN 
·TROUT IF ARM 
THOS. YOUNG. Owner 
MARKET TROUT OUR SPECIALTY 
Pendleton, Oregon 
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Salmon Propagation 
1f' asllington Deparlmeul Issues Figures 
on Egg Take and Fry Planted 
In a bulletin just issued, which in-
cidentally invited the industry and the 
public at large to visit state and federal 
fish hatcheries in the State of VVashington 
on May 3, Charles R. Pollock, supervisor 
of fisheries for the \Vashington division 
of fisheries, called attention to the activ-
ity of the department in salmon eggs 
taken and fry planted for the fiscal year 
ending 1-farch 31. 
The total eggs taken amounted to 152,-
062,5fi8; fry on hand, 77,833,454 and fry 
planted, 133,011,858. As to species, the 
grand totals ·were segregated as follows: 
Eggs taken-chinook, 60,286,050; silver, 
42,567,400; chum, 32,283,300; pink, 11,193,-
850; steelhead, 5,731,968. 
Fry on hand-chinook, 44,029,527; sil-
ver, 19,344,760; chum, 13,528,263; pink, 
930,904. 
Fry planted-chinook, 45,736,098; _sil-
ver, '35,817,730; chum, 39,684,212; pink, 
8,089,089; sockeye, 49,850; steelhead, 
3,634,879. 
QUINAULT SEASON OPENS 
Quinault salmon fishing is picking up 
for the Indians on the reservation at 
Hoquiam, Wash., according to \t..r. B. 
Sams, superintendent of the Taholah 
Indian agenCy, Several good catches 
have already been made. 
When You Are in Doubt 
Get in touch with the 
WHIZ FISH CO. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
FRESH, SALT AND 
SMOKED FISH 
Always on the Job 
Whiz Dock, Seattle, Washington 
TRUCKING FISH SOUTH 
Initiating a radically new service in 
fish delivery, a huge six-\Yheel, refriger-
ated truck with a capacity of six tons of 
fish, was put into service last month haul-
ing halibut from Seattle, \Vash., to Los 
Angeles and San Pedro, Calif., for the 
Olsen Fish & Cold Storage Company of 
the northern city. 
The first load arrived in the south on 
April 23, after 550 hours, and the sec-
ond trip on ~v[ay 5, after a fast run which 
carried it from Seattle to Los Angeles 
in 54 hours, the truck having left the 
Olsen plant at noon, Friday, 1v!ay 2. It 
carried two drivers, who drove night aud 
day in alternate shifts. 
By usc of the largl:! truck, it is pointed 
out, a great saving in express is effected. 
As the rate amounts to about four cents 
per pound, the saving on a five-ton load 
such as the Olsen truck carried, can eas-
ily be seen. The vehicle is a Reo, six-
ton truck. On the most recent trip the 
truck carried some ling cod in addition 
to halibut. The fish was distributed to 
Los Angeles and San Pedro wholesal-
ers. 
READER HITS SPORTSMEN 
The last legi:ilaturc of the state of Ore-
gon created a committee to hold hear~ 
ings on proposed fishery legislation be-
tween sessions of the legislative body. 
Some of these meetings have been creat-
ing considerable interest recently due to 
the measures proposed. 
In connection with the subject, \VCF 
is in receipt of a letter from a subscriber, 
], \V. \Vinship, secretary and treasurer of 
the Jutstrom Fish Company, 1vlarshfield, 
Ore., under date of April 5, in which 1v!r. 
\Vinship expresses his opinion of the mat-
ter as follows: 
"There is a certain group of men in 
Oregon, who are probably public spirited 
in every other walk of life, and good cit-
izens, who call themselves sportsmen; in 
hopes of making better fishing for the 
rod and reel men, they have closed some 
streams and arc trying to get laws and 
orders enacted to close others to com-
mercial fishing, depriving the rancher of 
the privilege to fish with nets the water 
adjacent to his property, a privilege he 
has always enjoyed, and that adds value 
to his property, helps him to pay his 
bills, sends his children to school, and 
makes a better living possible." 
John Hannula Jr. 
Fish Company 
Producers a:nd Distributors 
Throughout the Year of 
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Steelhead, Chinook Silver, 
and Salmon 
FOOT OF D STREET 
Telephone 530 
ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON 
Washington State Health 
Certifil:ate No. 3 
J.J.BRENNER 
' OYSTER CO. 
Established 1893 
Growers and Wholesale Shippers 
of the 
FAMOUS FRESH OLYMPIA 
OYSTERS AND CLAMS 
502 Fourth Ave. West 
OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON 
E. J. WHITMAN, President 
Haines Oyster Co. 
Est. 1892 
Largest shippers of Shellfish 
on the Pacific Coast 
Puget Sound Scallops, Shrimpmeut, 
Crabmeat, Olympia Oysters, Rock Point 
Oysters, Deep Sea Crabs, Clams 
and All Other Shellfish 
Quality Alrvays 
Pier No. 12 
Telephone Main 6800 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
'"PACKED 
WITH THE 
WIGGLE 
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Karl I. Sifferman Earl N, Ohmer 
Alaskan 
Glacier 
Sea Food 
Company's 
HIGHEST QUALITY 
SHRIMP MEAT 
and 
CRABMEAT 
Can Be Procured from 
the following Seattle 
Fish Dealers: 
San Juan Fishing & Packing Co. 
Palace Fish and Oyst~r Co. 
Sebastian-Stuart Fiah Co. 
Edwin Ripley & Son 
American Sea Food Co 
Dressel-Collins Fish Co. 
New England Fish Co. 
Booth Fisheries Co. 
Haines Oyster Co, 
Ripley Fish Co, 
Sound Fish Ca. 
Whiz Fish Co. 
Main Fish Co. 
Paclced by the Alaskan 
Glacier Sea Food Co., 
Petersburg, Alaslca 
P. 0. Box 1001, Seattle, Wash. 
TACOMA FISH AND 
PACKING COMPANY 
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS OF 
FRESH, FROZEN AND SMOKED FISH 
Speciali:dng in Puget Sound Salmon 
1107 DOCK STREET 
Telephone Main 1061 
TACOMA, WASHINGTON 
lj It's Sea Food-See Us 
RIPLEY FISH 
COMPANY, INC. 
DEPENDABLE QUALITY 
Pier No. 9 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
THE WEST COAST FIS.HERlES 
SYNDICATE BUYS 5 fiSH COMPANIES 
A CCORDING to W. A. Wacd of the Danish Canadian F reczing Company, 
Ltd., Vancouver, B. C., a syndicate com-
posed of Jas. Clark of Edmonton, Alta.; 
Peter Johnson, of Edmonton, Alta.; and 
D. Campbell of Bellingham, VVash., has 
purchased four large fish companies and 
one smaller company in the north. 
The concerns which have been sold 
are: Athabasca Lake Fi:;herics Co., Lake 
Athabasca; Clark Fisheries Co., Lesser 
Slave Lake; Johnson Fisheries Co., and 
Associated Fisheries Companv of Lake 
"La Biche," (Buffalo Lake) aS well as a 
smaller fishing company, 
The syndicate will secure a Dominion 
of Canada Charter and will push for 
trade in the United States, domestic and 
foreign markets. ).h, Ward will act as 
sales agent for export and Pacific Coast 
markets. 
The merger involves $350,000 and the 
employment oi 600 men. The new com-
pany is capitalized at $500,000. Heading 
the concern is Daniel Campbell, wealthy 
canner, who is president; J. W. Clark, 
formerly of the Clark Fish Company at 
Lac La Biche, is vice president and Peter 
Johnson, formerly head of the Johnson 
Fisheries, Ltd., is the manager. 
It is planned to extend the plant 
formerly operated by the Johnson Fish-
eries, Ltd., where the new finn, known 
as the National Fish Foods, Ltd., will 
make its headquarters. 
Alberta Fishing Imluslry 
According to 1vir. \Vard, in recent 
years Alberta has attained an important 
position in production of fresh water 
fish and with its Virgin Lakes to the 
north and the increased demand for this 
high product together with recent mod-
ern facilities for handling and transpor-
tation the operation holds promise of a 
rapidly-developing industry that within 
a short time should rank among the lead-
ers of the province. 
For the last three years the commer-
cial production has exceeded seven mil-
lion pounds per annum, and is showing 
a rapid and steady increase in volume 
and revenue. 
Lake Athabasca, Great Slave Lake, 
and continuation of connecting and trib-
utary waters of Northern Alberta, and 
North to the Arctic Circle is proving to 
contain an unlimited supply of high grade 
choice species of fresh water fish, and 
after considerable experimenting, in 
transportation, equipment and preserva-
tion, operations in these waters are now 
proving practicable and profitable, and 
will undoubtedly, within a year or two 
in addition to _its present supply, be ca-
pable of supplymg the fish trade through-
out the continent, with several million 
pounds of the choicest varieties of fish. 
The Athabasca River is connected with 
Lake Athabasca by the A. & G. W. Rail-
way, and Lake Athabasca and Great 
Slave Lake is connected by the Slave 
River. These rivers can be navigated 
during the summer months by large ves-
sels and form with the extension to the 
Mackenzie River, the highway between 
the interior and the Arctic region, and 
have since the early days, been navi-
gated by the steamers of the Hudson Bay 
Co. and the Athabasca Shipping Co. (for-
merly the Northern Trading Co.) These 
companies maintain large vessels run-
ning schedule freight and passenger traf-
fic in connection with their own trading 
activities, as well as on the commercial 
scale, 
The freight handled by these compa-
nies is practically all in form of supplies 
and equipments moving fr01i1 the Rail 
Head towards the Arctic, and the return 
journey is made practically empty, with 
the exception of furs ·which represent 
very small or practically no weight and 
the transportation companies are, there-
fore, in a splendid position, and inter-
ested in taking care of freight moving in 
the opposite directions. 
The fish companies supply their o\vn 
scows, not powered which when loaded 
at the dock are pushed up the river by 
the transportation company's boats on 
the return journey and landed at the 
rail head within 30 hours at a very small 
cost. 
The scows are refrigerated by use of 
crushed ice and salt, both being avail-
able on the grounds. The ice is put up 
during the winter months and the salt 
wells are located at Fort McMurray, be-
ing four miles from the shipping point. 
Preservation 
Possibly the greatest asset in the ex-
tension of fish production in the waters 
of Northern Alberta and north thereof, 
is the adoption of the Ottesen process 
of freezing. 
Due to Alberta's geographical location 
being situated a considerable distancd 
from the market, namely Eastern Can-
ada and Eastern Central United States. 
The time required in transit has greatly 
tended to deteriorate the quality of fish 
shipping in a fresh state on ice. Fresh 
water fish having a finer fiber construc-
tion than salt water fish, it decomposes 
faster and requires more careful and 
speedy handling. 
An Ottesen plant of ten tons daily ca-
pacity, located in Edmonton, has carried 
on extensive experiments with splendid 
results and the product treated under 
this system is now fully recognized by 
most of the leading fish houses through-
(Coutitmed ott Page 66) 
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INTERIM COMMITTEE HOLDS HEARING 
P .. ROBLEMS of ·commercial fishermen ·and sportsmen, together with pro-
posed legislation for the propagation and 
conservation of game and game fish \vere 
discussed before the interim committee 
of the Oregon State legislature at an aU-
day session held in Portland on April 5. 
Need of closer cooperation bet-ween 
sportsmen and commercial fishermen was 
stressed by several speakers. Every 
speaker agreed that such could be ac-
Nehalem Bay 
Fish Co. 
H. W. KLEIN, Mgr. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
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809 E. 76TH ST., N. 
PORTLAND, OREGON 
complished if sportsmen and commercial 
fishermen \vould work together in put-
ting a-cross legislation for the conserva-
tion of game fish. 
Prohibiting all fishing above tidewater, 
in the belief that anglers catch more 
above tidewater (as trout) than commer-
cial fishermen catch below, ·was sug-
gested by commercial fishery interests. 
Vl. A. Snyder spoke in detail regard-
ing the taking of the small salmon, called 
trout, from the many docks along the 
river and suggested that if these small 
:'ialmon were allov.red to ma;tttre thev 
would more than offset what the coni-
mercia! fishermen take annually. He 
urged more adequate salmon hatcheries. 
A. Thompson spoke regarding steel-
heads and the men employed and earn-
ing livings in the fishery and asked what 
was to be offered them as a substitute 
during the months that there is unem-
ployment. 
Lee 1\.{eade, representing the Nehalem 
chamber of commerce, said: "Protect the 
fish in our streams, hatch more fish, lib-
erate more fish, and there'll be fish 
enough for all, commercial fishermen and 
sportsmen alike." 
Several spokesmen for the Tillamook 
.and Nehalem county fishing unions as-
serted that many men employed by the 
commercial fishing industry would be put 
out of work if the movement to stop 
commercial fishing on some streams 
were put into effect. 
Harold Clifford, state game warden, 
declared that steelhead salmon should be 
designated as a game fish. He recom-
mended legislation that would pla-ce upon 
the game commission the responsibility 
for enforcement of la1vs on all streams 
closed to commercial fishing except on 
streams where a large number of salmon 
eggs are tclken, with the fish commission 
assuming responsibility over all other 
streams. 
Clifford urged that the daily limit of 
smelt during the Sandy river spring run 
should be increased to 50 pounds for 
private individuals and that commercial 
licenses should be increased to $15 or 
$20 to "shut out those who are not 
legitimately commercial fishermen." The 
commercial license is now $1. 
SEAS IDT HALIBUTTERS 
\Vith the seas off the Kodiad banks, 
Alaska, the worst in years, say fisher-
men, the opening of t.he halibut season 
has been anything but gleeful. Three 
hundred schooners are operating there 
and they say that the catch is so poor 
that only one or two boats have returned 
with cargoes which made any profit. 
The crews were constantly called out 
to chop away the ice from the decks, 
due to the high cold winds 'off the penin-
sula. 
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A[)VERTISE YOUR CAlif. SEA f00[)S 
By AUSTIN l\1. BENTLEY 
Sales Manager, San Francisco International Fish Co. 
W E CALIFORNIA folks, it is said, never miss an opportunity to talk 
about our State: its scenery, its wonder-
ful roads, our shipping, finance, fruit 
crops, our big trees, Yosemite, and many 
other wonderful things of which we can 
be justly proud. But it is seldom that 
we hear any one talk about the third 
largest industry in the State and that is 
fish and sea foods. 
If one travels East you will begin to 
hear of the wonderful sea foods that are 
SANTA BARBARA 
Wire /or Our Quotations 
S. LARCO FISH 
COMPANY 
Established 1870 
We ship everywhere--all kinds of 
California Sea~Foods. Special at-
tention given to standing orders, 
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Speciali.=ing in Lobsters 
Live and Cooked 
214 STATE STREET 
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 
WILMINGTON 
4 X Fisheries 
Wholesale Distributors by 
Experience 
Producers Quote Us On All Kinds 
of Fresh Fish and Specialties 
. 224-6 W. Anaheim 
WILMINGTON, CALIFORNIA 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
Established 1916 Telephone 864. 
SAN LUIS FISH CO •. 
to be obtained on the Atlantic Coast 
even a::; far west as Chicago. Some one 
vou meet on the train \Vill tell you of 
Some particular hotel or restaurant that 
makes a specialty of sea foods and how 
delicious they are, etc., but as we have 
said before it is so seldom that the won-
derful sea foods we have on the Pacific 
Coast are spoken of by people of our 
state. 
In California, in 1929, the commercial 
fishing industry of the state leads all the 
states in the Union. The total ·catch for 
1929 for the State of California was 849,-
754,883 pounds and valued at approxi-
mately $40,000,000. This is a gain of 46 
per cent over 1928. This business gives 
employment to approximately 30,000 per-
sons. 
V•./c believe that sea foods of the state 
of California should be more thoroughly 
advertised and more help given to the 
industry, and this can be done in quite 
a number of ways. 
In the first place the express rates on 
fish and sea foods are the same as they 
were during the war period and while 
everything else has received some consid-
eration at the hands of the express com-
panies sea foods for sornc unknown 
reason have been overlooked. We believe 
that the sale of fish and sea foods can be 
materially increased, through the help 
of the hotels, restaurants and cafeterias. 
Not long ago a very prominent hotel 
man in St. Louis in his talk to a conven-
tion of wholesale fish and sea food men, 
said: 
"The great perplexing question of all 
hotel owners, stewards, and chefs is how 
to reduce the cost of their raw materials. 
Some time ago we tried a denwnstration 
of fish and sea foods at the Hotel Chase, 
St. Louis, where we had been serving a 
regulnr dinnet· a la carte priced at $2 
for our de luxe dinner and $1.50 for 
another dinner. \Vhen living in a hotel 
and obliged to eat a heavy meal each 
day, a person is likely to get tired of it 
after a time ami say: '\Vell, I'll take a 
sandwich and a cup of tea or coffee,' etc., 
so the average check \Vill be 75 cents. 
"In or-der to -keep up the demand for 
tht: usc of our dining rooms we adopted 
a special sea food menu with the ·choicE 
of fish and sea food dinners from $1 tc 
$2. This special sea food menu i~ 
hanrled to the gtwst along \vith the regu· 
Jar menu when he is seated. 
"These fish and sea food items have 
become very. popular with our guests. 
\Ve find that describing the contents of 
the dish as \Ve do creates more interest 
and· has more appeal. 
Wholesale Shippers of Fresh Fish, Shell 
Fish nnd' Abalone in ihe shell and sliced 
"\:Vith short loins at 55c a pound and 
I · tenderloins at .. 80 cents· <1- pound, after 
581 DANA STREET -P~ 0. BOX 305 
SAN: Ll?lS'OBi:=;Pi;>, CAUF. 
being trimmed do\Vt1, the hotel proprietor 
serving a rncal at $1.50 or $2.50 has very 
little profit left when serving meat and 
practi-cally all hotels 'find it necessary to 
double the cost of the price to get the 
lA 
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selling price. This takes care of the 
trimmings, shrinkage, etc. 
"By putting in to effect this sea food 
menu, we increased the fish and sea food 
consumption at the Hotel Chase 500 per 
cent. We reduced the cost of the raw 
materials 6 cents on the dollar. We in-
creased the selling price per guest 13 
cents. The result is that our dining room 
is probably more profitable than any 
other operated in or near St. Louis. If 
you can get this message over to the 
hotels, restaurants, and cafeterias in your 
section Of the country, you arc doing 
them a great favor as they are seeking 
.something to take the place of the high 
priced meats. \Ve cannot see in the dis-
SAN FRANCISCO 
San Fran cisco 
International 
Fish Co. 
Main Office 
535-39 Washington Street 
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 
California's Largest 
Producers and Whole-
salers of Fish 
Northern California Distrihut .. 
ors of Nordic Fillet of Had-
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Eels, Buuerfish and o t h e r 
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We abo Mild-cure Salmon and 
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markets with Abalone 
Express Shipmmlts Given 
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tvitlt ·the 111ost up-to-date 
equipnzent 
-BRANCHES-
. MONTEREY CaL MARTINEZ. CaL 
SANTA CRUZ ··FORT BRAGG ·· 
PITTSBURG ·· EUREKA 
SHELTER COVE 
tance any Io,ver prices on meat, in fact 
it looks as though prices were getting 
higher; therefore, it is up to the hotel 
man to seck something- to take the place 
of the higher priced meats, and fish and 
sea foods are the items which solve the 
problem." 
\Ve believe that what has been ac-
complished by the Hotel Chase in St. 
Louis can be accomplished even more 
profitably in California. \Ve believe that 
if our great varieties of fish and sea foods 
are brought to the attention of the tour-
ists that they will help us advertise the 
goodness of our products and bring 
about increased sales, and ·we trust that 
all readers of The West Coast Fisheries 
magazine will lend their efforts and 
bring this about. 
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP 
STATEMENT OF THE OWNER-
SHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULA-
TION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE 
ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 
24, 1912. OF THE WEST COAST 
FISHERIES, P U B L I S H E D 
MONTHLY AT SAN PEDRO, CAL-
IFORNIA, FOR APRIL I, 1930. 
State of California, County of Los An-
geles, ss.: 
Before me, a notary public, in and for 
the state and county aforesaid, person-
ally appeared M. \V. Eley, who, having 
been duly sworn according to law, de-
poses and says that he is the publisher 
of The \Vest Coast Fisheries, and that 
the following is, to the best of his knowl-
edge and belief, a true statement of the 
ownership, management, etc., of the 
aforesaid publication for the date shown 
in the above caption, required by the Act 
of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 
443, Postal Laws and Regulations, print-
ed on the reverse of this form, to-·wit: 
1. That the names and addresses of 
the publisher, editor, managing editor and 
business managers are: 
Publisher, i\L \V. Eley, San Pedro, Cal-
if.; editor, John T. \Vatts; managing edi-
tor, none; manager, J. V. Carroll. 
2. That the owner is i\L \V. Eley. 
3. None. 
4. That the two paragraphs, next 
above, giving the names of the owners, 
stockholders and security holders, if any, 
contain not onlv .the list of stockholders 
and security hofders, as they appear -upon 
the books of the company but also, in 
cases where the stockholders or security 
holders appear upon the books of the 
company as trustee or in any other fid·u-
ciary relation, the name of the person or 
corporation for ·which such trustee is act-
ing, is given; also that the sai{l two para-
'graphs contain statements embracing af-
fiant's full knowledge and belief as to 
the circumstances and condition under 
which stockholders and security holders 
who do not appear upon the books of 
the company as trustees, hold stock and 
securities in a capacity other than that 
of a bona fide owner; and this affiant . .has 
no reason to believe that any other per-· 
son, association or corporation has any. in-
terest direct or indirect in the said stock, 
bon{ls or other securities that arc so 
stated by him . 
M. VV. ELBY, Publisher. 
Sworn to and subscribe·d before me this 
'eigh'tee'nth da'Y 'of 1'Iai·ch, 1930., (My 
commission expires 11-farch 20, 1931). 
A. J. MUSANTE. 
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ANEW HOME 
Lionel Shatz, secretary and treasurer 
of A. Paladini, Inc., San Francisco, Calif., 
has found it necessary to secure a larger 
domicile for his family as young Roland 
Shatz, although not a year old, is grow-
ing so rapidly he crowds the family in 
anything less than seven rooms. 
L4.RCO VISITS SAN FRANCISCO 
Chico Larco of Larco Brothers, Santa 
Barbara visited San Francisco between 
April 26th and 28th 'to see the eclipse 
under favorable conditions. 
SiAN FRANCISCO 
BRANCHES, OAKLAND, MON-
TEREY, PITTSBURG, EUREKA, 
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FISH COMPANIES SOLD 
(Contiuucd from Pa!JC 62) 
out the East and Eastern States, as su-
perior in quality to fish shipped on ice 
and demands higher price and also helps 
to stabilize the market and gt1ard against 
glutted lllarket conditions, by enabling 
the tJroduct to be carried in stOrage for 
.several months without sign of deteriora-
tion, either in appearancG or quality, and 
is proven scientifically not to lose any of 
the product's valuable ingredients and in 
this respect is proving a decided factor 
in stabilizing and merchandising the 
product and making possible the exploit-
SAN FRANCISCO 
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ing of lakes distant from railroad ·with-
out any risk or hazard. 
Preparations are already under way 
to erect plants at Lake Athabasca and 
other lakes, in readiness for next season, 
The fish will be treated at the lakes 
within a few hours after taken from the 
water and be landed on the tnarket in a 
firm condition. It is generally consid-
ered among the trade that this system 
·will be instrumental in revolutionizing 
the inland fisheries, and overcome the 
past difficult problems with which the 
industry on the ·whole has been con-
fronted. 
JF inter Tnms/}Ortation 
Some of the most important fish pro-
ducing lakes arc not accessible to sum-
mer operations and are therefore only 
operated during winter months and in 
some cases present a difficult problem as 
to practical transportation, In former 
years horses were 11sed ii1 moving the 
products from the lakes to the railroad, 
in some cases the distance being up to 
100 miles, requiring four to fi-ve days in 
transit. In the last fe\v years, consider-
able experimenting has been carried on 
·with mechanical conveyances to over-
come the s\my and expensive system of 
transporting with horses. One of the 
fish companies utilized five caterpillar 
tractors and nine heavy trucks with 
splendid re~mlts, both in respect to ex-
pediency and cost. VVithin a very short 
time, team transportation will no doubt 
be replaced entirely by tnechanical con-
veyances. 
Athabasca Lake is approximately 20{) 
miles long bv 45 miles wide and from 
earliest trme5 has been noted for the 
quality and abundance of its fish. Being 
also the home of numerous wild fowl, 
and the surrounding country being plen-
tifully supplied with moose and deer, 
made it of great importance in the Boat 
Brigade days of the Hud!:mn's Bay Com-
pany, Inward and outward crews from 
the four points of the compass met at 
Chipewyan, the trading post, to replen-
ish their stores, whcih in those days con-
sisted mainly of sun-dried meats and 
fish, and pemmican. It is worth w-hile 
recalling that Sir Alexander 1vfackenzie 
when in the service of the Northwest 
Company >vas stationed at Chipev,ryan, 
and there conceived and planned the 
journey which resulted in the discovery 
of the Mackenzie River and its outlet in 
the Arctic Ocean. Athabasca Lake- ·was 
also Mackenzie's starting point on his 
exploration journey up the Peace River 
and across the mountains to the Pacific 
at Bella Coola. Sir George Simpson, 
Governor of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, spent a winter at Lake Athabasca, 
which afforded an opportunity to esti-
mate the energy and enterprise of the 
Northwest Company, A few years later, 
Sir George brought about an amalga-
mation of the two companies, and the 
1vfackenzies, Frasers, MacTavishes and 
other 1vlacs, became partners of the Gen-
tlemen Adventurers of England. 
It is only a matter of time when Great 
Slave Lake will contribute a portion of 
its almost unlimited supply of fish to the 
eastern markets. Like Athabasca Lake 
it lies on the direct river route to the 
Arctic Ocean. The 300 additional miles 
of river, hov .. ·cver, is broken at Fitzger-
ald by 16 miles -of impassable rapids, 
necessitating at this point, road trans-
port, which is now carried on by teams. 
Great Slave Lake was, and is yet, 
the 'fi:;h and meat depot for points north 
to Fort Simpson, and it is safe to say 
that the quality of fish cannot. be sur-
passed. It has about three. times the 
area of Athabasca Lake, and while the 
cost of transpo·.rtation would approxi-
mate two cents per pound more than 
Athabasca, quantity and quality might 
make this advantage less apparent. 
LIBERATE CIDNOOK 
Fishermen and dealers spent .several 
days recently liberating a million young 
Chinook salmon in the small creeks trib-
utary to the Nehalem River, Ore. The 
Chinook were hatched at the Lake N eah 
Kah Nie trout farm o·wncd by Dr. H. E. 
Rinehart. 
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